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from behind the palmettos 
They say nothing happens in February, that the 28 days of this month are, 

individually and collectively, just too boring to even talk about. Hah, we riposte. 
For one thing, soccer still happens in February. It is a sport relentless in its growing 

popularity, one that is relatively inexpensive to support and one which offers excite
ment in perpetual motion. Up at Clemson University, that school has put together a 
nationally ranked team. The University of South Carolina, never one to lag too far 
behind Clemson (as Clemson is equally zealous in keeping up with USC) declared 
soccer a varsity sport just a few months ago. Erskine, Baptist, Citadel, Winthrop -
and if you think the phenomenon is limited to colleges, you're mistaken. Have you 
checked out the high schools, the YMCA, the city teams, the playing fields? Don Belt 
is an amiable ten-year veteran of the game who has watched his sport burgeon to the 
borders of frenzy in South Carolina, and to hear him talk about it, the very nature of 
soccer should cause that rapid growth to come as no surprise. He tells why, in his 
story which begins on page 13. Our "Palmetto Profiles" feature yet another soccer
related story by Belt: a profile on Columbia area soccer pioneer Bill Lauritzen. 

Sharing in that " Profile" department space is another Columbian, Lillian 
Cheatham, who a few years ago broke into the field of the Gothic novel with Portrait 
of Emma, published by Doubleday and Co. Next month that same august firm will 
bring out her Secret of Saramount, a Gothic novel set in the South Carolina Low 
Country. Yes, we have read it; no, we won't tell you the ending. We will tell you the 
beginning though -chapter one of Saramount begins on page 44. It's just enough to 
whet your appetite for the rest of the book. 

Speaking of books, the animal farm Jim Singleton found in Spartanburg County 
has no relation to George Orwell's classic fable. Rather, it is a menagerie of mountain 
lions, wolves, ostriches, tigers, horses and other assorted animals owned and cared 
for by David Meeks, who wants to make his zoo a full-time venture - as if he doesn't 
already spend hours administering to his charges. Writer Singleton says Meeks 
apparently does not expect 40 days and 40 nights of rain, because there seems to be 
no evidence of a 300-cubit boat. 

Needless to say, there is more: Bob Bailey instructs us on the care and feeding of 
fems; Nancy Klotz elucidates us on the exhaltation of the lowly cabbage; Robert Weir 
brings to these pages the story of the other Wade Hampton; plus all the rest of our 
people and their work. That should wrap things up for this page. 
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Cover: University of South 
Carolina soccer stars Ramon 

Franklin and Mike Hankinson 
collide in a practice match. To the 

phrase " the thrill of victory, the 
agony of defeat," might be added 

"the contortions of combat." 
Photo by Don Belt. 
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readers' COllllllents 
What ideas, opinions and comments do you have about this issue of yaur magazine? We're anxious to hear what you think, so this column is all yours - please drop us a line. 

I recently found a glass in a cylindrical 
case. On this glass is the following inscrip
tion: "SOUTH CAROLINA INTER
STATE AND WEST INDIAN EXPOSI
TION 1901-1902". 

I am writing to inquire if you can give 
me any information about this Exposi
tion and also if this would be considered 
a collector's item. 

Any information you can give me will 
be appreciated very much. 

Howard B. Bissell 
Spartanburg 

Since I am moving in the near future into 
a small apartment it will be necessary for 
me to sell Volumes I through VII of 
Sandlapper. Each is complete and in ex
cellent condition. Do you have requests 
for these volumes? 

Mrs. Francis Foley 
Timmonsville 

If someone is interested in purchasing 
these volumes please get in touch with us 
and we will put you in touch with the 
seller. - Ed. 

After several years I cannot do without 
this magazine. Please renew my sub
scription. 

Mrs. Emily S. Spears 
Charlotte 

You know how to build good will among 
your subscribers. Year after year they 
repeat without a murmer with the expec
tation of receiving the same quality 
magazine. Yet when your largess breaks 
forth to whom do you donate? Your 
faithful friends? No. Do they get signed 
and numbered collectors prints as 
bonus? They get "Offer not applicable to 
renewals." My subscription to Sandlap
per says Vol. 1, No. 1 to this date. Re
newal made earlier in December, 1977. I 
have all copies. How many of your sub" 
scribers can say Vol. 1, No. 1 to date. 

Walter C. Guy 
Aiken 

I thoroughly enjoy your magazine 
monthly and appreciate the fine art 
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works that you make available from our 
native artists. 

W. J. Colvin, III 
Holly Hill Lumber Company 

I appreciate your willingness to make 
Sandlapper available to us for a while for 
the President's magazine summary. I 
look forward to reading it. 

Claudia Townsend 
Editor, White House News Summary 
The White House 
Washington 

We enjoyed the Palmetto Profile (Page 
22) on Kate Palmer in your November 
1977 issue and would very much like 
your permission to reprint it on The 
Greenville News editorial page. We will, 
of course, give proper credit to the 
Sand/apper and to the writer. 

Aubrey Bowie 
Associate Editor 
The Editorial Page 
The Greenville News 

We are honored. Permission granted. -
Ed. 

I continue to enjoy your column (Leaves 
from the Family Tree) in the Sand/apper 
each month. It's the first thing I read. My 
primary area of interest is the upper state 
South Carolina region. Can you recom
mend genealogical publications covering 
South Carolina and/ or upper South 
Carolina. Do you know of an old ceme
tery association(s) in South Carolina? 
I'm interested, of courses, in indexes to 
burials in South Carolina. 

Thanks for any help you can give me 
and for your columns. 

Perry G. McCrary 
Greenville 

I'm enclosing a check for three years 
subscription to Sand/apper to prove my 
interest in and confidence of your 
magazine's continued existence in spite 
of your extremely pessimestic and 
negativistic philosophy voice1 in your 
many Endpieces during the past year or 
so. Cheer-up! Cosmologists tell us that 

the universe has at least 50 billion years 
to go before the "black holes" change 
into "white holes" and the universe 
starts over again! Even through all the 
gloominess I have always turned to your 
Endpiece the very first thing and read it 
before all else! I'm curious as to what is 
coming next! But, honestly, I do believe 
that your readers want interesting, 
newsy, informative commentary in your 
Endpieces- but not doomsday, please. 
So I hope you won't stop writing your 
column. I think the article on how 
Sandlappers got their "name" was ex
tremely interesting - and I can't re
member whether that was an Endpiece 
or a regular article - but it was very !:,OOd 
anyway. 

I like Sand/apper because it is of 
high-quality, slick paper and because it 
represents many sentimental younger 
years that I lived in South Carolina 
(graduating at Camden High in the same 
class, 1938, with ex-governor John 
West) plus it includes some of the won
derful history and fascinating past and 
present life in the Palmetto state - land 
of many of my forefathers. 

A brief review of who I am: I wrote 
Historic Camden (Dec., '72 issue 
Sand/apper) and submitted a wonder
fully fine article on the history, etc. of the 
Haile Gold Mine ( discovered by my 
great-great-great-grandfather and 
named for him) near Kershaw but you 
declined to print it because of the many 
little mechanical details and minor errors 
that your staff didn't like - including 
bringing in personalities that would have 
given additional high reader interest to 
any of your articles. Anyway, I don't hold 
this against you one bit, I want you to 
know, as life has to be a compromise 
oftentimes. I have to learn as a writer -
and you have to learn as an editor! 
Maybe I'll submit another article to you 
someday since I'm retired (age 58) and 
may have some time. Anyway, you·are 
welcome to print any or all of this letter if 
you desire. And one final word: I'm op
timistic about Sandlapper and believe 
that it is here to stay! 

Julian B. Culvern 
Morristown, Tenn. 

(Please tum to page 6) 
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I f, after the ping-pong diplomacy of a 
few years ago, the United States 
ever practices soccer diplomacy, 

Don Belt will be ready. 
Last year Belt, assistant soccer coach 

for the University of South Carolina's 
newest varsity sport, was one of a 15-
member team which traveled to Switzer
land and Great Britain to take on the 
toughest competition there. In Britain 
their hosts treated them to the pubs and 
the traditional post-game beer busts. 
When they arrived in Switzerland on that 
nation's independence day, their game 
was the featured attraction of festivities in 
Zurich. The American team, quite liter
ally, had a -ball. 

Don, a Columbia native, began play
ing soccer ten years ago. He attended 
Washington and Lee University for two 
years before returning to South Carolina 
and enrolling at USC. During his last two 
years at Carolina he was captain of the 
soccer team and was voted most valu
able player and high scorer. In 1973, he 
was elected to the All-State team, par
ticipated in the Southeast Soccer Classic 
and was elected to the All-T oumament 
team. 

Belt on soccer: 
"I can get on a field with Libyans or 

Brazilians and I don't know my oppo
nents' language - but soccer doesn't 
need a language. Each team admires its 
opponents' skills. Soccer is pretty univer
sal - which is another way to see. If 
you've seen one play in one country you 
can see it everywhere. 

"Soccer just got in my blood after a 
while. My attraction to the sport is the 
way you feel when you play. It's creative. 
It's more beautiful to create things. Sure 
you're out there to beat people, but at 
the same time, you're creating your 
moves and the way you move the ball. 

"The U. S. will be able to field a com
petent international team in about ten 
years. We just need the coaches. Maybe 
it's something in the American character, 
the frame of mind. Americans work real 
hard, hustle real hard - when we can 
channel our national characteristics into 
a natural style of playing, that will be 
something." 

February 1978 

. Last year Elizabeth Hart directed a 
company of Benedict College actors 
who toured South Carolina in a pro

duction of Langston Hughes' Don't You 
Want To Be Free? This year, she is hard 
at work on a doctorate in English educa
tion while serving as interim director of 
Benedict College's Division of Informa
tion and Cultural Services. One can eas
ily - and correctly - infer that her pas
sionate interest is literature. That's why 
we sent her to interview Alice Childress, 
whose profile appears in this issue. 

Originally from Anderson, Ms. Hart 
studied at Benedict College, the Univer
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
has done additional work at the Univer
sity of Missouri, Seton Hall University 
and the University of Iowa. She has di
rected several dramas and served as 
literary critic for Columbia's Black On 
News. Her production of the aforemen
tioned Langston Hughes play was 
funded by the South Carolina Commit
tee on the Humanities as a Bicentennial 
tribute. 

Of literature - black literature in par
ticular - over the last 40 or so years, she 
says, "Literature certainly has been in 
the forefront, It's the vehicle through 
which the very significant images are pro
jected. 

"That's why Alex Haley's Roots was 
so popular: He portrayed the lifestyle, 
culture and heritage of a people. Toni 
Morrison's Song of Solomon has very 
deep insight into that certain glory of 
people who have to cope during hard 
ti " mes. 

Her work for Black On News has, 
since she began her columns in 1975, 
focused primarily upon women writers 
such as Lorraine Hansberry, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, Margaret Walker, Nikki 
Giovanni and others. She believes that 
publishers and editors of anthologies 
have, under the influence of a majority of 
critics who are male, ignored most 
female writers. American literature, Ms. 
Hart says, has dealt too much in too 
many stereotypes. She would, of course, 
like all this to change: "It's high time for 
that change, too, in all the textbooks, 
from kindergarten to colleges." 
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Comments (Continued from page 4) 

In a cursory glance at the November 
Sandlapper, I notice that a shop in 
Beaufort is very unique and that we are 
invited to shop at the horse capital of the 
Carolinas. Those two errors appear in 
advertisements which, perhaps, you 
print as submitted by customers. 

BUT - in the first article, we read that 
Dispensary bottles were found, on west 
wall are wooden mantles (must have 
been a bit bulky!), that clay pipes were 
found on the vicinity, placemats dipict 
old maps, and that there are a variety of 
steaks. 

Like Elizabeth Whetsell of 
Orangeburg, I do not want to be labeled 
a critical person. I just feel that your 
magazine deserves better editing and 
proof-reading of its very fine subject mat
ter. 

Mrs. L. A. Schneider 
Ninety Six 

P. S. (And I deserve a better typewriter, 
eh?!) 

Want a job as an unpaid proofreader? 

I regret to inform you that none of the 
magnificent stained glass windows in the 
Shandon Presbyterian Church appear in 
the magazine. You have placed the 
name of our church beneath a window 
which is not ours. I regard the error as 
being your loss, for the windows here are 
without equal in our state in my opinion. 

J. Howard Edington 
Minister 
Shandon Presbyterian Church 
Columbia 

Trinity Cathedral is very proud of having 
two parts of our great West Window used 
for your special 1978 calendar. I am sure 
that there will be some in our congrega
tion who will want to purchase this issue. 
I have sent in my subscription for one 
year. Again thank you. 

James Stirling 
Dean 
Trinity Cathedral 
Columbia 

The pay is not very good but rewarding The calendar of stained glass photo
in other ways? - Ed. graphs in the December issue is absolute-
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ly beautiful - a fitting finale to a year of 
beautiful publications. 

T. E. Hatcher 
Taylors 

Three cheers and a tiger for Sandlapper 
fiction each month and the cinema re
view. I prefer your movie reviews to 
those of Time magazine. 

J. William Pugh 
College Park, Georgia 

In response to your editorial of De
cember 1977 I vote to do away with the 
monthly fiction piece, Filmclip and also 
articles on fashion. This does not reflect 
on the quality of those articles but like 
most other subscribers I take other 
magazines which have these things, but 
which do not offer articles on South 
Carolina and its people. I take Sandlap
per just for that reason. 

Claire Palmer 
Roswell, Georgia 

Sandlapper 



The pleasures of the Southland abound. The heritage is rich, the future is bright. Many 
joys are unique only to the South. One of them is traditionally enjoyed while the good 
ol' boys joyfully partake of the others. Rebel Yell, made and sold only beneath the 
Mason-Dixon line, host bourbon of the South. Rebel Yell is a joy to be savored. 'fry 
it. Have yourself a sun belt. 

Robert E. Lee's 
birthday is January 19. 
· Recently, Congress 

made him a citizen/ 
again. He was not 

consulted. 

In the face of 
danger, a possum 
will swoon so the 

foe might think he 
passed away due 
to natural causes. 
Possums attempt 

this in the face 
of on-coming 

automobiles to 
no avail. 

For years there've been toasts to the Southern Belle. 
Who nowadays toasts back with her _______ _ 

There has been much singing about 
waiting on the Robert E. Lee. It must have 

had an on-time-arrival problem. 

Oh, the joy of good ol' cornbread. Mix 
up 2 cups of stone ground, self-rising corn 
meal, 1-1/2 cups buttermilk, and 1/ 4 cup 
of vegetable oil. Butter up an iron skillet 
or 9" pan, bake at 450 degrees for about 
20 minutes. Slice and butter. 

(You supply a rhyme.) 

Kudzu was brought South 
for cows to eat. But they 
didn't like it. The vines 
literally grow while you 
watch. It may take over 
the earth. 

90 PROOF 



Comments (continued from page 6) 

Having been a charter subscriber of 
Sand/apper, I have observed its deterio
ration as far as my interest is concerned. 
Hence, my response to your Endpiece of 
the December issue. May I suggest that 
you take one or two of your issues and 
strip them of the advertising and see ex
actly how much content is left. South 
Carolina is becoming a dynamic state 
and has a proud heritage. Accordingly, I 
see no place in a magazine of this nature 
for columns devoted to movie reviews 
and fiction of questionable merit. Grant
ed, Savannah is an attractive neighbor, 
where would such an approach end -
New Orleans? 

It is my belief that expansion of Pal
metto Profiles, better and more frequent 
treatment of the cities and towns (their 
history, citizens and activities) would be 
of more interest. Too, many of us won
der what has happened to the descen
dents of South Carolina's former lead· 
ers. For example, it is known that de
scendents of Calhoun are playing a lead
ing role in our state today. If you have not 
already seen it, you might glance at the 
November 1977 issue of Town and 
Country. 

Additionally, in-depth treatment of 
more of South Carolina's industries 
would probably be of interest to much of 
the populace. Many of your features are 
thoroughly enjoyed; e.g. book reviews of 
native interest, eating establishments of 
the state, historical features, some of the 
recipes and numbers on gardening. 
However, unless these are pertinent to 
South Carolina, it would seem futile to 
place them in a slick magazine of this sort 
when other magazines such as Southern 
Living are replete with such information. 

H. Oliver Williamson, M.D. 
Charleston · 

We always appreciate feedback which is 
the reason we constantly ask for it. How
ever, it would seem appropriate to re
spond to several of the points posed in 
the above since not to do so might imply 
agreement: 

(1) Our advertising/editorial ratio al
ways runs 40 percent to 60 percent with 
editorial usually running more. 

(2) I am sure William Price Fox, Pat 
Conroy, Robert O'Neill Bristow, Guy 
Owen, James Dickey and other distin
guished writers whose work we have fea
tured may be somewhat put out to have 
their fiction categorized as of question
able merit but there is no real need to 
defend them ·here. The American and 
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international reading public and the liter
ary establishment in general has done 
that much better than I ever could. 

(3) Movie reviews were added at the 
specific request of our younger movie-at
tending readers. When we dropped it 
briefly we were greeted by a minor flood 
of protests so we put it back in the maga
zine. 

(4) The Savannah piece was written 
by South Carolinian Mark Steadman 
and to some extent Savannah is consid
ered a suburb of sections of South Caro
lina and many South Carolinians. 

All other suggestions are appreciated 
and will be thoughtfully considered. 
Keep those cards and letters coming. 

-Ed. 

I have just spent some time with, and 
enjoyed thoroughly the December, 
1977, issue of Sand/apper magazine. I 
particularly like the photo essay and 
calendar, entitled The Year in Light. The 
text is moving and the pictures are lovely. 

I feel, however, that note should be 
taken of the fact that this article in 
Sand/apper, which calls itself The Maga
zine of South Carolina, contains not one 
single picture of any one of the many 
outstanding stained glass windows con
tained in churches in Charleston, many 
of which are among the oldest and most 
historic, and most beautiful in the state. 
In making this observation, I am not a 
jealous Charlestonian with a chip on his 
shoulder who always seems to feel that 
the rest of the state is in another camp. I 
am aware that in the past there have 
been some people like that, and perhaps 
there still are. By and large, I think that in 
your magazine and elsewhere Charles
ton now has its rightful place in the minds 
of all South Carolinians, but I do think it 
is a pity that the authors of this article did 
not include one single picture from the 
many beautiful stained glass windows 
available in Charleston. 

deRosset Myers 
Charleston 

We thought long and hard before mov
ing ahead with the photo essay on 
stained glass windows for exactly this sort 
of reason anticipating that we would be 
accused of religious and regional paro
chialism. But we decided to do it anyway 
and try to take the most appropriate 
measures we could to prevent any reli
gious or regional bias. The photos used 
were selected from a collection of ap
proximately 150 slides taken. over a 
period of several years. To assure that no 

religious opinion should affect choices, 
the slides were not marked with the 
source of the photo but were keyed with 
a number corresponding to a list and 
name which was filed separately. Thus, 
the artists selected the photos to be used 
solely on their artistic quality, composi
tion, color quality and graphic repro
ducibility. Not until after color separa
tions were ordered and the magazine in 
the page proof stages were the slides 
identified and the cutlines inserted. The 
fact that no Catholic church windows or 
windows from Charleston area churches 
were included was not intentional. 

-Ed. 

I would like to say thank you to the one 
who sent in the list of common English 
mistakes. It was in the November issue of 
Sand/apper. I agree with every correc
tion. Now, I would like to add a few 
others. I hate to hear someone say, "I'm 
going to Jay down to rest" - it should be 
lie. The principal parts of the verb are 
"lie," "Jay, "lain." The other verb is 
"lay," "laid," "laid." Lay in the present 
tense means to put or place something 
somewhere. "Lay the book on the 
desk." 

Two other verbs: "sit," "sat," "sat" 
and "set," "set," "set." Don't say, "I sat 
him down." It should be, "I sat down" or 
"Set the box here." 

Mrs. Ella Hughes Cox 
Spartanburg 

I have subscribed to the Sand/apper 
since its first issue, but have debated in 
my mind all year if I should extend my 
subscription any longer. 

The truth of the matter is, the literary 
quality of the magazine has suffered (in 
my opinion) for the past three years (at 
least). I just skip over some of it with only 
a glance and look for such articles as first 
insured its attractiveness or success. 

·r have at hand the November issue, 
and call to your attention the poor at
tempt at poetry (and art) on page 31. 
Also, I object strenuously to the cheap
ness and moral tone of "Jenkins in Philis
tia;" again I simply did not read it, There 
have been other examples. 

What has become of the high standard 
of your magazine? The paper itself is still 
superior in quality. 

Once more I'll give it a chance by send
ing in my renewal. 

Jessie Matthews 
Columbia 

Sandlapper 



10th Annual 
Heritage Golf Classic 

$225,000 purse 

~, \ ' 
Tom Watson, placed second in the 1977 Arnold Palmer, winner of the first Graham Marsh, 1977 Heritage champ 
~ ~~~~ ~ 

March 23-26 at Sea Pines at Hilton Head ..... "_ ... -... 
The Winners 1973 Hale Irwin ...... 272 
I %9 Arnold Palmer ... 283 1974 Johnny Miller .... 276 
1970 Bob Goalby ..... 280 1975 Jack Nicklaus .... 271 
1971 Hale Irwin ...... 279 1976 Hubert Green .... 274 
1972 Johnny Miller .... 281 1977 Graham Marsh ... 273 

Admission Plans: 
SEASON CLUBHOUSE PLAN 
The Season Clubhouse Plan, $50.00 each, includes one (I) 
clubhouse badge, for admission to course and clubhouse 
privileges for full week of play; one (I) general parking sticker. 

SEASON GROUNDS PLAN 
The Season Grounds Plan, $35.00 each, includes one (I) season 
badge, for admission to course grounds only (does not include 
clubhouse privileges) for the full week of play; one general 
parking sticker. 

Silver Patron Plan: 
One (I) Patron Badge. Five (5) Season Clubhouse Badges. One 
(I) Preferred Parking Sticker. Three (3) General Parking 
Stickers. One (I) invitation for two persons to attend Special 
Patron Party. An attractive Patron's commemorative gift and 
special recognition on the Patron Board. 

Pro-Am Plan: 
A position in the Pro-Am Tournament. One (I) Pro-Am 
Badge. Five (5) Season Clubhouse Badges. Three (3) General 
Parking Stickers, plus preferred parking on Pro-Am day. One 
(I) invitation for two persons to the Pro-Am Drawing Party 
and Pro-Am Awards Dinner Party. Special Pro-Am memen
toes. 

Ticket information requests should be directed to: 
Sea Pines Heritage Golf Classic 
11 Lighthouse Rd. 
Sea Pines Plantation 
Hilton Head Island, S. C. 29948 
Phone: (803) 671-2448 

Tickets are not refundable. 

Accommodations requests should be directed to: 
Sea Pines Reservations Office 
P. 0. BoxR 
Hilton Head Island, S. C. 29948 
Phone: (803) 785-3333 
Toll free number outside S. C. (800) 845-6131 

Reserve your place now for the 10th annual HERITAGE 
GOLF WEEK, March 23-26, 1978. Complete and mail the 
coupon below. 

----------------------------------------------, 
Horitoge Golf Closslc 
11 LlghthousoRood Phono:(803)871-2448 
HIiton Hoad lolond, S. C. 29948 
Enclosed is my check or money order in the amount of$ ----
covering the following admission plan: 
TOURNAMENT PLANS Pro-Am Plan $750 each ---
Silver Patron Plan $275 each __ Practice Rounds, Monday $5 each _ 
Season Clubhouse Plan $50 each_ Practice Rounds, Tuesday $5 each_ 
Season Grounds Plan S35each __ Pro-Am -Wednesday S1Deach _ 
Daily tickets will be available at the Sea Pines Reception Center, Hilton 
Head Inn and other Island locations during the tournament. Thursday & 
Friday S10each - Saturday & Sunday $12 each. 

NOTE: All of the above plans include admission to full week of events in
cluding practice rounds on Monday and Tuesday, Pro-Am Tournament on 
Wednesday and four rounds of Heritage Golf Classic play, Thursday thru 
Sunday. Practice Round prices are for those wishing to attend practice 
rounds only and not full tournament. 

~-------------------
:lld!lfti,--~-----------------
City State p._.._ 

---------------------------------------------· 



Take a vacation from ordinary vacations 
at the finest resort in America. 

Think back for a minute about your vacations. them in immaculate condition. Come play in 
You packed your bags, packed the kids into our sailboats. 

the car ... and packed yourself off to the same old Or just sink into a chair on the porch of your 
place that you've been to over and over again. villa or vacation house. And snooze the lazy 

A vacation should be a vacation, not a habit. day away under the warm Carolina sun. 
Come to Sea Pines. A vacation at the finest resort in America will 
Come to our 5,000 acres at the tip of Hilton spoil you for the rest of your life. 

Head Island, South Carolina. For reservations and information, call your 
Come play on our four and a half miles of Travel Agent or 803-785-3333. Or write us at 

beach, our four fine golf courses, our .-11111111;;;;'1,.._-_ Dept. SLP, Hilton Head Island, 
tennis courts-there are 42 of SC 29948. 

The finest resort in America 

SEA PINES at Hilton Head 
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At home and on the go with sandlapper. 

dining out 
The Yellow Shutter 

Tipsy mushrooms, Swiss fondue, 
cocktail crab claws: These are just a few 
of the items on the menu of Beaufort's 
newest gounnet restaurant, The Yellow 
Shutter, at 1005 Craven St The owners, 
Bill and Pat Barker, collected the recipes 
over 20 ,years as they wined and dined 
visitors at home while he was a Marine 
Corps bandmaster. 

The Yellow Shutter is located in the 
basement of an old Beaufort home 
which the Barkers and their four children 
remodijled from a fonner curio shop also 
called the Yellow Shutter. The decor is 
channing and, as Pat says, eclectic, with 
white walls, white brick columns, yellow 
(naturally) shuttered windows, lovely 
prints and watercolors on consignment 
from local artists, cheerful flowered 
hand-made table cloths, and antique 
furnishings. There are five cozy dining 
areas: the Music Room, the Barristers' 
Room (for attorneys who frequently 
lunch there), the Parlor, the Taproom 
and Kitchen, as well as the Garden, 
where meals can be served when weath
er permits. 

The Barkers, always a close-knit 
group, have made their restaurant a fam
ily project. Upon Bill's retirement from 
the Marine Corps, they had originally 
planned to build on land they owned in 
Florida, but after four tours at Parris Is
land, they realized that Beaufort had be
come home. Pat, the oldest of seven 
children, has cooked nearly all her life 
and loved it. Her dream of a restaurant in 
Bill's retirement years came true with the 
Yellow Shutter, and the whole family 
helped. They did all the remodeling -
painting, carpentry, sewing, decorating. 
Only the wiring and plumbing was con
tracted out. Pat cooks and Bill serves 
with much flair and wannth as maitre d'. 
They both always appear band-box 
fresh and manage to find time for chats 
with the customers. 

The children - two of whom, Mari
beth and Jamie, are music majors at 
Carolina and two of whom, Susan and 
Mickey, are still in high school - fill in as 
waiters and waitresses when their studies 
permit. They also sometimes substitute 
as chefs for certain of the meals: Pat has 

(Please tum to page 10) 
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the gardener 
Trees 

Because trees usually take longer to 
die from neglect than, say, roses, many 
good gardeners tend to neglect their 
trees. How about you? One major ex
ample of such neglect is shirking the an
nual job of applying dormant sprays to 
the scale susceptible ornamental species. 
It is a safe bet that much of the damage 
can be attributable to the weakening ef
fects of wholly unsuspected enemies. On 
magnolias, most species of enonymus, 
tulip trees, lilacs, a few pines, all the fruit 
trees, hawthorn, cherry laurel, and 
beach plum, scale insects are very dan
gerous. They work largely unseen until it 
is too late for a ready cure. Spraying 
during favorable weather will not do the 
trick - not even if you use the com
pounds. Lime sulfur can be used, but it is 
messy and not really necessary. Miscible 
oil, applied on a gray day when the tem
perature can be expected to remain be
tween 40 and 80 degrees, is still the best. 
There is, however, one thing about dor
mant spraying: Since the development 
of new wilt proofing preparations, spray
ing can be made more effective, require 
less oil, and take less time. Supplement
ing the spray solution with wilt proofing 
solutions, as the manufacturer recom
mends, will result in a longer lasting solu
tion that stays where it is put. 

When you spray pay special attention 
to tree crotches, bark crevices and the 
underside of limbs - those hard-to
reach places where the worst damage 
usually occurs. Remember the story of 
the man who, after losing his collar but
ton behind the cabinet, looked for it out 
in the middle of the room because the 
light was better there? 

Begonia 
The tuber-rooted begonia requires an 

ahead-of-the-season start to do its best 
Tuberous begonias should be put down 
to root any day now. This rooting proce
dure is often misunderstood and incor
rectly performed, thanks to a couple of 
generations of bad advice given to ex
perts who should have plagiarized more 
fruitfully. The prevalent misunderstand
ing is two-fold: It assumes that a begonia 
tuber puts out roots at the base of the 

(Please tum to page 10) 

of peacocl<s d l · l · an 11es 
Let's Hear It 

For CertainTeed 
Recently I have noticed a trend which 

seems to spell some hope and help for 
the restoration of some of our historic 
homes. As you probably well know, 
most of the organizations which are usu
ally involved in trying to restore and save 
what remains of our architectural heri
tage from the wreckers and builders' 
bulldozers are not usually well-heeled 
organizations, and any kind of restora
tion is pretty damed expensive. Thus 
many restoration projects must wait, 
growing more deteriorated day by day. 

But recently I have noticed a trend -
nationally, at least - which seems to 
spell hope for some of these organiza
tions. A number of building and home 
supplies manufacturers - lumber, 
bricks, roofing, paint, all of those expen
sive and necessary items which are 
necessary in any sort of restoration proj
ect - have been donating some of their 
materials for use in restoring some histor
ically and architecturally significant build
ings. They then write the donation off to 
charity or advertising. An example of 
such a benefactor is the Certain Teed 
Corporation in Valley Forge, Pa., which 
recently donated roofing to the Ham
mond House in Eastview, N. Y., the 
Honolulu House in Marshall, Mich., 
Chesterwood, the home and studio of 
sculptor Daniel Chester French in Stock
bridge, Mass., and the DuBois Mansion 
in DuBois, Pa., a typical example of the 
small town mansion prevalent in the 
U. S. between 1880 and 1900. But the 
Certain Teed folks have also been in
volved in similar donation projects to 
such historic buildings as the birthplace 
of John Adams, John Quincy Adams 
and Thomas Edison; the last home of 
Edgar Allan Poe; a farmhouse immor
talized in Willa Cather's My Antonia; Ft. 
Ashby, the last of George Washington's 
Indian posts south of the Potomac; and 
Ashland Plantation, the home of Richard 
Henderson, who was instrumental in 
opening up the Kentucky and Tennessee 
frontiers for settlement. 

Under the auspices of the Building 
Restoration Program, CertainTeed 

(Please tum to page 10) 
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Dining (Continued from page 9) 

taught them how to broil the steaks, 
make her marvelous omelettes and serve 
the other foods which she prepares. 
They all work together, along with the 
other waitresses who are non-family 
members, to create an atmosphere of 
relaxed friendliness and personal atten
tion to the customers' needs and wants. 

Pat says she does not consider her 
food as "gourmet" because the word 
has become so overused and, to her, has 
a connotation of snobbishness to it. She 
creates her meals, she says, by "doing as 
little as possible to the best and freshest 
ingredients I can find." All meals are pre
pared fresh daily from ingredients pur
chased each day at local supermarkets. 
No grease is used; everything is cooked 
in wine or beer or sauteed in butter. 

The hours of the Yellow Shutter are 11 
a.m. to 10 p.m. Tuesdays through 
Saturdays. There are separate luncheon 
and dinner menus, each a connoisseur's 
delight. Highlights of the luncheon offer
ings are she-crab soup; the Port Royal 
sandwich, a "devilish mix of crabmeat, 
green pepper and onion on a toasted 
roll"; and a chefs salad bowl. The dinner 
menu lists an assortment of appetizers 
including potted cheese, which is the 
Barkers' own blend of beer and four 
cheeses served with crisp crackers; a dif
ferent hearty homemade soup de 7our 
everyday; rib-eye steak, cut at your table 
and cooked to order, a variety of om
lettes; and the table d' hate which 
changes every day. On Tuesdays and 
Fridays it is a seafood dish; on Wednes
days, quiche Lorraine, British beef pie or 
sometimes a Chinese dish; on Thurs
days, an Italian meal; and on Saturdays, 
the Yellow Shutter buffet, which at the 
present time is Indian-Indonesian and 
includes ten boy curry and many other 
Eastern dishes. The buffet also changes 
seasonally and is always enchanting to 
the eye and to the taste buds. 

The seasonal desserts also reflect Bill 
and Pat's creativity: Around Christmas a 
red, white and green parfait is served. 
Perennial favorites are tipsy trifle, 
sherry-soaked pound cake topped with 
fruited pudding and whipped cream; 
fresh fruit cup; and Pat's chocolate 
"mouse" , a light-as-air chocolate 
mousse served in a sherbet glass, with 
Oreos for ears, whipped cream and a 
cherry for a nose, and licorice whips for 
whiskers. 

Their fine wines are stored in refriger
ated wooden casks and draft beer is also 
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available. Champagne cocktails and 
other wine drinks are served from the 
taproom and tea and coffee, hot or iced, 
are on the menu for non-imbibers. 

Samples of the restaurant's reason
able prices are $3.50 for the Swiss fon
due, $2 for the omlette, and $3 for the 
table d'hote. The all-you-can-eat Satur
day buffet is $6. 75. 

Martha Ann Moussatos is a free-lance 
writer from Beaufort and a frequent con
tributor to Sandlapper. 

Gardener (Continued from page 9) 

tuber; and that the crown of the tuber will 
collect water and rot if the top of the 
tuber is covered during root develop
ment. The fact is that the roots come out 
of the upper part of the tuber, not the 
bottom. Furthermore, the tuber will not 
rot when the crown is covered unless 
moisture is so great that the whole tuber 
will suffer away. 

So, here is our advice: Set your tubers 
about an inch apart each way in a flat or 
tray of peat moss, mixed with sandy 
loam. Once you settle them in place with 
your fingers, cover the tops about a quar
ter of an inch deep with some mixture. 
Keep the whole business moist, but not 
wet, and in a location where sun will be 
available. When new growth is two or 
three inches tall, transplant the tubers 
singly into six-inch bulb pots of more 
loamy soil, or into peat-pulp pots, before 
final transplanting when the weather has 
become warm. You may, of course, start 
your tubers singly in full pans or pots that 
later may be plunged outdoors in the 
garden. If you follow this procedure, be 
prepared to apply fertilizer, preferably 
liquid, after rooting is well underway. 
Begonias flower best when they have 
sun morning and afternoon, with shade 
in between. 

Sap Rising 
When old tree wounds and frost 

cracks begin to drip wet and block in the 
winter sun, you know the sap is rising 
and certain pre-spring chores need to be 
started. Two jobs in particular, are best 
done, on average, the end of February. 
The first of these is pruning and .cleaning 
up dead and damaged branches. Pay 

attention not only to the injuries that 
trees suffer - some of them more spec
tacular than dangerous - but also to the 
more modest suffering of small shrubs. 
The heart of a young evergreen can be 
torn by ice and snow and the damage 
may go unnoticed until the leaves tum 
brown and drop. Many low-branching 
bushes and small trees may suffer serious 
loss from breaks that carry open wounds 
back into important heartwood. Major 
surgery may be the best cure; cut away 
all loose fiber and bark and carefully 
dress the exposed surfaces. You will be 
amazed at the speed with which seem
ingly disfiguring damage can be coun
teracted, overgrown and forgotten -
just as you can be amazed by the harm 
that may result from an injury you ne
glect. 

The next task that should be cared for 
when the sap rises is spraying scale
susceptible plants with dormant insec
ticides. It is true that the need for late 
winter sprays while trees are still dormant 
has been largely controlled by com
pounds that kill scale insects when they 
emerge from their protective hideouts. 
But the practical fact remains that unless 
these new insecticides are applied at the 
right time, they may be unavailing. So 
thoughtful gardeners will still spray their 
fruit trees, including magnolias, many 
enonymuses, lilacs with an oil mixture 
when the temperature promises to range 
in the forties for a day or two. Of all the 
spraying routines you can resort to, these 
are still the most important. 

-Bob Bailey 

Peacocks (Continued from page 9) 

makes available any of the asphalt
roofing shingles in their product line. To 
be eligible for the program, historic sites 
must be owned by a non-profit organiza
tion and reflect the social, economic, 
and/ or political development of the 
United States. Properties are reviewed 
every four months. Entries may be di
rected to the Building Restoration Pro
gram, Certain Teed Corporation, P. 0. 
Box 860, Valley Forge, Pa. , 19482. 

It's a great idea and Certain Teed is to 
be commended for initiating it. If one of 
the historic buildings in your community 
needs a new roof, drop a card or letter to 
the CertainTeed folks. I'm certainly 
going to send them a copy of this column 
telling them I think their project is a 
worthwhile and commendable one. 

- Buck Miller 

Sandlapper 



sandslapper experin1ent 

The Boys of '68 

T he latest issue of the Wofford Col
lege Alumni News tells me that my 
fellow Wofford grads are distinguish

ing themselves and bringing honor to 
Alma Mater. Reading of their illustrious 
accomplishments starts me thinking 
about them before they got to be famous 
captains of business, industry and the 
professions, when they were merely in
famous college boys. To believe that 
they are now washed, shorn, rich and 
respectable requires an almost Hercu
lean feat of forgetfulness on my part. My 
memories of us in our college years 
suggest otherwise. 

Class Of 1968 
Jim "Skipper" Abrams stars in and 

produces his own children's show, "Un
cle Skipper's Space Ship" in Atlanta. It 
figures. His wife, Nancy, plays "Happy 
the Beaver" on the show. That figures 
too. 

Johnson Bradley is pastor at Little 
Bluff Baptist Church in Little Bluff, S. C. 
"The Lord works in strange and mysteri
ous ways his wonders to perform." 

Sammy Clarkton is an investment 
banker in Greenville and a board 
member of the Boys Club there. The first 
time I met him was our freshman year. 
He had a quart of milk in one hand and a 
fifth of grain alcohol in the other. We 
used to make bets on whether he would 
die in a tavern brawl or from a solidified 
liver. The last time I saw him was the 
night before graduation when a group of 
us had to restrain him from setting his 
room on fire. 

James W. Clifford is the new member 
of the S. C. House of Representatives 
from Berkeley County. Having run for 
every student office at Wofford (unsuc
cessfully) and from every difficult course 
(successfully) and into a major in physi
cal education, Old Clifford has finally 
made it. Watch for a dramatic rise in state 
appropriations for inter-varsity vol
leyball. 

Edward Cooks has now retired to 
Palm Beach, Fla. after a brilliant career as 
a dermatologist in Charleston. Success 
comes quickly in some careers. The pro
fessor who taught Cooks introductory 
biology at Wofford is still living in a rented 
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by Will Willimon 

duplex on $17,000 a year. 
Lester Drake writes that he and his 

wife, Dixie, are new members of the Bay 
View Country Club in Bay View, W. Va. 
where they have just purchased a 
"beautiful home with a two-car garage 
and a nice patio for barbecues with 
friends. Ah, the sweet smell of success: 
Lester could have gotten most of his col
lege friends on a very small patio. 

Stan "The Man" Eaton is a district 
supervisor for the Internal Revenue Ser
vice Investigation Division in Columbia. 
Having engineered the 1966 panty raid 
and food riot, having cheated my room
mate out of $4.85 in a fraternity bridge 
game, having purloined the plaster 
sphinx from the Delta Sigma Phi house, 
Eaton now goes straight. The IRS must 
figure that "it takes one to know . .. " 

Fred Fulton, former Wofford football 
star, and his bride, Jean Bridges (third 
bride: first from Converse, second from 
Winthrop, third from Bob Jones) live in 
Anderson where Fred coaches Little 
League Baseball. Can you do that for a 
living? 

Harold Goen (perhaps best remem
bered for the time he ate four Beacon 
Burgers, two quarts of iced tea, and a 
large order of onion rings one 
Homecoming Weekend - which he 
later lost on the carpet of the senior dorm 
parlor at Converse) is a C.P.A. in Spar
tanburg. 

Cullen Keck (Phi Beta Kappa, presi
dent of the Circle K Club, recipient of the 
American Legion Citizenship Award, 
and voted "Best Dressed" by the Class 
of 1968) writes that he is enjoying his 
self-imposed exile in Uraguay and will 
continue his efforts to "destroy 
capitalism's inhuman atrocities against 
the oppressed." Really now, Cullen, you 
ought to return that bronze citizenship 
medal to the American Legion. 

Martin Ochs/er, now of Dayton, Ohio, 
is a research scientist with Frigidaire Cor
poration where he has just patented his 
third major invention: an ice-maker that 
produces monogramed ice cubes. You 
remember Ochsler: He was the one 
Dean Logan expelled for three weeks for 
painting a Furman freshman with indeli-

ble purple fluorescent paint after the 
1967 Wofford-Furman game. While at 
Wofford, I think the closest that Ochsler 
ever came to scientific experimentation 
were those deadly alcoholic concoctions 
he used to mix under the football stands 
at halftime. And to think, Logan could 
have ruined the career of a great scien
tist. 

Mike Sanderson is vice-president of 
his father's distributing company in Char
lotte. Which goes to show that there are 
more ways to be a success in business 
than to make an "A" in Hugh Arthur's 
Economics 201. 

Ron Stanford and his wife, Peggy, 
have three children and live in Key West, 
Fla. where Ron owns a Dodge dealer
ship. Wasn't that the girl that Ron met in 
a shower somewhere? Not at a shower, 
in a shower. 

Stanley Vareen, M.D., is chief of sur
geons at DeKalb Hospital in Atlanta. 
Wasn't he in on the Ochsler episode? Or 
was Vareen the one who painted the 
Furman horse with Wofford Gold and 
Black? Or was it a student nurse from the 
Baptist Hospital? My memory fails, By 
our 20th reunion I won't remember a 
thing and the good Dr. Vareen will be 
safe. 

William Willimon lives with his wife 
and their two children in Durham, N. C. 
where he teaches, drives a Dodge Dart, 
and sometimes writes for Sandlapper 
magazine. Take that, Dr. Harris Chewn
ing. One can be a famous writer without 
knowing nothing about grammar or 
comma splices. The "D" you gave me in 
English composition hasn't hurt me a bit. 

Besides, the editors at Sand/apper are 
University of South Carolina grads so my 
ignorance of English grammar has been 
an asset rather than a liability. Wouldn't 
Alma Mater be proud of her famous 
sons? 

Despite the author's last barb, the editors 
are quite willing to forgive him. Watch 
this space for an expose on Dr. Willi
mon' s college escapades. 
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"Woods & Wtld Thngs 

"Woods & Wild Things I Remember" 
by Archibald Rutledge ........... .... ......... $ 8.95 

"Voices of Long Ago" 
by Archibald Rutledge ..... .... .... . .......... $ 5.95 

"We Called Him Flintlock" 
by Irvine H. Rutledge ....... ........... . ..... $ 7.50 

"Charleston Come Hell or High Water" 
by Whit/aw & Levkoff ..... ..... .. ..... ....... $15.00 
Abridged 152 pages (paper) ................. $ 7.50 

"Eliza of Wappoo' 
by Nell S. Graydon .......................... $ 8.00 

"Another Jezebel" 
by Nell S. Graydon (paper) ................... $ 3.50 

"The Complete Works of Lily Strickland" 
by Dr. Ann Howe (paper) .................... $ 1.95 

"Deep River" 
by Archibald Rutledge ..... . ...... . . . ...... . .. $15.00 

"Tales of Columbia" 
by Nell S. Graydon .......................... $ 6.50 

"Down the Creek" 
by Eddie Finley ............................. $ 5.00 

"Robert Mills" 
by Blanche Marsh ... ... ..... .... . .. ......... $12.00 

"Day of the Cooper River" 
by John B. Irving . ...................... . . .. . $ 8.50 

"Tales of Edisto" 
by Nell S. Graydon .......... . ........... . ... $ 5.95 

"Halsey's Sketchbook" 
by Halsey & McCallum ... . ... .. ..... ......... $ 8.95 

"Distinguished Women of Laurens County" 
by Talbert & Gray ........................... $ 5.95 

"Porgy Comes Home" 
by Jack Bass .... ......... ............ . ...... $ 5.95 

"I Hear America Singing" 
by Archibald Rutledge ... ....... . . . ... ....... . $ 2.95 

I Remember ... '' 
Valentine's Day is a time of remembering as well as a day to 

celebrate the times to come. On this Valentine's Day, give 
your love a lasting gift that will bring back memories of 
something else cherished and loved: South Carolina. 
A good South Carolina book like "Woods and Wild 
Things I Remember" by Archibald Rutledge or "Tales of 
Edisto" by Nell Graydon will always be appreciated by 
the one you love. 

The following books about the state were printed and 
published by The R. L. Bryan Company - South 

/ Carolina's fine quality printer since 
/ 1883. You can buy them at your favor

ite book store or at Bryan's on Grey-
A stone Blvd. 

The R. L. Bryan Company 
P. 0. Drawer 368/Greystohe Executive Park 

Columbia, South Carolina 29202/ (803) 779-3560 
Toll Free 1-800-922-2708 
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University of South Carolina soccer coach Tim Hankinson demonstrates the "bicycle kick," Pele's trademark. Keep your eye on the ball. Get the hips 

W hat's all the commotion about? Little 
kids are playing soccer like bees. Big 
kids are playing soccer like crazy. 

There was a soccer game on television 
last week. Boys are playing, girls are play
ing, the mothers and fathers of America 
are playing. High school jocks who used 
to go out for football are playing, even 
the ones who would've made the cut. 
People who never played anything are 
playing soccer. Lawyers and carpenters 
and salesmen, truckers and housewives 
and sleepyheaded students: They're stir
ring up dust down at the fairgrounds and 
sneaking onto golf courses and kicking a 
funny spotted ball around the K-Mart 
parking lot. And not just in South 
Carolina: Soccer has been officially de
clared the Fastest Growing Sport in the 
USA What is this, a movement? What's 
all the commotion about? 

The Joy of Soccer 
Take my advice and never, under any 

circumstances, ask a soccer player why 
he plays. You'll get an earful. They get 
this faraway look in the eyes and sud
denly tum philosophical. They launch 
into complex monologues about the na
ture of warfare, ballet, physics, applied 
sociology, and running. Or art. Art al
ways manages to creep into it, somehow. 
It's a wise little kid who says, simply, 
"Because it's so much fun." Of course, 
he's right. And they're all right. But the 
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best way to discover the joy of soccer -
the oldest and quickest way - is to try it 
yourself. 

Get a ball. One you can control with
out using your hands because that's the 
cardinal rule of soccer. You'll find that a 
volleyball is too light to control without 
using your hands, a basketball a little too 
heavy and hard, although either will do 
in a pinch. A soccer ball is just right. 
Bounce it around a little. Bounce it on 
the ground and kick it, with the top of 
your foot, back up to your hands. Try to 
bounce it two or three times in a row with 
your foot. Juggle it on your thigh a few 
times (you'll find it easier than with your 
foot - the thigh is softer and bigger). 
Throw it up and let it bounce on your 
forehead. It doesn't hurt, honest. Keep 
your eyes open and try to send it straight 
back up. See how many times you can 
bounce the ball on different parts of your 
body without letting it hit the ground. 
Part of the sport's appeal is that it can be 
practiced alone like this: all it takes is a 
ball. Relax: This is play, not work. A 
dance. Enjoy yourself and welcome to 
soccer. 

In Buenos Aires, London and Munich, 
in Due West, Rock Hill and Columbia, at 
this very moment, little kids are kicking 
soccer balls against houses and stores. 
The wall is like magic. You kick the ball at 
it and presto, it comes right back. Find a 
wall. After you've kicked a soccBr ball a 
few times, you'll discover that it's a lot 

like hitting a golf ball - the same princi
ples apply. To make the ball roll on the 
ground, nice and smooth, you stroke it 
with the inside of your foot, using your 
leg like a putter. To drive it, tum your foot 
over and kick with the top, the hardest 
part of the foot. You can chip it and give it 
backspin by locking your ankle with the 
toe up and wedging underneath it, you 
can even hook or slice the ball by hitting 
it off-center. 

The other half of the problem is what 
to do when the ball comes back - how 
to stop it. The answer is to relax, absorb 
the impact of the ball. Don't be a wall. If it 
comes back on the ground, relax your 
leg and absorb it with the inside of your 
foot. The same thing if it comes back to 
your thigh or your chest or your head. 
Relax. If it comes back too hard - duck. 
Stopping the ball in soccer is called trap
ping. 

So now you're ready to play soccer 
with other people. If you're in a sociable 
mood, or in a mood to tell jokes or some
thing, you may just want to kick the ball 
back and forth. Maybe run after it every 
once in a while. Or if you're in a competi
tive mood, you can play a little game. 
Soccer is played with goals at each end of 
the field, and the object of the game is to 
maneuver the ball into your opponent's 
goal. If just two people are playing, you 
can simply lay two shirts down at each 
end of a little space. For more players, 
you will want to make the space and 
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up quickly and high. Snap the knee for kicking power. Absorb impact with the arms. Photos by Hunter Clarkson. 

goals larger. (A regulation game is played 
with 11 players on each team. The field is 
75 yards wide and 120 yards long; the 
goal is eight feet high and 24 feet wide.) 

You can get a genuine feel for the 
game by playing against one person; 
soccer is essentially a series of confronta
tions between individuals. You will soon 
discover that moving the ball past an 
opponent is not always as easy as it 
looks. The amount of trickery you have 
to use depends mainly on his skill, speed 
and agility (mental and physical). You 
will have to find a style of your own: 
some players succeed by throwing a 
complex series of feints to catch their 
opponent off-balance; others just take 
the bull by the horns and kick it long in 
hopes of outrunning him. In any case, it's 
much easier when you have teammates, 
because then you can pass the ball 
around your opponent, instead of hav
ing to outdribble him. 

No matter how you go about it, goals 
in soccer are hard to come by. They are 
precious and few and they are dramatic 
events. All the odds are against you. So 
after having outdribbled, outrun, or out
foxed your opponent, after having 
beaten him alone or with the help of ten 
teammates, with a surge of determina
tion or a complicated geometry of passes 
- as you stand there with your heaving 
chest and wobbly legs and watch the ball 
roll between two shirts or rocket into the 
net - know in your heart that you have 
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accomplished the most difficult task in 
soccer and let your spirit soar. Give a 
shout. Jump up and down. Laugh, cry, 
run around wild or shake somebody's 
hand, 'cause that's what all the commo
tion's about. 

History and the World View 
Cavemen pushed rocks around with 

their feet and nobody really knows how, 
when, or where the game of soccer be
gan. Some scholars target in on ancient 
China, while others favor the Nile basin, 
Italy, or Greece. It seems that some form 
of kicking game appeared in every major 
civilization, and that their common de
nominator was violence. Often they 
were played as a prelude to war, or a 
celebration of victory. Sometimes the 
games themselves were little wars, com
plete with wounded and fatalities, with 
some poor soul's lopped-off head for a 
ball. 

The sport as we know it was born in 
the mid-nineteenth century, when some 
farsighted Englishmen decided to make 
a few rules for the game which was con
stantly running rampant through the 
streets of London, played by ruffians and 
hoodlums. (This mob "football" was sn 
bloody that it was usually against the law, 
even in Shakespeare's time.) They 
formed the Football Association in 1863 
and their game became known as "As
sociation" football - as opposed to 

"rugby" football or "American" foot
ball. According to the impeccable British 
soccer expert Brian Glanville, our word 
for the game originated like this: 

Charles Wreford Brown, a cen
terhalf produced by the fertile nursery 
of Charterhouse, was at breakfast in 
his rooms at Oxford one day when a 
friend came in and asked, "I say, 
Charles, are you playing Rugger to
day?" 

"No," he replied, as quick as a flash. 
"I'm playing soccer." And so, if the 
story is to be believed, the name, a 
corruption of "Association," was 
born. 
It wasn't Jong before English sailors, 

businessmen, and expatriates had 
spread the game all over the world. Im
mediately, these other countries were 
molding the game in their own images; 
no sport has ever served as such an accu
rate reflection of national character. The 
Latins, for example, play with hot
blooded and inconsistent brilliance: the 
Russians with stamina and determina
tion; the Germans with machine-like 
power and efficiency; the Brazilians with 
speed and instinctive razzle-dazzle. Soc
cer is truly a universal language, spoken 
with different accents. Like some great 
work of art, the sport has a surface 
simplicity and an inner complexity that 
can be interpreted and created upon to 
infinity; for all its openness and fluidity, 
the game is as deep as the human imagi-
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nation. 
Imagine for a moment that there were 

only one major sport in the United 
States: Every child would grow up play
ing it; the best athletes would rise to the 
top early. Every citizen would be a fan: 
The combined energy and enthusiasm 
generated by the World Series, the 
Super Bowl, and the NBA playoffs 
would be channeled into the national 
championships. Imagine now that every 
four years, the very best players in the 
country - not just the best team -
would be selected to play for the United 
States against teams from every other 
country in the world, to decide a world 
champion. Think of the nationalistic fer
vor of Americans as they anxiously fol
lowed the fortunes of this team through 
the competition. Think of the politics, the 
passionate arguments in barrooms and 
offices about the merits of this or that 
player, the coach, the pride of the whole 
nation. If you can imagine all that, then 
you have a pretty fair idea of how the rest 
of the world sees the sport of soccer, and 
the World Cup Championship. That's 
what all the commotion is about. 

The King of Soccer 
It's important for you to know that 

Edson Arantes do Nascimento, the 
greatest soccer player in the history of the 
game, retired last October. He is known 
in Brazil asPero/aNegra, in France as La 
Tulipe Noire, in Chile as El Peligro, in 
Italy as// Re, and in America as Pele, the 
king of soccer. He is probably the most 
universally famous human being on 
earth. When Charles de Gaulle made 
Pele a Knight of the Order of Merit, 
French critics said de Gaulle had done it 
to increase his popularity. The Biafran 
war was stopped for two days because 
both sides wanted to see Pele play. Pope 
Paul VI told Pele: 

"Don't be nervous, my son. I am 
more nervous than you because I 
have been wanting to meet Pele per
sonally for a long time." 
He has scored more goals in his pro

fessional career than any other player 
(1,281 - nearly twice the total of his 
nearest rival), and made more money 
playing soccer than any other athlete has 
ever made, period. And yet the most 
remarkable thing about Pele is not what 
he has done; it's what he is. In this age of 
the arrogant superstar, the Pele trade
mark is a pleasant, disarmingly innocent 
smile. He is kind and patient with his 
fans, particularly the children. He will 
sign autographs until his arm gives out, 
pose cheerfully for pictures, and talk to 
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strangers as if they were doing him a 
favor. 

"My talent, that is a simple thing, a 
gift from God," he has said. "I would 
like to be remembered as a person 
who showed the world that the sim
plicity of a man is still the most impor
tant quality. Through sincerity and 
simplicity, you can put all of human
kind together." 
And it's not just that Pele is the best 

now, or the best in history. Many argue 
that Pele may well be the best ever; in
deed, it's hard to imagine anyone in the 
future who will play the game so well. 
Bold statements. Like Milton with the 
epic poem, Pele may have paralyzed the 
form of the consummate soccer player. 
Here's why: 

Born to poor parents in a ~razilian 
country village, son of an injury-crippled 
professional soccer player, little Edson 

was brought up on the game. It was his 
education: There was no school. He and 
his playmates kicked a homemade ball 
around every day from dawn to dusk. 
His entire intelligence - he has been 
pronounced a genius by experts, with an 
IQ somewhere around 160 - was fo
cused on the sport. A child prodigy 
quickly recognized by local coaches, he 
was playing professional soccer at 14 
and leading Brazil to the 1958 World 
Cup Championship at 17. He became 
an international superstar practically 
overnight. 

Further, Pele represents the perfect 
anatomy of a soccer player. Neither big 
nor exceptionally powerful (5'7", 165 
lbs.), Pele is more than anything the ruler 
of his body. He has the balance, agility 
and grace of a ballet dancer, the ab
sorbed concentration of a Zen master, 
the competitive drive of a warrior. On the 
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field, he has always seemed somehow 
apart, moving and flowing within his own 
private envelope of space and time. His 
hunger for the goal is calmly expressed in 
magical ideas and execution of the 
game's skills. His shot is ferocious and 
accurate with either foot, he can outleap 
much taller men for a head ball, he can 
dribble, ghost-like , through three de
fenders at a time. He is durable enough 
to take the brutal physical punishment 
involved with being the most dangerous 
man on the field. Blessed with uncanny 
peripheral vision, he can pick a defense 
apart with passes from midfield that 
leave his opponents talking to them
selves. He can run all day. He is a legend, 
an inspiration to soccer players every
where. It was the turning point for 
American soccer when Pele came out of 
his previous retirement to play for the 
New York Cosmos in 1975. 
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Opposite page, "touch" Improves If a player prac
tices balancing the ball on his foot. "There is vio
lence in soccer, to be sure, but It is subtle, crisp, and 
often disguised." Left, "There's nothing more natural 
than running and kicking a ball for kids." Below left, 
in these two photos John Rosier keeps his shot low 
by planting his support foot next to the ball. 
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Top right, pronounce the name "Pe-LAY, the 
king of soccer (Pele) . Top center, Marion 

Whaley {middle) of Winthrop is sandwiched by 
two Francis Marion opponents. Top left, a 

Clemsonforwardjumps early and high to win 
this head ball In a crowd. Right, players often 
use their heads. Above, goalkeeping requires 

good hands, agility and a lion's share of 
courage. 
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An American Dream 
The United States has been unique 

among nations of the world in its rejec
tion of soccer as a major sport. Oh, it's 
been around all the time, for sure - but 
usually confined to little pockets of 
mainly ethnic interest. Despite efforts by 
various promoters to establish profes
sional leagues from the top, it just never 
captured the public imagination. Theo
ries for this fact usually involve the idea 
that Americans prefer their violence 
massive in the way that the violence of 
Dick Butkus wrenching Larry Csonka to 
the ground with a bone-crushing, soul
to-soul tackle is massive. There is a vio
lence in soccer, to be sure, but it is subtle, 
crisp, often disguised. Violence along the 
lines of two men pursuing the same head 
ball, at top speed, from opposite direc
tions. It is accepted as part of the game. 
But in the end, respect in soccer is always 
reserved for skill over brute force, plea
sure over pain, and art over warfare. This 
apparent lack of violence, plus the notion 
that soccer has always seemed somehow 
foreign, even un-American, contributed 
to its obscurity. 

But all that is changing. Maybe it's a 
general expansion of consciousness. 
Maybe it's just the novelty of a new sport 
to people who have always valued 
new-ness over o/d-ness. But America is 
taking to soccer these days in a big way, a 
phenomenal way. 

Soccer was already booming on all 
levels - youth, high school, college, 
amateur, and professional - in 1975. 
Kyle Rote, Jr. , the first genuine American 
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soccer star in the foreign-heavy North 
American. Soccer League, had proven to 
us in the Superstars competition that 
soccer was not a sport for mediocre 
athletes. Grassroots support for profes
sional teams in major cities had been 
growing until some of them were actually 
making a pro/it for a change. The United 
States Soccer Federation, the governing 
body in this country, was busy training 
new coaches to spread the word, shap
ing up a national team, and predicting 
that in ten years, this country would have 
more soccer players than it knew what to 
do with. Soccer in the United States 
seemed to be teetering on the brink of 
something big. Something big turned out 
to be Pele. 

Sports historians will probably one 
day divide America's soccer story into 
BP and AP, Before Pele and After Pele. 
The man who came out of retirement to 
make some money (an estimated $4 mil
lion to $5 million; Pele has always been 
an astute businessman) and popularize 
soccer in the United States, ac
complished both. Not only did he draw 
huge crowds to the games in which he 
played (77,000 in Seattle, 75,000 in 
New York) and thereby make important 
money for the professional teams, and 
not only did he upgrade the overall qual
ity of play in America by example, he 
gave the sport a visibility and respectabil
ity that it had never before enjoyed. With 
his gentle, dedicated, friendly attitude, 
he gave America insight into the spirit of 
soccer and all competition. But most im
portant, he gave the soccer players of 
America, young and old, a figure to truly 
admire and emulate. He gave them a 
hero. 

Soccer and the Palmetto: 
A Local Picture 

Like the rest of the country, South 
Carolina is experiencing its own soccer 
explosion these days. The sport is grow
ing on all levels like some unkempt field 
gone berserk - sending out tendrils and 
creeping vines and bushes and here and 
there a pine, a willow, a mighty oak. 

The mighty oak grows in Clemson, 
and Coach I. M . .Ibrahim of Clemson 
University is currently the king of the 
South Carolina soccer hill. His Tigers 
were ranked number one in the nation all 
season long, a team of mostly Nigerian 
and Guyanan players who are widely 
recognized as the most skillful in the 
country. They have been dazzling spec
tators and opponents alike since 1973, 
when Clemson soccer went interna
tional. Like the professional teams in the 
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JANUARY is the hardest time of year for 
makin~ charcoal to mellow the taste of Jack 
Daniel s Tennessee Whiskey. 

Just to begin, you need a hot cup of coffee 
and a good wool shirt. Then, you have to 
go out and chop these big maple logs into 
four-foot strips. Stack them in ricks. And 
burn them in to the special 
charcoal that is used for 
mellowing Jack Daniel's. 
It's rugged work in the 
cold of January. But it 
accounts for a smooth 
whiskey, no matter 
when you sip it. 

CHARCOAL 
MELLOWED 

6 
DROP 

6 
BY DROP 

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery 
Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352 

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government. 
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Introducing A New Limited Edition Print 

1,ti 

Dogwood Spring 
251/z" X 11 " 

Limited signed and numbered edition of 500 ....... ... .. $25 each 

"This spring I noticed an old dogwood tree growing outside my backdoor at my home 
in Chapin. There are many dogwood trees around my house, all of which were in full 
bloom. This old tree was different. Its blooms were beautiful and I found them espe
cially appealing. The old dogwood will probably be dead next year but the flowers were 
so pretty I wanted to remember them." 

This all new print "Dogwood Spring" is true Mills; finding fascination and beauty in 
out-of-the-way places. 

SANDIAPPER MAGAZINE 
P. 0. Box 1668 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 

Please send me ___ print(s) at ... $ ___ _ 

Add $2.50 for handling and postage. 

I have enclosed .,.$ _ _ _ __ with this order. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address _______________ _ 

City _ ___ ___ State ___ Zip __ _ 

Robert Mills' painting portrays his 
conviction, realism and astonish
ing ability in watercolor and 
tempera painting. Mills' main 
purpose is to find beauty all about 
us - in the intimate unnoticed 
places. Watercolor is his favorite 
medium. "Watercolor is a chal
lenge," he says, "you can't wipe 
the canvas clean, it demands a 
final decision as the brush is 
applied." 

Mills studied art at the University 
of South Carolina and Booth Bay 
Harbor, Maine. Presently, he 
teaches turn-away classes in 
watercolor at the University of 
South Carolina. He is a popular 
exhibitor in art shows and has had 
successful one-man shows. His 
paintings are in public and private 
collections throughout the United 
States and Canada. Several of his 
paintings hang in the state capitol 
in Columbia. 



NASL, Ibrahim insists that he couldn' t 
build a national power at Clemson with 
native-born American players. It's hard 
to argue. Clemson has been to the 
NCAA playoffs twice since then, and 
there isn' t a soccer player in South 
Carolina who doesn't learn something 
from watching a Clemson game. Soccer 
skills take many years to learn, and few 
Americans can match the Clemson skills, 
although the gap is closing. 

If Clemson is the team to beat, the 
mighty oak, then there are other trees 
worth measuring in South Carolina soc
cer. Erskine has a nice little soccer tradi
tion going, a record of NAIA national 
playoff appearances, and can give any 
team a fit on a given day. (It took Clem
son two overtime periods to beat them 
earlier this season, 1-0.) The Citadel, 
College of Charleston, and Central Wes
leyan have built highly-respected varsity 
programs. The University of South 
Carolina Soccer Club, although unoffi
cial and non-varsity, has established itself 
as one of the top club teams in this part of 
the country - winning the Southeastern 
Soccer Classic two of the four times it has 
entered. Wofford, Presbyterian, Allen, 
Baptist College, Columbia Bible Col
lege, and Francis Marion are all building 
serious varsity programs. 

Although still unofficial, the senior 
amateur teams in the state (for players 
ranging in skill from the former and po
tential professional to the fellow who just 
likes to kick the ball around) have or
ganized themselves into the South Caro
lina Soccer Association, with 14 partici
pating clubs from all parts of the state. 

One of the standards of play in soccer 
is the team's ability to control the ball. 
Ten years ago in South Carolina, the 
most sophisticated high school teams still 
played "kick and run" style soccer, a 
chaotic affair in which most players sim
ply chased the ball around the field like a 
pack of wolves, kicking it at every oppor-

-;-., -_~-:. 
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Columbia's Jay Hallinan demonstrates the perfect heading technique: He leans back slightly, meets 
the ball squarely with his forehead - eyes open - and follows through, bending at the waist. 
(Hunter Clarkson.) 

tunity as far as they could toward the 
opponent' s goal. Today, many teams 
play educated, positional soccer, with an 
emphasis on tactics, skill development, 
and fitness. Tim Hankinson of U.S.C. 
conducted the first nationally sanctioned 
course for high school coaches last 
summer and drew interest from all parts 
of the state. Like the vegetation in some 
fertile field after a spring rain, the quality 
of high school soccer in South Carolina is 
slowly, steadily rising. 

The grassroots, the tendrils, the creep
ing vines of South Carolina soccer are 
the youth leagues, which are growing 
and flourishing, sometimes nearly out of 
control, in every major city in the state. 
Greenville, Anderson, Charleston, Spar
tanburg and Columbia are all hotbeds, 
greenhouses of young soccer players 
eager to play and learn about the game. 

Whether out orchestrating another 

Saturday morning of YMCA soccer in his 
orange Volkswagen micro bus or trapped 
in his basement office fielding phone 
calls, Larry Moshell, community director 
of the Columbia YMCA, is a driving force 
for youth soccer. His office is decorated 
in a soccer motif: three soccer balls piled 
in a chair, a poster of Kyle Rote, Jr. , Ken, 
of "Barbie and Ken," dressed in a soccer 
uniform with a little toy soccer ball at his 
feet, standing, poised for action, on a 
filing cabinet. Soccer clippings crowd his 
bulletin board. A master copy of the fall 
sandlot soccer application sits half
finished in his typewriter. And there are 
the phone calls: Calls about the sandlot 
soccer season. Calls about girls' soccer. 
Calls about the spring youth soccer 
roundup. His phone rings constantly 
with another parent asking another soc
cer question. He handles these calls with 
the relaxed, chatty manner of a man who 

Fonner USC star John Rosier demonstrates ball-juggling: He controls the ball on his foot, thigh, 
shoulder and head. (Hunter Clarkson.) 
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really does know the answers. 
The youth leagues are growing. The 

YMCA program has grown from a hand
ful of participants to a thousand in five 
years. Moshell counts on 300 new 
players each season, more than he can 
find coaches for. And yet his dedication is 
not to the sport of soccer. It's to the kids. 

"We want the children to experience 
happiness," he says between phone 
calls. "If a kid goes through a game with
out smiling, then something' s wrong. If a 
kid goes through practice without having 
fun, something' s wrong. Soccer's perfect 
because it's so democratic. There is no 
financial obstacle, as in football - all the 
kid needs is shoes. Big kids, little kids, fat 
kids, black and white kids: Everybody 
can play, on equal terms." 

Something that parents, particularly, 
like about soccer is the absence of real 
danger. There are some injuries, of 
course; soccer is a contact sport. But con
tact on the youth level is incidental, in
juries are minor (a skinned knee, a 
bruise), and pure exercise is the rule. 

"There's nothing more natural than 
running and kicking a ball for kids," 
Moshell explains. "Soccer is a good 
stamina-builder and offers better exer
cise than any other sport. Football is 

good exercise, but there's always the 
danger of injury. There is some contact in 
soccer, but it's not designed contact, as in 
football." 

The main thing Larry Moshell wants is 
to build confidence in youngsters. He is 
quick to point out that in soccer, the indi
vidual has ample opportunity to express 
himself, without being in the limelight, 
without pressure. The humiliation of 
striking out, or fumbling, or dropping an 
easy pass is non-existent in soccer. The 
ball comes, the ball goes away. 

"We do all we can to prevent the par
ent from putting pressure on the child," 
he says. "We try to take the emphasis off 
winning and put it on having fun. The 
action is so fast in soccer that there is no 
spotlight. The kid forgets his bad plays 
and remembers the good ones, he de
velops confidence." 

Among the many fine points of soccer 
youngsters are learning these days, one 
is called the "move." A "move" is what 
you use to beat an opponent. Re
member faking your man to one side and 
then pushing the ball past him on the 
other? That was a move, and there are 
an infinite number of them. There are 
plain moves, fancy moves, bold moves, 
stupid moves (like stepping on the ball 

and falling down), moves for showing 
off, and moves for making a monkey out 
of your opponent. The move could be 
called the basic artistic component of 
soccer, the unit of quality. 

One of the most inventive, astonishing 
artists of the move in soccer history was 
the Brazilian star Didi. (Brazil has always 
had the light-hearted habit of nicknam
ing her players - "Didi," "Vava," 
"Garrincha," "Pele.") Perhaps his most 
famous move was what he called the 
"rainbow." As Didi approached a de
fender on the run, with the ball, he would 
roll it onto his left heel" with his right foot, 
then flick the ball from behind in an arc 
that would soar over his opponent's 
head, like a rainbow. Didi would run 
past him and receive the ball as it 
dropped. The move is arrogant, demor
alizing, spectacular and totally brilliant. 
Well, the other day I saw Jay Hallinan do 
a rainbow. A Columbia native with two 
YMCA soccer seasons under his belt, Jay 
is eight years old. And that, brother, is 
what all the commotion is about! 

Free-lance writer Don Belt has played 
soccer for ten years. He is from Colum
bia. 

Now Open For Lunch 

Only U. S. Choice Aged Western Beef 

Now serving N. Y. Strip 
as well as our popular Rib-Eye Steaks 

Entertainment nightly 

Greenville's largest 
and most complete salad bars 

(yes, now there are TWO) 

2711 Wade Hampton Blvd. • Greenville, S. C. • Phone 268-5616 
(1 % miles beyond Liberty Life on left, Hwy 29 N.) 
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palmetto profiles 

Lillian Cheatham: Gothic Novelist 

Lillian Cheatham - wife, suburban 
mother of four, garden club member 
- leads a secret life. "Everybody 

said, 'I never dreamed you'd be doing 
this,' " she says. "This" is writing, and 
her latest book, The Secret of Sara
mount, is the showcase for Doubleday 
and Co.' s new Gothic Novel Book Club. 

About ten years ago, Ms. Cheatham 
spent a summer month in Oxford, Miss., 
her hometown, with a sister-in-law who 
has published reviews, short stories and 
poetry in Chicago. "I just got buoyed up 
being around a writing person. I had al
ways secretly wanted to be a writer but to 
most people I never talked about it. Beth 
encouraged me. I had always thought, 
why not try it? So I told Beth that if I 
finished anything I'd send it to her to 
criticize." 

Lillian Cheatham went home and tried 
her hand. Her sister rejected the first ef
fort. "It really wasn't any good,'' she 
says. But two years later she got it out of 
the closet and started again. She wrote, 
rewrote and polished and sent it off to 
Chicago saying, "Beth, this is the best I 
can do." Her sister-in-law found nothing 
to change and Lillian Cheatham sent off 
a letter and two chapters of the manu
script to several publishers. It was ac
cepted by Doubleday and her first novel, 
The Marriage Pact, came out in 1974. It 
has since been republished in England 
and translated into Norwegian and Ital
ian. In 1975 Doubleday published The 
Portrait of Emma. The Secret of Sara
mount, set in the South Carolina Low 
Country, will come out in early 1978 and 
a Regency novel is presently in the hands 
of Mrs. Cheatham's agent. 

Novelists don't generally spring fully 
prepared to write in mid-life without 
some background in writing; Lillian 
Cheatham did write as a child. When she 
and a friend were about ten, they chroni
cled the happenings of an imaginary fam
ily in newspaper form. They would sepa
rately imagine what was happening to 
the family and meeting at school they 
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would relay to each other a fresh event in 
the Solomon Levi menage. "No one else 
knew about them,'' she says. 

And she has always read a lot: ''I saw a 
lot of movies and I liked to listen to soap 
operas but mostly I read. I read every 
one of Thomas Wolfe's books the sum
mer I was fifteen. When I was younger, I 
read Louisa May Alcott, the Nancy Drew 
books, the Bobbsey Twins, Elsie Dins
more, Frances Burnette' s The Secret 
Garden. I'd read all of Sherlock Holmes 
by the time I was twelve. I loved St. Elmo 
by Augusta J. Evans, The Battle Cry, a 

• 
Zane Grey sort of book by Charles 
Neville Buck, and Lady Hutton's Ward, 
about an English girl, a mystery house 
and a lost inheritance. 

"My father's land and William Faulk
ner's joined at the bottom of our yard 
and my brother worshipped Faulkner,'' 
she says, "but I like books that have 
happy endings. And I think a lot of 
Southerners do, maybe because of their 
history." 

Gothic novels have happy endings 
and Lillian Cheatham writes them be
cause she enjoys reading them. Popular 
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since Hugh Walpole's Castle of Otranto 
in the eighteenth century, the pure 
Gothic novel features a rather sinister 
protagonist who turns out well in the 
end. There is usually another man who 
appears to be nice but is really the vUlain 
and the heroine is an independent
minded young woman in danger. The 
setting, more often than not of a bygone 
day, is generally an old house in England 
or France. There are very few set in Italy. 
Then there is a feeling of brooding sus
pense. Sometimes the supernatural is 
rung in and there is often a riddle going 
back to the past. As in mysteries and 
suspense stories, plot is very important. 

"Generally I use the summer to block 
out my stories," she said. "Thanksgiving 
and Christmas is a family time so I start 
writing seriously after New Year's. 

"Morning is the best part of the day for 
me, but I've been known to write twelve 
or fourteen hours at a stretch when 
things are going strong. I don't write in 
longhand; I write on the typewriter from 
the beginning." Ms. Cheatham used to 
be a legal secretary. 

And the product of her labors? "It has 
to sound right to you. Sometimes I have 
to go back and let it rest for a few days. 
And for my second draft I work it out by 
trial and error. It's something in your 
brain that tells you it's right. I at least do a 
first draft. By the time I get around to the 
second draft I can tell whether it's going 
to sound right." 

She has never really gone on any 
major promotional tours for her books, 
but she delights in response from her 
readers, saying that she learns from 
reader feedback. And then there was the 
response to Portrait of Emma from Cyril 
Clemens, a relative of Samuel Clemens 
who edits the Mark Twain Journal. 

On letterhead featuring the names of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, John Kennedy, 
Carl van Doren and others, there was the 
simple declaration: "In recognition of 
your outstanding contribution to Ameri
can Fiction by your Portrait of Emma, 
you have been elected this day a Daugh
ter of Mark Twain." 

"I could tell from his handwriting that 
he was quite elderly. I was charmed by 
the letter and the fact that he took the 
time to respond." 

Does she expect such recognition for 
Saramount? "I hadn't thought about it, 
but it would be quite nice." 

E. C. W. Manning is a free-lance writer 
from Columbia. 
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Bill Lauritzen: 

B ill Lauritzen' s favorite color is blue. 
H!s car i~ blue, w~th a blue interior. 
Hts boat 1s blue. His number one suit 

is flashy and blue, usually worn with a 
blue tie and matching blue socks. A few 
years ago, I helped him paint his house 
blue. He dresses his team, the Columbia 
Soccer Club, in blue warmups and blue 
uniforms. His friends understand that Bill 
gets a little carried away sometimes, like 
decorating his whole world with blue 
things. 

Yet there is nothing blue about him. 
Talk to Lauritzen for any length of time 
and you come away with an overwhelm
ing impression of radiance. Solar energy. 
He shines. There is a glow in his tanned, 
military-erect, enthusiastic presence that 
reminds me of the sun in a bright blue 
sky. I once heard a woman call him a 
"textbook Leo." "I feel great. I feel fan
tastic!'' he roars. ''I felt great when I woke 
up this morning and that's the worst I felt 
all day." 

It's important to know that Bill Laurit
zen is happiest when playing soccer, 
something he has done for nearly 40 
years, and only a little less happy when 
talking about the sport he loves. In his 

Soccer Coach 

den, surrounded by the trophies, me
mentoes and team pictures of a lifetime 
in amateur soccer, Bill is willingly led 
down Memory Lane (which ends, of 
course, at a soccer field}. 

Like most American players, Bill was 
merely curious about soccer at first; a 
friend talked him into going to a high 
school practice with him. That was 1938, 
in Silver Spring, Md. Lauritzen "just fell 
in love with the game" and hasn't 
stopped playing since. 

"It was the most primitive, brutal soc
cer you can imagine, like most high 
school soccer. We wore shoes that were 
more like combat boots, with the big 
leather cleats and hard toes. They looked 
like Jaws or something. You kicked the 
ball or kicked the man, whichever came 
first, and anybody who walked off the 
field was probably on the winning 
team." 

Bill can tell you stories about all the 
crazy teams he's played on and show 
you the pictures to prove it: German 
teams in Washington and Baltimore, 
tough Hungarian teams, Danish teams, 
Mexican teams in California, all-star 
teams, teams of players over 35. On 
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many of the ethnic teams, he was the 
only native American. 

When Lauritzen (a managing engineer 
for Aetna) was transferred to Columbia 
from California in 1972, he found soccer 
in an embryonic stage here. He went to 
buy a soccer ball at a sporting goods 
store and the clerk didn't know what one 
looked like. The University of South 
Carolina soccer clup turned out to be a 
loose-knit cluster of foreign graduate 
students and a few Americans, casual 
and undisciplined, who drank beer at 
halftime and never trained. He came 
around one day and immediately got off 
on the wrong foot by putting the players 
through windsprints. Unprepared for his 
enthusiastic approach, they all thought 
he took soccer too seriously. 

Soon he was serious enough to begin 
organizing a team of Columbia amateur 
players, which eventually grew to four 
teams playing perpetual round-robin 
tournaments with each other. Later dis
covering interest in other cities like 
Charleston and Spartanburg, he picked 
the best of the local players to compete 
for the city, and the Columbia Soccer 
Club was formed. Five years later, there 
are some 14 amateur teams around the 
state which Bill has helped organize into 
the South Carolina Soccer Association. 
They played for the first official state 
championship last spring; the Lauritzen-

led Columbia team won. 
Bill Lauritzen has worn a few titles dur

ing his amateur career. He was president 
of the National Soccer League in Wash
ington,· Varsity Coach at Georgetown 
and American University, assistant coach 
at USC, and is still a qualified USSF and 
NISOA referee. Now you can add to 
those "Founding Father of Amateur 
Soccer in South Carolina,'' ' 'Oldest Ac
tive Player," and "Great Grandpappy of 
Them All." He plays soccer every 
weekend and promotes the sport with 
the fervor of an aging poet. 

"I love everything about the game," 
he says. "The mental agility required of 
every player on the field, the total com
petition, the physical combat, the run
ning, the individual skill used for team 
effort, the social etiquette of a sport 
where you can give the other fellow hell 
for ninety minutes, then drink a beer with 
him after the game and be his friend." 

Two years ago, Lauritzen broke his left 
leg for the second time in an important 
league match. The cold, overcast De
cember day got even gloomier after he 
had been taken to the hospital; the un
spoken thought in the air was that Bill's 
playing days had just ended. He made it 
to the post-game party on crutches. 
"Soccer's too important to me," he said 
that night. "It's too much a part of my 
life. I have to play again." After working 

Alice Child ress: .Playwright . 

A lice Childress returned to South 
Carolina in mid-October to the adu
lation of "Alice Childress Week." 

She and her husband, musician-com
poser Nathan Woodard, left their home 
on Roosevelt Island, N. Y. to put the 
polishing touches on Mrs. Childress' Sea 
Island Song, which is being performed 
by the S. C. Arts Commission's Stage 
South throughout the state. 

Her family roots are deeply entwined 
in South Carolina, especially in her na
tive Charleston. "My grandmother was 
born in Charleston and my great
grandmother was a slave there, and my 
stepfather lived on Edisto Island." 

Ms. Childress is a Radcliffe alumna 
through a Harvard University appoint
ment. An actress as well as a playwright, 
she has performed in teleplays, on radio 
programs, in films and stage productions 
and was a member of the original Ameri-
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can Negro Theatre of Harlem for 11 
years. She was also a writer-observer 
with the original companies of The 
Sound of Music and A Thousand Clowns 
on a Rockefeller Grant administered 
through The New Dramatists. She has 
worked with such artists as Langston 
Hughes, James Baldwin, LeRoi Jones 
(Imamu Baraka), Harry Belafonte, Sid
ney Poitier and Ruby Dee, and has 
studied theatre art in Russia and China. 

The themes of universal love and con
cern for all mankind are paramount in 
her writings and personal conversations: 
"My dramas concern people; most of my 
knowledge is concerning people. We 
must live under an umbrella large 
enough to love people with their failures 
and weaknesses, irrespective of persons. 
We have scorned welfare people in print, 
but we must realize that we are hurting 
the children most when we allow this to 

all spring and summer to strengthen his 
leg, he started at fullback for Columbia in 
their first game in October. 

Now, at 55, his leg still stiff from the 
break, Bill Lauritzen is playing what 
many call the most strenuous game in 
the world at an age when most men have 
long been veteran armchair quarter
backs. And he realizes he won't be able 
to play forever. "One more year," he 
says with a grin, acknowledging that he 
says that every year. "One more year 
and then I'll quit." 

What would force him to stop, finally? 
"I have nothing to prove," he says. "I 

just love the sport and I'd overcome any 
obstacle to play. I guess I'd have to wake 
up one Sunday morning and feel more 
like sailing or going on a picnic or some
thing, instead of playing soccer. Then I'd 
quit. Or if it became obvious that I were 
hurting my team. This leg has really 
slowed me down. I'm aggravated by my 
back. All I know is, Sunday, when I go 
out on that field, it's going to be as big a 
thrill as the first time I ever played. I'll go 
out like a damned firedog or something. 
The only thing that could keep me off 
that field would be a death in the family," 
he says grinning, shining with solar en
thusiasm. "My own!" 

Don Belt is a writer from Columbia and a 
free-lance soccer player. 
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happen." 
Mrs. Childress is also deeply con

cerned about cultural awareness of all 
people in America, believing that there 
has been a great cultural loss through 
misinterpretation of cultural values. 
"There was a time when many of the 
poor people were respected as middle
class, not because of material posses
sions, but because they were highly cul
tured and respectable people. When my 
grandmother referred to the middle 
class, she meant 'middle-class respect.' I 
used to often hear my grandmother say, 
'Oh, they were the nicest, poor middle
class people.' " In reference to young 
people's assessment of values, she adds, 
"There is a cultural loss, but we must 
study who we are and what we want to 
be. Many young people seem to be more 
concerned about material things and 
how to get a dollar. 

''I promised myself to do at least one 
thing a year for young people, especially 
something for children." 

One writer was most influential in her 
becoming a writer: "Paul Laurence 
Dunbar, I think, was very inspiring for me 
because he expresses love in his works, 
especially in 'Little Brown Baby,' " and 
with sparkling eyes, warm smile and soft 
voice, she recited a couple of lines from 
Dunbar's poem: 

Little brown baby wif spa'klin' eyes, 
Come to you' pappy an' set on his 

knee. 
She then repeated the same two lines 

from Dunbar's poem, but the shift in her 
tone showed the real impact and mean
ing of the poem. Although Dunbar chose 
to use dialect in this poem, Mrs. Childress 
demonstrated the relevance of different 
speech patterns and sounds. 

One of her early experiences that 
magnified her love of drama was her visit 
to a one-room country school in Helena, 
Ark. where the students were preparing 
to present Oscar Wilde's Lady Win
demer' s Fan. Ms. Childress spent two 
unforgettable hours giving the students 
instruction in stage setting, cues, 
techniques and movement. For this first 
consultation in directing and performing 
a drama, she was paid the handsome 
sum of 50 cents and a candy bar. 

As a playwright, Mrs. Childress writes 
about those things which inspire her: the 
problems, culture, and history of the 
black community. But her dramas are by 
no means confined to the ~lack experi
ence; she deals with universal problems 
and characters. Her plays include Flor
ence, her first one-act play, 1951; Gold 
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Through the Trees which was the first 
drama written by a black woman to be 
presented Off-Broadway, 1952; Just A 
Little Simple, 1953, an adaptation of 
Langston Hughes' work, Just a Little 
Simple; Trouble in Mind, 1956, Winner 
of the Obie Award for the Best Original 
Off-Broadway Production; The Wed
ding Band, 1973, has been performed 
throughout this country including its 
production at Columbia's Workshop 
Theatre last October; A Hero Ain't Noth
ing But A Sandwich, 1973, which has 
recently been made into a film starring 
Cicely Tyson and Paul Winfield; and Sea 
Island Song, the fall touring production 
of the S. C. Arts Commission's Stage 
South. 

Sea Island Song reflects the play
wright's educational, cultural and 
humane concerns about Americans as 
well as her deep interest in the traditions, 
language, customs and folklore of South 
Carolina. An educational drama about 
the South Carolina Sea Islands, the play 
is written for children as well as adults. 
The setting for the drama is Johns Island 
and the story is from Sierra Leone, Af
rica. The customs, culture and language 
(Gullah speech) are explained. As the 
author vividly explains, "Sea Island 
Song is a story within a story, a folk tale of 
two people living on Johns Island where 
the Atlantic Ocean knocks against the 
shore and one hundred islands rise in the 
ocean and 'Sint John' makes one 
hundred and one.'' The history and 
folklore of the sea islands are unraveled 
as the main problem of the plot unfolds, 
revealing the troubles and joys of the two 
principal characters as they face the 

tough decision of selling their property 
for much less than its value. This is a 
problem for many of the inhabitants of 
the sea islands. 

Sea Island Song relies heavily upon 
Gullah dialect. "There are many patterns 
of speech in the United States," she says. 
There are differences in speech sounds 
just as there are differences in musical 
sounds. 

Alice Childress' dramas reflect Ameri
ca's cultural, social, economic, historical, 
educational and moral image, be it rich 
or poor, orderly or disorderly, just or un
just, frustrating or satisfying, intellectual 
or ignorant. America is a stage on which 
real-life drama plays daily. As a play
wright, she understands, captures and 
dramatizes our contemporary society. 
Although drama cannot give man specif
ic answers to his problems or make a 
choice for him, Ms. Childress wants to 
paint the picture and present the facts, 
causes and results in such a manner that 
her audiences can easily recognize them
selves and make the best choice. If 
drama is to have any meaning for men in 
general, most of whom are not kings, it 
must deal with thoughts, feelings, cus
toms and cultures that have some uni
versality. This is how she is approaching 
her new project, a work based on the life 
of Fanny Lou Hamer, a civil rights leader 
from Ruleville, Miss. This is the strength 
of Alice Childress' dramas. 

Elizabeth J. Hart is interim chairperson of 
the division of information and cultural 
services of Benedict College. 

Johnny Helms: 
Jazz Musician 

M usic that is becoming more popular 
now is the music of the late fifties or 
early sixties. There are groups like 

Blood, Sweat and Tears and Chicago -
these guys are jazz musicians .... They 
didn't really abandon jazz, but took rock 
and roll and applied jazz to make the 
popular sound. These are schooled 
musicians who can play other things be
sides the loud rock and roll.'' 

So says jazz trumpeter Johnny Helms, 
who from early childhood has gained an 
impressive reputation in the field of jazz 
music, a name which over the years has 
influenced and attracted the best-known 
names in the business. · · · 

Names like Stan Kenton, Woody 
Herman, Skitch Henderson and Clark 
Terry, to begin a long list. It's one thing to 
admire a band as a source of inspiration, 
but to perform and travel with them -
well, that's something else. Yet Helms is 
definitely one of the most in-demand 
performers in South Carolina today. The 
reason is simple - Helms is a musician 
who well surpasses the traditional three 
chord jam progression. He stands for 
quality, drive and perfection. "Any time I 
take my horn out, regardless of where 
I'm playing - I play as best I can,'' he 
acknowledges. 

In 1968 Johnny and his group, The 
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Notables, were house band for the Pi
rates' Cove, backing such names as Mari
lyn Maye, Henny Youngman, Kay Ste
vens and Columbia's own Margie Miles. 
Ten years later Helms is still vibrantly 
performing, not in the local clubs, but 
into such international events as New 
Orleans Festival of Music and Spoleto 
U.S.A., as well as trips to Freeport, 
Grand Bahamas Is. with a group of All
Stars headed by Clark Terry. He also 
serves locally as music instructor for 
Lexington County's Pelion High School 
while not on the road. 

Helms has been playing the same 
horn ('Bach,' designed by Vincent Bach) 
since those days in The Cove. "I've had 
this horn for probably fifteen years, and 
about four or five years ago I sent it back 
to the factory and requested they put it as 
close to the original as possible, and 
goldplate it for me. And they did. Not 
every horn is suited for every musician. 
The horn that I would like, another musi
cian might not. I feel that you have to find 
one that is comfortable for you." 

Johnny's style is smooth and rhythmic 
mixed with complexity and simplicity. 
He can drive a tune like "A Night in 
Tunisia" to an unmerciful climax, or 
smoothly tear your heart out with a soft 
melodic "Misty" - improvisation is the 
key. Helms delivers a unique musical 
style that is rare and pleasing; his audi
ences know it, and expect it. 

Reviewer John Morgan of the Charles
ton Evening Post called him a "master 
technician on trumpet . . . constructing 
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his leads carefully and thoughtfully." 
Mike Vax, former lead trumpeter for the 
Stan Kenton orchestra, said, "He's the 
best be-bop trumpeter I've ever heard in 
person," a sentiment echoed by Leon 
Breeden, director of the North Texas 
State One O'Clock Jazz Lab Band. 

Another review of his performance at 
the Columbia Museum of Art in 1974 
was- ''performing with virtuosity, elan, 
and distinct professionalism." That con
cert featured guitarist and friend 
"Bucky" Pizzarelli (15 years with the 
Tonight Show band, Dick Cavett Show, 
Ed Sullivan Show, etc.). Also, Clark 
Terry, who was visiting Helms at the 
time, sat in and the trio was termed "In
comparable." 

Vocalist and comedienne Kay Ste
vens once said, "Helms can play some 
more horn. Listen - that Johnny Helms 
could play with any group he wanted to 
- New York, West Coast, anywhere." 
That was more than an idea because 
Helms' on-the-road contacts eventually 
led him to New York, a renowned jazz 
haven, where he backed such headliners 
as Red Buttons, Della Reese and Bar
bara McNair, for starters, as well as many 
other popular artists. 

It would take a book to complete an 
accurate account of all the contacts 
Johnny has made over the years. But 
two of his favorite contemporaries stand 
out: Clark Terry (former trumpeter for 
NBC's Tonight show) , and the late 
saxophonist Cannonball Adderley. 

Helms met Terry in New Jersey in the 
late ' 60s, where he first approached 
Clark Terry in a popular night club and 
introduced himself. Later that night, 
Terry invited Helms to sit in on a couple 
of songs, an event which led to one of 
Johnny's closest acquaintances in music. 
Helms has been a frequently featured 
musician with Terry's "Big Bad Band" 
ever since. 

Another important acquaintance hap
pened in Florida where Helms first met 
and performed with Adderley in the early 
'60s. Cannonball was performing nightly 
at "Porky' s" in Fort Lauderdale while 
Johnny was attending school at the Uni
versity of Miami. Helms would drive to 
Fort Lauderdale frequently to sit in with 
Adderley who wasn't yet known at that 
time. Both Cannonball Adderley and 
Clark Terry have added much to inspire 
the perfection and professionalism 
Helms has become known for over the 
years. 

During May and June 1977, Charles
ton promoter and close friend Bill Moore 
directed and arranged for the jazz con
certs as part of Spoleto USA. These were 
the first jazz music series ever presented 
in the 20-year history of Spoleto. In a 
dynamic booking effort aimed at satisfy
ing Gian Carlo Menotti's absolute de
mand for the country's finest available 
musicians, it was no surprise that Johnny 
Helms was one of the first recom
mended. Other internationally known 
participants included drummer Louie 
Bellson, alto saxophonist Phil Woods 
and trombonist Urbie Green, regarded 
among the highest select jazz instrumen
talists. Johnny's band at Seabrook Is
land, May 27, included bassist Jim Fer
guson, guitarist Terry Rosen and drum
mer Teddy Linder- some well-known 
Columbia musicians. The Helms con
cert, backed by the North Texas State 
University One O'Clock Jazz Lab Band, 
the nation's number one college jazz 
band, at the S. C. Ports Authority Build
ing on June 1, was the expected phe
nomenal success. 

In fact, the jazz concerts were such a 
success that an album of highlights 
featuring the above-named artists was 
released in January. 

As a man who obviously loves his pro
fession Helms commented, "You'd be 
surprised that the busiest doctors, law
yers, etc. are really musicians, and they 
love music and they like to listen. They 
just don't perform actively. A lot of 
people around town do sideline. Of 
course, they have to make a living. They 
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are into their own profession but would 
really love to be into music. That's why I 
consider myself fortunate because I 
make a living doing what I want to do." 

Helms says that his "Brother Eddie 
was the greatest influence in my early 
career." Trumpeter Clifford Brown, also 
an influence, was a powerful but not a 
generally well-known musician who died 
at the early age of 25. But as Helms puts 
it, "Anyone into jazz music would know 
him." Stevie Wonder mentioned Clif
ford on the Grammy Awards as one of 
his major influences. These were the 
main ones who made the greatest impact 
on Johnny's choice of career. Today 
music is Helms' only business. 

On his plans for the future Johnny 
said, "My first love is jazz. But jazz isn't 
the most popular thing I have to offer, so 
to speak. In other words, most of my 
livelihood comes from playing wedding 
recepti9ns, country clubs, private parties 
- which is a far cry from jazz. I think 
there's sort of a rebirth of jazz in this 
country and it's really beginning with the 
college groups. They' re becoming in
terested in it. I think Spoleto proved 
there's a definite interest because every 
performance was well-received. It's 
there. So I'm gonna spend more time 
booking jazz concerts in colleges and 
high schools with my group than I have 
in the past." 

When asked what advice he'd have 
for anyone pursuing a career in music 
Helms replied, "Practice - that's the 
key to the whole thing. You can talk 
about talent and anything else, but noth
ing is as important as practice. A guy with 
no talent can play better than a guy with 
talent . .. if he practices." 

Born and reared in Columbia, he 
holds B.A. and B.S. degrees in music 
from the University of South Carolina. 
Johnny attended Columbia High School 
and upon graduation was granted a full 
scholarship to the University of Miami. 
After one year in Florida (where he was 
active in such features as the university's 
Band of the Hour and the Orange Bowl) 
he returned to Columbia, completed his 
education in music and began playing 
professionally both as teacher and enter
tainer. He is not married. His life and 
ambitions are all wrapped up in music, a 
decision he says he's never regretted. 

Dan Kirby is a free-lance writer from Co
lumbia, where he writes a music column 
for the Richland Northeast newspaper. 
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by Nancy Treu Klotz 

T he succulent cabbage is easy on the 
budget, simple to prepare, and in 
season all year when other vegeta-

. bles are not in abundance. 
The typical cabbage for our needs is a 

solid heavy spherical mass of leaves 
growing from a very short stem. The 
outer leaves exposed to the light contain 
more chlorophyll than the inner ones, 
which are pale yellow or white. No two 
heads of cabbage are green to exactly 
the same degree. 

Cabbage makes a colorful salad when 

combined with chopped or grated carrot 
or apple, green pepper or celery. Raw or 
cooked, alone or combined with other 
foods, this juicy vegetable is a good 
example of the way man utilizes the vari
eties of the species for food. 

The varieties of the Brassica genus de
rived from the wild cabbage are cauli
flower, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, kale 
and cabbage. 

The aristocratic members of the above 
biennials are cauliflower and brussels 
sprouts. Cauliflower produces a close 
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mass of flower buds within a protective 
casing of leaves. It is a welcome change 
from ordinary cabbage. 

Brussels sprouts were plentiful in Brit
ain during World War II. Soldiers learned 
to eat this curious cluster of tiny cabbage 
heads under a crown of photosynthetic 
leaves. 

We eat the lower stem of the kohlrabi 
plant and not the leaves. It is an odd
looking plant, but is delicious raw or 
cooked, and can be stored in the field like 
turnips. 

Kale grows tall and flourishes well in a 
mild winter. Its leaves are loose and re
semble spinach. 

Cabbage is a good source of food 
value, for it contains vitamin A, riboflavin 
and asorbic acid ( vitamin C). You will not 
want to lose these nutrients, so cook in a 
covered kettle until tender. An unwel
come odor will result if cooked too long. 
Of course, the housewife should clean 
the vegetable before cooking. 

An alternative method to cooking 
cabbage is known by its German name 
sauerkraut (sour cabbage). Newly cut 
and cleaned cabbages are shredded and 
packed into barrels with alternating 
layers of rock salt The layers are pressed 
down firmly to leave out the air, and then 
the cabbage undergoes a fermentation 
process that lasts several weeks. The 
vegetable can be eaten raw or boiled. If 
you would like to try a German style 
cabbage recipe on your own, here's one 
I'm sure you'll enjoy. 

Red Cabbage German-Style 
This recipe serves four. Allow one and 

a half pounds of cabbage for four serv
ings. 
1 average size head of red cabbage 
2 apples, cored only 
2 tbs. bacon fat 

Salt and pepper to taste 
Water 

3 tbs. regular vinegar 
2 tbs. sugar or 4 tbs. brown sugar 
1 'ni tbs. flour 

Wash the cabbage and remove the outer 
leaves and discard. Quarter, core and 
shred the cabbage into a large pan. Slice 
the unpeeled apples. Add these slices to 
the cabbage along with the fat and sea
sonings. Add just enough water to cover 
and bring to a boil. Cover and simmer 
until tender but not overdone, about 15 
minutes. Drain and reserve the liquid. To 
the reserved liquid mix the vinegar, sugar 
and flour. Cook until thickened and mix 

with the cabbage. 
Pigs knuckles, spareribs and other 

pork cuts are recommended with this 
meal. Some cooks may want to use good 
old corned beef. 

Cole Slaw 
Trim off the end of the stem. Unless the 
cabbage is very crisp, soak it stem end 
down in cold water for an hour or more. 
Remove the outer leaves, and shred the 
cabbage. Add a quarter cup vinegar 
using two tablespoons sugar and a half 
teaspoonful salt. Serve cold. (For hot 
slaw add your favorite bacon dressing.) 

Cream Slaw 
Mix the finely shredded cabbage with 
cooked salad dressing to which cream is 
added. 

Buttered or Creamed Cabbage 
Soak if not crisp, and remove outer 
leaves. Cut into small pieces, and re
move the core. Cook the cabbage un
covered in boiling salted water six to ten 
minutes ( one to one and a half teaspoons 
salt to a quart of water). Drain. Season 
with butter and add your recipe of white 
sauce. 

Grandma's Southern 
Panned Cabbage 

Shred cabbage and place it with a little fat 
in a shallow pan. Cover it tightly, adding 
no water. Optional, but bacon or salt 
pork may be cut into small pieces and 
cooked with the cabbage mixture. Pour 
off excess fat. Cook cabbage on low heat 
until it wilts a little, five to six minutes. It 
may be necessary to toss the cabbage to 
heat it evenly. Season with salt and pep
per. Serve. 

Cabbage Cooked in Milk 
6 cups shredded cabbage 
1 cup milk or cream 
2 tsp. butter 
112 tsp. salt 
2 tsp. flour 
Put cabbage in upper part of double 
boiler. Add milk, cover the pan, and 
simmer the cabbage (over direct heat) 
for two minutes. Blend the butter and 
flour. Then add some hot milk and stir 
the mixture until smooth and stir in the 
remaining milk and salt. Pour this mix
ture over the cabbage and cook it three 
or four minutes. 
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Brussels Sprouts 
Wash the brussels sprouts and remove 
the leaves. Let stand, heads down in the 
salted water (one teaspoon salt to one 
quart water) about 20 minutes. Cook 
uncovered in boiling salted water six to 
ten minutes. Drain. Season with butter 
or buttered bread crumbs or your reci~ 
for white sauce. 

Boiled Cauliflower and Variations 
1 white head cauliflower with fresh 

green leaves 
2 quarts boiling water 
1/.i tsp. salt 
Remove leaves. Cut off stalk and soak -
head down - in very cold salted water. 
Cook in large kettle in a large amount of 
boiling salted water only until tender -
around 20 minutes. Drain and place on a 
warm serving dish. Season with salt and 
pepper to taste or top with white sauce. 
It is also good with buttered crumbs: Two 
tablespoons fine bread crumbs browned 
in hot butter. Be careful not to bum the 
crumbs with too high a heat. 

Kohlrabi 
1 quart kohlrabi (save 1 cup water in 

which the kohlrabi is cooked) 
2 tbs. flour 
2 tbs. fat or butter 

Salt and pepper 
Wash, peel and cut kohlrabi root in 
slices. Cook in boiling salted water until 
tender. Drain. Heat the butter or fat and 
then add the flour. Quickly add the one 
cup water in which the kohlrabi is 
cooked. Stir until thickened. Add the 
seasoning and serve the vegetable mixed 
in this sauce. 

Kale 
This is a strong flavored vegetable. Cut 
off the roots. Use only the perfect leaves 
and be sure to wash the leaves 
thoroughly. Follow the directions for the 
buttered cabbage. 

Stuffed Cabbage 
This is the culinary delight of cabbage 
lovers, and can be served in an eye ap
pealing fashion. It is truly delicious, and 
the "steak of cabbage recipes." 

Here is a way of stuffing cabbage 
leaves so they remain symmetrical. 
Step 1. Clean vegetable. Remove outer 
leaves and core. Cover and cook the 
cabbage three to five minutes in boiling 
salted water. Drain well. Separate the 
leaves. Let them dry. Flatten a piece of 
cheesecloth and in the center of it put a 
large cabbage leaf, curly edge up. Insert 
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a smaller cabbage leaf in the first one and 
fill smaller one with stuffing, about two to 
three tablespoons. 
Step 2. With the four corners of the 
cheesecloth together twist the ends shut. 
This process makes the shape of the 
stuffed leaves into a compact round. 
Quickly remove the cheesecloth and ar
range the stuffed leaves in a casserole 
dish, the sealed edge of the leaf down. 
Step. 3. Continue stuffing and use the 
piece of cheesecloth. Arrange in a lightly 
greased 3-quart casserole. 

Beef Stuffed Cabbage Leaves 
1 large head of cabbage (at least 3 lbs.) 
1 Yz tbs. butter or margarine 
1 Yz tbs. bacon fat or olive oil 
112 cup finely chopped onion 
1/z lb. fresh mushrooms, chopped 
1 clove garlic finely chopped 
1 lb. ground chuck (or 112 lb. ground 

chuck and Yz lb. ground veal) 
(a scant 2 cups) white rice, cooked 

2 tbs. finely chopped parsley 
1 tsp. thyme (optional) 
1 Yz tsp. salt 
1/.i tsp. pepper (ground) 
2 tbs. butter or margarine 
1 can (6 oz.) tomato sauce (or tomato 

paste, if you prefer) 
Yz tsp. salt 

Dash pepper 
1 bay leaf (optional) 

lemon slices 
Preheat oven 350 degrees F. Prepare 
cabbage for stuffing. Heat the butter and 
oil. Then add the onion and garlic and 
mushrooms. Heat until the onion is 
transparent. Remove to a platter. Add 
the meat to the pan and fry until lightly 
browned. Put the onion, garlic and 
mushrooms back into the pan, and add 
the rice, parsley, thyme, salt and pepper. 
Stir. Stuff the leaves with two table
spoons mixture and arrange the stuffed 
cabbage leaves in a casserole. Melt but
ter in a medium size sauce pan. Add 
tomato sauce and the bay leaf, plus the 
seasonings. Stir with a wooden spoon to 
boiling. If necessary more liquid may be 
added, preferably more tomato sauce or 
paste. Pour all the sauce on the leaves. 
Bake covered 50 minutes. Serve leaves 
on a warm platter and garnish with 
lemon slices. Serves eight. 

Nancy Treu Klotz is a free-lance writer 
from Greenwood and a frequent con
tributor to Sandlapper. 

I. JENKINS MIKELL. JR. 

• Life Insurance 
• Pension Plans 
• Group Insurance 
• Health Insurance 
• Annuities 

New York Life Insurance Co. 
Suite 1120/First National Bankll 

Building ~. 
P.O. Box11803 I:• 

Columbia, S. C. 29211 
803-799-5396 

INNOVATION 
ECONOMY 

QUALITY 
SERVICE 

These Factors 
Have Kept Us 
Serving You 
For Decades. 

From Us You Get 
More Than Product. 

tpl 
Henley Paper Co. 
In Greensboro Call (919) 668-0081 

Also in Asheville. Gastonia. 
Charlotte. Hickory. High Point 

and Greenville. S.C. 
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Meeks' Menagerie 

Imagine you're out for a Sunday 
drive, coming down Highway 292 
from Inman to Lyman in Spartan-

burg County. About the last thing you 
expect to see is the sign at the Gow
ansville Road intersection that says sim
ply "ZOO" with an arrow pointing the 
way. 

The sign is for real, and those who give 
in to their curiosity learn that there actu
ally is a zoo in the midst of the peach 
orchards that dot the foothills north of 
Greer. 

A couple of miles down the Gowans
ville Road, behind the J Variety Store, is 
a winding one-lane farm-to-market road 
which takes you over an ancient bridge, 
around and through several orchards, 
while playing peekaboo with the 
nearby mountains. The road soon tops a 
small crest where, if you're not careful, 
you will miss the sign on the right which 
marks the M & M Pet Farm. 
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Story and Photos by Jim Singleton 

It is well-named, for all the animals 
here are pets of David Meeks. Most of 
them are on the endangered species list. 
The 17 acres that make up the farm are 
dotted with habitats housing more than 
85 different kinds of wild animals, almost 
300 in all counting duplicates. They 
range from Bengal tigers to spotted 
hyenas and a rare black leopard. Many 
of the animals, because they have been 
hand-tamed, are allowed to run loose 
where the 500 to 1,000 visitors who find 
their way to the farm each week may pet 
them. 

Meeks' collection is by no means lim
ited to large animals. He maintains sev
eral varieties of monkeys and apes as 
well as deer, skunks, emu and an un
usual group of owls. 

The more dangerous ones, such as the 
tigers and leopards, are of course caged. 
Only David is allowed to pet 'them -
only he would be allowed by the animals 

to pet them. 
The farm is an outgrowth of an aff ec

tion for all types of animals and his in
terest in helping vanishing breeds to sur
vive. At an age when most kids have 
trouble remembering to feed the family 
pet, David was looking after raccoons 
and possum and skunks that his father 
had caught and tamed. By the time he 
was graduated from Carson Newman 
College with a degree in biology and 
psychology, he had acquired his first 
large animal and the rest of the farm 
"sort of grew from that point over the 
past seven or eight years," he says. 

David originally planned to become a 
veterinarian, but instead became a 
teacher, then an expediter for a major 
construction company. Since 1971 he 
has served as expediter for Daniel Inter
national, working on special projects 
which last six months to a year. This has 
given him time to develop the farm 
gradually to the point where he hopes to 
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make it a full-time operation next year. 
"Up until now this has been strictly a 

hobby," he says. "The operating ex
penses have to be watched closely and 
all of the labor on the farm is done by me 
and my father." 

Meeks' class B dealer's license from 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture's 
animal and health inspection service al
lows him to buy and sell wild animals 
anywhere in the United States. In 
November he traveled to Tennessee to 
pick up a pair of four-week-old African 
lion kittens. 

"I trade less than- fifty animals a year, 
mainly surplus young that are born right 
here at my farm," he says. "About 
eighty-five percent of the animals here 
are hand-tamed because I have worked 
with them since they were very young. 
These animals could not adapt to other 
zoo environments. They wouldn't be ac
cepted by their kind. The rest of my col
lection are zoo or cage animals that I 
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have picked up because no one else 
wanted them. Some of these will be 
traded over the years, but for the most 
part, the animals who end up here stay." 

David says that his pet farm is oper
ated on the principle that animals should 

be enjoyed, both by him and by the 
thousands who com~ to the farm each 
year. 

"I get a great deal of pleasure in help
ing animals overcome obstacles," he 
says. "Over the years I have picked up 
quite a few animals that otherwise might 
have been destroyed because their own
ers couldn't handle them. 

"Only a few years ago, for example, it 
was fashionable to have an ocelot as a 
pet. In the past five years this animal has 
become endangered and you can't legal
ly buy one without a permit. Some 
people who had them found they 
couldn't, or wouldn't, take time to make 
a house pet out of the cat. They didn't 
know what to do with them when they 
got too big. 

"Pet owners who try to raise a wild 
animal often do so in much the same way 
they would a dog or cat. They feed them 
the wrong food, like table scraps. By the 
time I get an animal like that, it's in bad 
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shape. Some have irritable dispositions 
or show signs of improper nutrition. 
These animals require a lot more than 
just food and water. Given time, I have 
been able to change the disposition of 
some of these animals through proper 
diet and handling techniques." 

David draws on his college training to 
get the animals accustomed to being 
handled. He talks to the animals, not like 
the Dr. Doolittle of children's tales, but in 
their own language. He has a special 
manner for each. Every one of his pets 
has special needs, and each reacts in 
different ways to him. When he enters 
the tiger cage, David is talking constantly 
in a deep, almost throaty purr directly to 
the animals. His attention is focused on 
Nikki, the female, but he is also con
stantly aware of Kahlil, the more docile 
male. 

"You have to be very careful with 
these two," he says. "Kahlil likes to play 
around. He might take a punch at me, 
but if he does, it's with the claws held in. 
On the other hand, if Nikki takes a swipe 
at me, it's like trying to dodge a fistful of 
razor blades." 

In the cage with Fang, a 100-pound 
Canadian timber wolf who is still grow
ing, David's approach is totally different. 
Here he is the more dominant animal. 
His voice is commanding, yet more play
ful than when he works with the tigers. 

"Fang was taken from his mother 
when he was only two days old. He was 
raised as a dog. He thinks he's a dog. I 
also have his sister, Maude, who was 
taken from the litter when she was two 
weeks old. She established herself as a 
wolf and is as wild as if she had been 
caught this morning." 

He uses yet another approach with 
Goldie, a four-year-old North American 
cougar who is one of the favorites with 
visitors. 

Goldie, hand-raised from a kitten by 
Meeks' father, is leash-trained. He en
joys a brisk walk through the woods that 
encircle the farm and poses proudly on a 
fallen tree for photographers, often to
tally oblivious to the goats and dogs who 
walk past him. Although first-time visitors 
might be shocked to see a mountain lion 
on a leash, neighbors are used to seeing 
Goldie ride to town in the pickup truck 
with David's father. 

Until a little more than a year ago, 
David says he had not thought about 
opening the farm to the public. A few 
people always managed to find him 
through word-of-mouth advertising, 
sometimes as many as 50 or 60 on a nice 
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Sunday afternoon. But when he got the 
opportunity to pick up a breeding pair of 
ostriches from a zoo in New Mexico, 
things changed. Adding the big birds to 
his collection opened up new possibilities 
and led him to think seriously about turn
ing his hobby into a full-time business. 

The ostrich situation, however, turned 
out to be as heartbreaking as it was en
couraging. 

First there were delays in obtaining the 
birds: "A friend of mine who was deliver
ing a couple of his tigers to the Rio 
Grande Zoo, agreed to bring my birds 
home with him. The first delay came 
when he thought he had his cats tran
quilized enough to move them into the 
holding cages for the trip. They weren't. 
He spent a month in a North Carolina 
hospital, and it was mid-September of 
last year before he was able to make the 
trip. 

"Then the shipper loaded the birds 

improperly and the male, who weighs 
more than three hundred and fifty 
pounds, died within hours after reaching 
the farm. Madie, the hen, was in poor 
condition when she arrived, but she sur
vived and began laying eggs soon after I 
was able to obtain a second male from 
the Riverbanks Park Zoo in Columbia." 

Macfie laid almost 100 eggs during her 
laying season, and although about eight 
hatched, the chicks soon died. This mor
tality rate was far above normal. David 
had put a lot of his hopes for the farm on 
marketing the young birds - worth 
about $500 each - to zoos around the 
country. The ostrich production could 
easily have put his farm on a profitable 
basis, because he has been operating on 
a break-even basis for several years. 

"Finally things started looking up 
again in June when I managed to incu
bate a successful hatching," he says. 
"The infertile eggs bring about twenty
five dollars as curios, so Macfie was al
ready paying her way when I got the 
healthy chick." 

Then, when the baby bird was less 

than two months old, but obviously 
strong enough to make it, tragedy again 
struck the Meeks plan. 

Macfie was in her exercise pen one 
afternoon in July when a sudden sum
mer thunderstorm passed through the 
area. She was struck by lightning and 
killed instantly. 

The M & M Pet Farm is now at another 
transition stage. David says he has plans 
for the farm which can only be realized if 
he turns to the venture full time. Next 
spring will probably be the turning point 
for him and for the animals who have 
learned to trust him for food, shelter and 
friendship. 

It is by no means an easy life, but 
Meeks says the rewards are too numer
ous and too personal to count. 

If kittens are born to one of the 
cougars, David has to bottle-feed them 
every two hours for several weeks. This 
can be a harsh chore in the middle of 
winter, but it is an experience he 
wouldn't trade for anything. 

Just feeding the animals takes several 
hours of his time each day, even with 
help from some nearby high school stu
dents. There is no such thing as a day off 
when you have a couple of hundred val
uable and hungry mouths to feed. 

"I would like to make the farm a 
showplace for my animals," he says. 
''There is no other place in this part of the 
country where people can see the variety 
of animals I have. I would like to develop 
the farm into a sort of learning experi
ence, a chance for children especially to 
gain a better understanding of the impor
tance of preserving animals and how to 
handle them properly." 

"Handling" is the key word in his ap
proach to all of his animals. David main
tains a strict level of control, always 
aware that he is a guest when he enters a 
cage. 

"I do not fear any of them," he says, 
"but I respect every one of my animals. 
They have learned through my methods 
to respect me. Still, there are several -
the black leopards, the hyenas and one 
of the wolves - that even I wouldn't try 
to handle inside the cage. 

"I also don't mess with Bandi, my 
wife's pet squirrel. Sharon raised him 
and she's the only one who can work 
with him. He let me know that a long 
time ago." 

Jim Singleton is publications officer of 
Bankers Trust in Columbia. His first nov
el, Star Killers, was published in De
cember. 
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A SPECIAL RENEWAL OFFER 
TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS 

If your subscription to Sandlapper is expiring soon, read this 
advertisement. If you don't know when your subscription expires 
look at the label on your magazine. It should look something like 
this: 

096761 * C * - 098 - 29745 
E. P. Worthy 
810 Good Street 
York, SC 29745 

See the number 098. The first two of these numbers refer to the 
month (the ninth month, September) when your subscription ex
pires while the third number refers to the year (1978) when your 
subscription ends. 

The point of this advertisement is that we want you to renew your 
subscription now. By renewing early you save us money because 
we don't have the expense of sending you renewal notices. So we 
will pass along some (not all, but some) of that saving to you. So 
regardless of when your subscription expires if you renew it now 
we will extend your subscription for a period of 18 months for the 
cost ($12.48) of a normal 12 months subscription. To get this re
newal rate you must renew your subscription prior to receiving 
your first renewal notice. 

Here's what you need to do. If possible, detach the mailing label 
from this issue of your Sandlapper. If you can't detach your label 
without tearing it or defacing your magazine, just print the infor
mation printed on your mailing label on a separate sheet of paper 
and, mail it with your check for $12.48 to us at this address: 

February 1978 

Sandlapper 
P. 0. Box 1668 
Columbia, SC 29202 

Offer Expires on March 31, 1978 
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"At Ease" 18" x 35' ' $40.00 
"A plea by the Japanese Government for the 
return of their heirlooms after World War 11 was 
the motivating factor behind my painting of a 
Samurai ceremonial sword and scabbard 
painted in detail, at rest against an illusion of an 
atomic aftermath with the moon on the wane 
instead of the rising sun. In the .background is a 
profusion of chrysanthemums for warmth and a 
feeling of peace." 

"Weathered Walkway" 
197/,s" x 293/a" $40.00 
"I have painted many sand dune seascapes 
but in this canvas I painted bleached, weath
ered boards which form a walkway to the sea 
and in a setting of sand dunes and sea oats, 
they help portray the age and charm of our 
coast here at Pawleys Island on the Carolina 
coast. " 

"Nuthin Fancy" 18" x 24" $40.00 
"Every now and then when I take a side road 
in our Carolina lowcountry, I discover a cot 
tage, isolated by moss covered oaks &nd 
vines and with the charm of a small world all 
its own, seemingly independent of outside 
influences. " 



Introducing a Portfolio of 
Four Signed and Numbered 

Limited Edition Prints 
by 7'ete 7'z3eltop 

consisting of an ocean scene with sea gulls feeding 
a Samurai sword, a sand dune seascape, 

Pete Przekop was born in Connecticut and 
studied art in New York. After World War II he 
came to South Carolina where he has lived for 
the past 30 years. He has received honors in a 
number of exhibits and has had numerous one
man shows. His paintings have been exhibited 
from New York down the eastern coast and he 
has. been asked to act as juror and has chaired 
many exhibits. He owns the Przekop Art Gallery 
at Pawleys Island, South Carolina, which is 
open all year. In addition to his own paintings and 
prints, Przekop also represents a number of the 
finest artists in South Carolina. 

and a lowcountry cottage. 
All limited editions of 1,000 are 

signed, numbered, and copyrighted. 

"Feeding Gulls" 22" x 29V2" $40.00 
''A moment of the sea - a mass of clouds with silver 
ljnlngs, water, fish, and birds - all put into rhythmic 
motion with a dimension only by one's imagination. This 
received first place in a coastal e><hibit in 1976." 

,----------- --- -- - - - ---- -----1 
The prints may be bought individually or by portfolio. For the portfolio please add 1 
4% sales tax ($6.40 for S. C. Residents) and shipping charges of $4.00. For I 
individual prints, please add 4% sales tax for S. C. Residents plus $3.00 for I 

1 

shipping charges. Make checks payable to SANDLAPPER Magazine. Mail to : I 

I SANDLAPPER Magazine : 
I P. 0 . Box 1668 
1 Columbia, S. C. 29202 

Name __________________________ _ 

Address -------------------------
City 

1 D "Nuthin Fancy" D " Feeding Gulls" 

l D "At Ease" D "Weathered Walkway" 

J I have enclosed ___ - - -- _ ~t~ t~s o~~·- ___ _ 
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A Real Estate Advertising Section featuring homes and 
property in South Carolina and the South. If you have a 
property for sale or want further information about ad 
sizes and rates write or call Charles Alexander, P. 0. Box 
1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202, (803) 779-8824. 



hollies down south 

FOR SALE 

116 Church Street 
Very attractive two story Victorian Home located on 
1 acre City lot. This home has magnificent Living 
Room, Den, Large Dining Room, Kitchen, 4 Bed
rooms, 3 Bathrooms, Carports and Storage House. 
Beautiful Magnolias, Camellias & Azaleas in land
scaped Gardens. By appointment only. $46,500.00. 

f"T] N. BRYANT COOPER REAL ESTATE 
LJ:::::! 242 S. Main St., Mullins, S. C. 464-9513 
REALTOR' 

DAVE HORNE 
INC. 

NORTH MYRTLE BEACH 
This attractive beach home may be used as home with 
servants' quarters or rented as two separate apart
ments. Built on a canal 2 blocks off beach, it has a 
seawall and dock. Lower level sleeps 5. Upper level 
sleeps 13. An outstanding buy at $85,000. Ask for 
Jeanne Joyce. 

2229 Bull Street 
Columbia, S. C. 29201 

(803) 765-0600 
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ISLAND CONTEMPORARY 

I/,) 
On Fripp Island, Beaufort County, a new home for 
affordable and exciting leisure and retirement living. 
This two bedroom, 2 bath house features a third loft 
bedroom and a great room with cathedral ceiling. 
Here is a home designed for family fun or corporate 
entertaining near beach, marina, golf and tennis 
facilities. Invest and enjoy at $67,000. 

Please call or write: 
Fred Kuhn Realty, Ltd. D' 'l' .,.~ 
708 King Street ~ "1~; ' ' ' ' 

P. 0. Box 432 ""f;.11
L , 

(803) 524-8503 
Beaufort, S. C. 29902 

Specialist for 
properties in Myrtle Beach. [B 
Residential 

flE"-llOR" 

--.. Commercial MI.S 
Acreage 

We handle the BEST and SORRIEST 
properties in Myrtle Beach, but 
prices are relevant. 

Telephones: P. 0. Box 345 
Murrells Inlet 
S. C. 29576 

JERRY A. BENETATO 
Vice President 
Broker-In-Charge 

Home: 803-248-9880 
Office: 803-651-6464 

M. P. FERRIS 
AGENCY --- ., . 

Established 1954 

WE HANDLE BUSINESS PROPER1Y, INDUSTRIAL 
SITES, PLANTATIONS, HOMES, FARMS AND 
BEACH PROPER1Y. 

[B 
REALTOR 

705 FRONT ST. 1 P. 0. BOX 537 
GEORGETOWN, S. C. 29440 

PHONE (803) 546-5015 
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W hen we were children, our first ex
perience with growing plants from 
the wild was that of gathering fems 

from the edge of the small stream up in 
the hills. They were, I have since learned, 
the border fem which grows in damp 
places and endures a lot of shade. That 
was one of our first house plants. 
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by Bob Bailey 

- T. E. Hatcher 

The plants included under the name 
fem consist of an entire order made up of 
several different families: They include 
plants varying in size from a hair-like 
creeping stem bearing a few simple 
moss·like leaves, to tall trees 80 or more 
feet high with trunks nearly a · foot in 
diameter. Both extremes In sizes are 

found in tropical regions in which most of 
the species abound. Most of the ordinary 
native species, as well as the larger part of 
those in cultivation, consist of an erect 
underground stem or root stock with 
leaves called fronds, clustered in dense 
crowns, or in cases of creeping stems, 
with scattered leaves. 

In the life of a fem plant, two distinct 
phases occur, represented by two sepa
rate and distinct plants. The ordinary fem 
plant represents the asexual phase of 
growth, producing its spores in spore 
cases formed in masses on the back mar
gin of the leaf. In a few cases these are 
grouped in spikes or panicles. In rare 
cases they spread in a layer over the 
entire undersurface of the leaf. 

The sexual stage develops from the 
germinating spore and consists of a tiny, 
usually scale-like, green heart-shaped 
prothallus bearing the sex organs on the 
undersurface. After fertilization in the ar
chegonium, the egg develops directly 
into a young fem plant. Many fems also 
propagate vegetatively by the runners or 
offsets, by bullet-like buds and, in certain 
species, the tips of the leaves bend over 
and take root as in our common walking 
leaf. 

Fems frequently hybridize. The cross
ing takes place naturally in the prothal
lium stage, not by hand. 

To grow ferns, a temperature of no 
less than 55 degrees F. should be main
tained at all times at night in the coldest 
weather, with a rise of temperature in the 
daytime of 10 to 15 degrees. To keep 
ferns in a healthy growing condition and 
to prevent and kill insect pest and dis
eases, maintain a proper condition of 
atmosphere at all times. Never allow ex
tremes in heat, moisture, or dryness. On 
a warm, dry, sunny day, when a great 
deal of air has to be admitted, much of 
the moisture of the house is carried off. It 
will be of great benefit then to syringe the 
fems once or twice a day. Occasionally 
place containers of water around the 
area. 

Bob Bailey is our gardening columnist. 
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foll~roots 

WINNSBORO'S GOLDEN AGE 

T here is an ancient ledger with this 
inscription on its front: "Post Office 
Book, Winnsboro 1850, John 

McMaster, postmaster." If a community 
is indeed what it reads, the ledger's tat
tered, yellowed pages disclose a highly 
literate society which made up this com
munity in the decade before the Civil 
War. Here we find a picture of a thriving 
agricultural and educational center in its 
golden age enjoying the pleasures of a 
society where only the politicians' ears 
could hear the distant rumbling of the 
Abolitionists' drums. The fading ink re
cords a way of life which now seems only 
the echo of a beautiful lost melody reced
ing down the corridors of time. 

As the story goes, the biggest name 
around these parts in the years before 
the Revolution was that of Thomas 
Woodward. Not only was he big in sta
ture (over six feet in height and more 
than 200 pounds of brawn), but he was 
also big in deeds. He had fought along 
with George Washington under Gen. 
Edward Braddock in the French and In
dian War; he had been a fearless leader 
in the Regulator movement which had 
brought about the establishment of 
courts in the South Carolina Back Coun
try; he had been a charter member of the 
Mount Zion Society which founded the 
first school in the Up Country; he had 
been a captain of the horse rangers and a 
hero in the Revolution. Before he met his 
death from a Tory bullet, his home a few 
miles south of Winnsboro was the gather
ing place for neighbors who came from 
miles around once a week to hear the 
news read - for Thomas Woodward 
was the only man in the district who sub
scribed to a newspaper. 

How astonished the Regulator would 
have been to see the newspapers and 
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by Nelle McMaster Sprott 

The Winnsboro post office book: Here the post
master recorded all magazines delivered to the 
residents of Winnsboro. A study of the records 
gives a good Idea of the reading tastes of Fair
field County residents. 

magazines which his descendants were 
reading in the Winnsboro of 1850. Pub
lications called American Phrenological 
Journal, Scientific American, Hornet's 
Nest, Southern Patriot and The Parlor 
Journal were being placed into the mail 
boxes in the post office in McMaster' s 
Hotel. 

The professors at Mount Zion Institute, 
generally called "the College," were set
ting the literary pace for the community 
which had actually grown up around the 
school. Being the product of the first 
cooperative venture of aristocratic 
Charlestonians and influential Back 
Countrymen the school had acquired a 
reputation which attracted students from 
many areas. Its president was James W. 
Hudson, who in 1850 subscribed to The 
Daily Telegraph, The Greenville Moun-

taineer, The Eclectic Magazine, The 
Southern Quarterly Review, The South
ern Presbyterian Review, The Lady's 
Book, Albion, Banner, and Charleston 
Courier. In 1851 he added: Family 
Friend and Daily Carolinian. In 1853: 
International Magazine, Debow's Re
view and Harper's magazine. In 1853: 
Sumter Banner and Carolina Banner. 

James H. Rion, the mathematics and 
history professor at Mount Zion who had 
been the first honor graduate at the 
South Carolina College in 1850, re
ceived in 1851 the Daily Telegraph, 
Laurens Herald, Whitaker's Magazine, 
Family Friend, Farmer & Planter, New 
Orleans Picayune and Daily Carolinian. 
In 1854 he added Republican and 
Southern Quarterly Review. In 1855: 
Charleston Standard and Times. In 
1856: Examiner and Ladies' Gazette. 

D. Wyatt Aiken, who had held the 
math chair at Mount Zion for a while 
before he went into farming, received 
The Tri-Weekly Standard, Cincinnati 
Weekly Enquirer, Eclectic magazine, 
Blackwood' s magazine and American 
Cotton Planter. 

The wealthy Low Countrymen, who 
had moved into this area about 80 years 
after the first settlers, were men of ele
gance and refinement whose taste no 
doubt elevated the life style of the district. 

Edward Gendron Palmer of New 
Lands (now Ridgeway) received his mail 
in Winnsboro. One of the first of the Low 
Country planters to settle in Fairfield, he 
was the first president of the South 
Carolina and Charlotte Railroad Co. 
from 1847-1856. A large plantation 
owner and business man, he subscribed 
to The Law Magazine, Mercury & 
Courier, American Farmer, Tri-Weekly 
Carolinian, Rail Road Journal, Southern 
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Press, Lady's Book, Debow's Review, 
Edinburgh Review and London Gazette. 

Capt. T. S. DuBose subscribed to 
Mercury, Courier, Tri-Weekly Carolin
ian, Southern Quarterly Review, Medical 
Journal, Children's Magazine, Home 
Journal and Examiner. 

S. P. Thomas subscribed to Southern 
Cultivator, South Carolinian, American 
Agriculturalist, Farmer & Planter, Ameri
can Farmer and Farmer's Guide. (A 
studious planter he must have been.) 

Dr. J. P. Thomas, one of the 15 doc
tors listed, subscribed to Telegraph, 
Farmer & Planter, Saturday Evening 
Post, Southern Literary Gazette, 
Charleston Medical Journal, Sunday 
Times, Lady's Book and School Fellow. 

David Gaillard subscribed to Parlor 
Journal, Charleston Mercury, Tri
Weekly Telegraph, Banner of the Cross, 
Spirit of the Times, Lady's Book, State 
Banner, Hornet's Nest, Scientific Ameri
can and Southern Agriculturalist. 

The Scot-Irish and English were the 
largest and oldest element of Fairfield 
society - having begun the settlement 
here in the 1740s and '50s. Sturdy, 
hard-working and thrifty, they were firm 
in their religious beliefs and were great 
supporters of education. 

H. L. Elliott, cashier of the Planters 
Bank of Fairfield (and son-in-law of the 
postmaster), received New York Herald, 
Charleston Courier, Telegraph, New 
York Observer, Debow's Review, Caro
linian, Scientific American, Due West 
Telescope, Southern Cultivator and 
Lancaster Ledger. 

Gen. John Buchanan, brother-in-law 
of the postmaster and state senator from 
1840-1856, subscribed to Southern 
Quarterly Review, Southern Quarterly 
Presbyterian, Tri-Weekly Carolinian, 
Rail Road Journal, Telegraph, Temper
ance Advocate, Mercury, State Ban
ner, Southern Press, Debow' s Magazine 
and Whitaker's Monthly Magazine. 

Col. William McCreight (captain in 
War of 1812, who ,was intendant, or 
mayor, when the town clock was built in 
1833) subscribed to Watchman & Ob
server, Temperance Advocate and 
Southern Presbyterian. 

In 1850 Furman Seminary was in its 
last year in Fairfield County. Built in 
1837, it was located three miles west of 
Winnsboro, but eventually moved to 
Greenville. Listed as "Furman Atheni
um" in the postmaster's book, it sub
scribed to the following: South Caro
linian, The Sun, New York Recorder, 

Bible Recorder, Tennessee Baptist, 
Temperance Advocate, Religious 
Herald, Banner, Mercury, Reflecter & 
Watchman, Southern Baptist, one 
catalog and Marion Star. 

The post office in Winnsboro in 1850 
was a busy place. It was located in 
McMaster' s Hotel in the center of town 
and had been presided over since 1824 
by John McMaster. An example of Scot
Irish determination and diligence, John 
had come to America as a small child and 
had, in the course of a few decades, ac
quired a good business, much property 
and the daughter of the innkeeper for his 
wife. A staunch Covenanter, his moral 
integrity was the core of his character. 
His people had suffered through "the 
killing time" in Scotland and Ireland, as 
had most of the Scot-Irish citizens of this 
place, and their religion was very pre
cious to them. 

In the post office book of 1850, John 
McMaster kept a record of the business 
of the years 1850 through 1856. The 
box holders' names are carefully written 
in brown, fading ink, the price of the rent 
(50 cents a year) and also the list of 
newspapers and magazines to which 
they subscribed. Of the 408 names listed 
in the book, 22 are ministers. Their de-
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nomination can be determined by the 
names of . the periodicals which they 
took. 

Some of the church periodicals which 
are listed in the book are Southern Pres
byterian Quarterly Review, Watchman 
and Observer, S. C. Methodist Advo
cate, Tennessee Baptist, Religious 
Herald, Alabama Baptist, Christian 
Chronicle, Southern Baptist, Southern 
Christian Advocate, Reformed Presbyte
rian, Covenanter, Presbyterian Herald, 
Missionary Herald, American Friends of 
Christian Union, Christian Index, Bible 
Recorder, Lutheran Observer, Jewish 
Chronicle, Lutheran Standard, Ameri
can Preacher, Evangelical Review, Lu
theran Herald, True Catholic Magazine, 
Spirit Missions, Baptist Preacher, 
Foreign Missionary, Banner of the Cross 
and Due West Telescope. The Temper
ance Advocate was also taken by many 
readers. 

Many of the publications show the 
cosmopolitan interests of the people of 
the area, many of whom subscribed to 
such foreign periodicals as: The French 
Courier (taken by Congressman W.W. 
Boyce), The German Daily Mail (J. 
Gerig), The Irish Paper (J. W. Shaw), 
The Asmonean (Sailing Wolfe), The 

British Review (I. M. Aiken), Black
wood's magazine (taken by many), Al
bion (taken by the Q. N. Society, which 
was evidently a literary society), Le Re
publicalne (Prof. Henri Harrisse), The 
Edinburgh Review and the London 
Gazette (E. G. Palmer). 

And what was the well-informed lady 
of the 1850's reading? Twenty-nine 
women are listed as box holders or sub
scribers to periodicals. Most of the 
women took The Lady's Book (presum
ably Godey's) and many took religious 
publications. Mrs. J. S. Bratton sub
scribed to Sacred Wonders. Miss C. 
Moore took The Knickerbocker and Miss 
Margaret Moore subscribed to the only 
musical magazine listed, Musical World. 
Miss M. Elder received Bon Ton of Fash
ion. Mrs. E. A. Richmond took Arthur's 
Home Gazette. Mrs. Mary A. Ellison took 
The Southern Presbyterian Review and 
The Lady's Book. Miss Sarah H. Robert
son received Family Friend, Graham's 
Magazine and Southern Baptist. Mrs. 
Sarah S. DuBose took The Mercury and 
Whitaker's Magazine. Mrs. Mary A. Car
lisle (mother of Dr. James H. Carlisle, 
President of Wofford College) sub
scribed to the S. C. Advocate and The 
Charleston Courier. Mrs. S. M. Couturier 

took Banner of the Cross and The Regis
ter. Mrs. Lemmon took the Charleston 
Courier. The Ladies National Magazine 
was listed for several bo~ holders. 

If the spirit of Thomas Woodward had 
come back to Winnsboro in the 1850s, 
surely he would have been proud of the 
noble court house which he fought so 
hard to establish. And he would have 
delighted in the sight of "the college," 
Mount Zion on the hill, where the light of 
knowledge was burning brightly. And if, 
by chance, that trailblazing spirit who 
subscribed to the first newspaper in these 
parts happened to notice the Post Office 
in McMaster' s Hotel, with real pleasure 
he must have watched the fine ladies and 
gentlemen strolling in for the evening 
mail. And a special thrill would have 
been his to see Miss Harriett R. Wood
ward as she daintily glides down the Post 
Office steps holding up her long skirt with 
one pretty hand and clasping firmly in 
the other the latest issue of Godey's 
Lady's Book. 

Nelle McMaster Sprott is a free-lance 
writer from Winnsboro. 
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I would like to go to Saramount again 
someday to see if the ghosts have 
been laid, but I do not know if I have 

the courage. My one visit back was not a 
success. The mellowed walls held too 
many memories: I reached out and 
touched the dead as I passed through the 
spacious old rooms; I heard their voices 
even as I fled the house to stand upon the 
banks of the river and gaze across the 
abandoned rice fields that stretch toward 
the distant beaches and the sea. In the 
end, I could not bear it; I found myself 
weeping like a child and begging to be 
taken home. 

Unlike Saramount, however, my 
memories of Colin are, happily, good 
ones, and they come at odd moments, as 
when I am in the midst of my rocketing 
merry family. The baby will put her hand 
confidingly in mine; for a fleeting instant I 
see myself in her face, and I am back at 
Saramount with Colin, in the hot South
ern summertime. As the voices fade, 
Colin and I are children again at Sara
mount. 

February 1978 

by Lillian Cheatham 

It is then that I must take myself sternly 
in hand with the reminder that I am no 
longer that child, and I have my own 
young family growing up around me 
now. Occasionally, in their quieter mo
ments, which occur all too infrequently 
nowadays, they cluster around my knee 
and beg for stories of Saramount, of 
Colin and Grandfather and Mammy, 
and the deep black river with its swamp 
and alligators, all so different from the 
cool, green forests they know. Then my 
stories grow more vivid with each telling 
until even I have difficulty in knowing the 
truth, but I am careful of their tender 

- Illustration by Pelham Erd 

years. Saramount has no shadows for 
the children. 

But sometimes, particularly in the 
spring, my mind drifts back to other days, 
other times. A single small thing can trig
ger my thoughts: it may be nothing more 
than the rich earthy odor of a new
plowed field or the sound of church bells, 
sweet and clear, on a still Sunday morn
ing, borne across the valley from distant 
hills. And then, caught, suspended on a 
moment of time as swift and transient as 
the upbeat of a bird's wing, I re
member .. . . · 

I remember the train ride from the 
school that had been my home for most 
of my 18 years, and I have a sigh and a 
twinge of sympathy for the person I was 
then. At all times impetuous, I was on 
that day seething with excitement, yet 
nevertheless forced to remain modestly 
seated with my actions under stem con
trol, as befitting my new adult status. Si
lent and decorous though I might be, I 
could and I would think of Colin, his 
name repeating itself in my brain to the 
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.sound of clacking wheels and throbbing 
engine, and I have a vivid recollection of 
leaning forward and smiling at my reflec
tion again and again in the black rushing 
window. 

I was on my way to Saramount and 
nothing could stop me now. The last 
goodbye had been said and I had been 
placed on the train in care of the conduc
tor and his red-capped porter. Not the 
most desirable mode of travel for a well
brought-up young lady of the day, but 
under the circumstances, the best when 
no suitable escort could be located at the 
last minute. I had been carefully settled in 
my stateroom: my meals ordered and 
proper reading material of an uplifting 
nature placed at hand, all by Miss War
ren herself. The parting had been reluc
tant for it was not the way the headmis
tress cared to see a Millhaven girl return 
home, but then, unusual circumstances 
called for unusual measures, and one 
must make do with what lay at hand. Her 
pupil was being met by family and 
urgency was the order of the day. 

In my ten years tenancy at Millhaven, 
a girls' boarding school located in the 
mountains of western Virginia, I had 
never before traveled alone. Grand
father or my cousin Victor had always 
accompanied me to a centrally located 
city, usually Raleigh, and there, a group 
of my fellow classmates and I would 
meet a teacher from the school, to be 
chaperoned for the remainder of the trip. 
It might be 1910 with women marching 
in parades and rallying the vote, but I was 
still hedged in by the restrictions of 
Grandfather's bygone era. Now, with 
Miss Warren's exhortations still in my 
ears, I was too timid to think of venturing 
out into the train' s dining room or even 
the corridor. As my bedtime ap
proached, I was finding it hard to settle 
down, for I had been living on the thin 
edge of hysteria since that morning, and 
the long-distance telephone call which 
had precipitated me into this unexpected 
journey. 

The news of the call itself had been 
enough to resound through the school 
with all the speed and impact of a cannon 
shot. Although parents were informed at 
the outset that a telephone was available 
in the Head's office for the use of the 
pupils, the fact was that Miss Warren en
couraged no one to use it, least of all, 
herself. Certainly, it was totally unex
pected that the first such Gall should be 
received by Sarah Mountain, one of the 
senior pupils, and one in whom, hereto
fore, there had been such a sad lack of 
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interest: one who had remained at the perately to prolong it. "Sister, Sister, 
school, year after year, when other stu- please don't hang up. You must tell me 
dents went home for the Christmas holi- about - Colin. What happened? When 
days, and whom, although her gifts from - " I wanted to shriek, but I schooled 
home had been lavish, and her pin myself to speak calmly. 
money and clothing allowance gener- But Madeline's voice, cool and re
ous, it was sadly apparent that her pres- mote, had already faded again and I only 
ence there was not wanted. heard a word or two, then " ... later," 

So it was that, when I obeyed the and distinctly, "but Victor says he is an 
summons to Miss Warren's office and imposter." 
saw how nervously she was eyeing the That was all. And how like Madeline to 
receiver dangling from the wall behind leave me with those words. I screamed at 
her desk, I was too overcome to speak. her to come back, but only the humming 
And when finally I did, I found myself sound of the miles between us answered 
screaming at my unseen partner. me. Finally Miss Warren had to take the 

It was Madeline. When I heard her receiver gently from me and break the 
voice, I assumed there had been an acci- connection. 
dent to Grandfather and we lost a pre- But the call had been, by its nature, 
cious minute while she assured me there important enough, the summons urgent 
had not been, and that she was calling at enough to put me on the late afternoon 
his bidding. train, bound for Talley and home. I had 

"He wants you to come home im- wanted to leave at once, willy-nilly, with
mediately, Sarah. He has notified Uncle out any luggage, but the earlier train 
Charles and Rose, and he wants all of the would have arrived at midnight, and al
family at Saramount as soon as possi- though I pleaded with Miss Warren to be 
hie." allowed to take it, she was adamant in 

I couldn' t take it in . "Before I refusing. Talley was not Saramount: I 
graduate?" I asked stupidly. would have a distance of three miles to 

"Yes. At once. You must be on the walk, for she was sure my grandfather 
earliest train. You see, it is Colin. He has would not expect me at such an hour. 
come home. '' Her voice faded , or However, a woman such as Miss War
perhaps, it was the sudden faintness that ren can, when the occasion demands it, 
threatened to overcome me. By a su-ie mqJllfitains, and she easily had me 
preme effort of will, I remained standin . y g§ the time of the next train, in 
consciously willing her voice back. A ,,. 1te · 

1 
my secret, mounting certainty 

whe~ it ~ · ned, it was strong)y1~ OI) e • at tnehow, at the last moment, I 
end ot-a h, se. " ... just~h,91,fgh oul be delayed. A certain formality 
had ne~ een away." r. , i.: ~ an~of my leave-taking: my 

"Sistert,' ·I was .4~.erat caJtn, ,tall- JMi ·. ust ~eked properly, corded 
ing her b Granlffiif ' n!me. an ·en a y ~ await me at the sta-
"What di 9ou o me?" ti9"i: 1;100~ my last'ql~ with the other 

"Sarah, y,ir'ar ' listening! I a alf. pµpils ~ining ~om: a box lunch 
ready speakJiis .as · l¥-as I c~.., { said w prepared to d~~y 5the inevitable 
that Colin had' re ..... ~ nd- that I must eat Vjith the unknown, 
fater wants yoQ 9me ~ome. H .m'd ssibly lih'lrtine, ~~engers on the 
wa'T'\ts every~ne; ~ , me. Tf?cii i'rn! and then, )~tw. coated and ~tted 
\J.p~le Charles 'apd ~se, too. She h ~ nd wearingp)y otstJ;lavy skirt artd Wjjte 
al;~ ady sa~,h:b~.Jan¢e, so he cabled \~~ I .Q.las places]' aboard by Miss Wa"' 
h~ ship, teniQS~to.czme on 'to ren h~~~-
Cnarleston Bu Hal She watned me cf all the possible 
reco~ . ru)ous no n methods <>I, assault )hat might be made 
Madlilir1'e' s voice, as th~gh sh, Q UP.90 ~ M!' ; she even placed an um-

/ the wistlom of terfihg m~ rena nearby, in lieu of a hatpin, for pro-
"Nov.( geir w;ts tog ; tecUOn; ~ me ,he f.ilcilities of 

, . You have too much to o o ~ dratlfng .fC?<)"l.., anc:I ttien, with just 
waste y~ur time . aming. You t;l)USt Ot,JgK° time to say good bye, she hesi-
prepar~ to ~aw s ~~· Your ihtly,JgtJQdU<;ed the subject foremost in 
train 'wiltoe J64'' otfi'\mr ihin,ds. 

I listened .ifi c)~aze, guilty of the ··· "The young man who has returned is 
ing of whkb t hiid 'been accuse ·. Colin, your cot4in, who has been miss-
she conq_~ed icith further inst tions. ing for so long?" she asked, although I 
Then, ref6gntzingthatshewaspr~ was sure sh~ alr~ady knew the answer. 
to close the conversation, I sought &~f "Yes, ma am. 
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"I have long deplored your impetuos
ity, Sarah Elizabeth," she said chidingly. 
"It is one of your more undesirable traits I 
have tried to eradicate, and in this case, it 
could cause you a lot of grief. I have 
always been aware of your - er - pre
occupation with your cousin's disap
pearance," her voice delicately stressed 
her distaste and invoked overtones of 
impropriety. "You should realize, how
ever, that he could not remain the same 
person he was when he went away. After 
all, it has been - how long? - twelve 
years. He will have changed by now, of 
course. I hope you will think of that, and 
prepare yourself not to be disap
pointed." 

She must have seen from my blank 
face how little an impression she was 
making, for she sighed and her expres
sion softened. For the first time in ten 
years, she allowed herself to press a cool 
cheek to mine and pat my shoulder. 
"Never mind that, child. I hope every
thing will go well for you. Remember, I 
shall always be happy to see you if you 
have occasion to come back." 

And then, she was gone, hurried to the 
platform by an anxious porter. And, if 
she thought I'd forget her the instant she 
left, she was mistaken, for I wasted all of a 
minute thinking of her with rueful fond
ness. For ten years, she had guided me in 
the principles and foundations laid down 
in her excellent school and she had 
taught me her own sound precepts of 
moral and social behavior and intellec
tual attainment. I knew that I had cause 
to be grateful to her. But not tonight. 
Tonight, I merely wanted to think of 
Colin. 

The sky, which had been lowering all 
day, had turned slate gray and it began to 
rain, trickling greasy rivulets in twisted 
patterns across the smoke-blackened 
windowpane. Twilight would be early 
today and indeed, it was not long before 
the porter knocked and came in to light 
the swaying coal oil lamp over my head. 

"Mighty nice meal in th' dinah tonight, 
miss," he coaxed invitingly. "Mighty nice 
terr' pin soup. Mighty good rabbit pie to
night, Miss." 

But I had been provided with a box 
lunch and besides, had been warned by 
Miss Warren that I must, at all costs, 
avoid the diner in the evening, where 
wine was served and the animal, which 
raged at all times in man's breast, might 
propel him into an act of passion upon 
seeing a young, unchaperoned girl. So I 
nibbled cold fried chicken and biscuits, 
and looked out my window at the dark-
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ening sky and the receding mountains. I tum and twist that guided my footsteps. I 
could not have eaten dinner, anyway. I could have paced each foot of it 
was too excited for food when I thought blindf for a~ alked, Colin walked 
of what lay ahead of me on the morrow. with y companion in the strange, 

With the coming of complete dark- dre ne$S. 
ness, I rang {Qr ~~orter to make up my nd W'as !3,0 still, with the darkness 
bed. He ca~ u~ kly, and whjle-he lik•a'dhtffling'.lj:\lanket, smothering all the 
worked, gave ~ me paternal sfiv¢.' t,rruJlar ~al~ i.;oise~t one hears on a 

"Not a thin'g" ip- this-. -wt>rl'_ to worry sprihg nigl}t in . . the . try. I listened for 
'bout, Miss. Th' c<P,1duct~~ an ov./'s ho~ or t J! tie of a bird's 
within hailin' . beck '.n~'-. One. of u~ wirlg1or ttle~und of singi~msects, but 
neahby all night. ~u loc;k this doah I listened kl 'ialn'::~'\moss ng in mo
aftah me an' ain't no§ody · ·t In he' tionless ~ck strings fro_m e trees. I 
tonight!" ielii ,, urchyard, with its forlorn 

When ~ left, I realize w tired I e church and the gray tq~lSst8{les oc-
was. I bru\;hed out my ha , bfaidecJ it, . A ~fr centuri~"QI;! . position in 
and put, on my flannel dr~in~ gown th~ .~. angled grass, ~ooked for Joe 
over my~tticoat. W.ttbio,W,o m!hutes of ~ Hainson,?,Wn9! O!') i\ights tike this 
lying dolffl, I was asle~ e, when the moon was 6right, finished 

I was stili.tir~ when the.po a:bbttle whilE111l ·.. . ~tween Ins parents' 
aw~kened me, put his g aves. But{f · ~~~chyarc:Kvas empty 
upnght. . . .. . , . ,·, a e d~ SW~, he~less and un-

"T alley Miss. Bettah h~! c;a 
Until {s\9Pped offlfte t in and stoo<\ e roalfto!~.n1!'1 at,the en-

alone or(¢e dark, einpty latform, I ha a ce to.Sara . unt. bu4the gates were 
assumed thAt Victor or randfath open at,! pa ed througn, followtng the 
would be there to m.~et/Jllllk. with:Jfi1 drivew until tbe final bend brought me 
buggy. The po'rtet d~d a~* out ~ nt -~PMii\. J.he house was on a 
ing my trunk, hesit~ngtfo leave me unat..:: P.Oint of land thaf'cao,ed into the river, 
tended, but the trail ~ye a warning ~rid jt 6eemed to follo~ the sweet line of 
whistle and with J;lfl ~pologetic, "Sorryj that curve, gracious and elegant and 
Miss," he swunf ·baek on. . -vkly beautiful. Like a lady, she 

Which was another strange thing. ru~sed, if a house might be likened 
Even the whistle, clear and piercing in unto a lady, wrapped in a breathless 
the still night, had no effect on the closed, mantle of expectation, etched in silver 
darkened windows of Talley. It was no and black, her windows dark pockets of 
more than a hamlet of perhaps 50 souls, shadows. 
but all trains were accompanied by a There were no lights, but I knew - oh, 
bustle of activity and intense interest yes, I knew - that Colin would be there 
from the town's inhabitants. Although and I knew in which room I would find 
the midnight train stopped only through him. Just beyond the rim of conscious 
prior arrangement, there had never been thought, a teasing memory tormented 
a time, within my knowledge, when the me, but with an effort so strong that I 
station master was not there, and some shook with its intensity, I throttled it 
of the town lights did not spring up. down. By now, my heart was pounding 

But it was an oddity which I barely so hard that it seemed the loudest sound 
noted. The dark station did not frighten in the world and the breath rattled in my 
me, nor did the walk ahead. I had walked aching throat. 
that distance from Talley to Saramount I crossed the lawn and entered by the 
many times and I could do it again. Leav- front door, which had been left open. 
ing my trunk where it stood and pinning Someone had thrust great trailing 
up the hem of my skirt so that it would branches of forsythia into the umbrella 
not trail in the dust, I stepped out confi- stand and I heard their whisper as I 
dently, thankful that I had not yielded to brushed them in passing. I could see a 
the temptation to wear my new kid boots flicker of light from the open door of the 
with the two-inch heels. library and knew there must be a fire. It 

There was a harvest moon, hanging was there that I would find Colin waiting. 
low and full in the rim of the sky, and I I saw him as soon as I entered. He was 
was glad of its light, for it bleached the bent over the fireplace, resting his head 
road white as it ran, straight as a ribbon, on his arm. He was still wearing his navy 
through the trees. At times, those trees blue school blazer, the one he had worn 
met overhead, blocking out the moon- when he went away, and it steamed and 
light, and it was only my memory of each stank of river water, while a puddle 
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widened on the floor around his feet. His 
hair, a bright flame when dry, was plas
tered in black streaks to his head. 

" Colin," I breathed. It was just a 
whisper. 

But he straightened, and I knew he 
had heard me, although he was slow in 
turning. And when he did, the firelight 
played tricks on me, with its flickering fits 
and starts, making pools of blackness 
where none existed. I thought: That is 
what I see, the firelight and the shadows 
it makes. Because - his face was gone, 
and in its place was a skull, the flesh 
hanging in loathsome swollen strings 

J rom the cheekbones. He opened his 
~uth to speak and I saw, instead of lips, 
tfi~ oothy grimace of a skeleton's jaws. 
His eyes were cavernous pits, within their 
depths a dead white mass of river 
amoeba, horribly, unbelievably, squirm
ing and alive. 

He m&de a small, clacking movement 
toward me, and it was then that the terror 
which had been building relentlessly 
since my nightmare began, unleashed 
itself and I screamed, again and again -
hideous, agonizing screams, each more 
desperate than the one before - as 
though, with all hope dashed and 
drowned in a black darkness of despair, 
in that small, timeless moment between 
sleeping and awakening, I did not know, 
I could not be sure, which was real and 
which was the dream: the telephone call, 
Madeline's voice, my journey, all. 

And then, like a diver rising to the 
surface, with arrns flailing and clawing 
the air, I came out of that drowning dark
ness into sanity, to the porter's voice and 
a hammering on the door, while the air 
around me still rang and clashed with the 
sound of my screams. 

"Miss! Miss! Is you all right?" 
I could hear other voices outside my 

door and I realized to my horror that I 
had awakened some of my fellow pas
sengers. I had breached the cardinal rule 
of Miss Warren's code: that one must 
never, neuer make a scene. I cringed 
back in my berth, shaken, confused, and 
managed to gasp out my reassurances. 

"I'm fine. I just had a nightmare. 
Please - don't unlock the door. " 

There was some muttering, a laugh or 
two, then with a final "Yes'm" from the 
porter, they moved away. I knew there 
would be no breakfast in the morning: 
not for me, the humiliation of facing the 
curious eyes in the dining car. 

However, my embarrassment had no 
power to cast a pall over my excitement 
for Jong, now that I was awake and knew 
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that it was all true - Colin had come 
home - .and I was on my way to 
Saramount. I did not even waste much 
time on my nightmare, for it was an old 
one, of 11 years' duration, recurring with 
the persistence of a canker sore. Always 
the same, it had begun a year after Col
in's disappearance, when the body of an 
adolescent boy, or young man, had 
floated to the surface of the river and had 
been accepted officially and thereafter, 
buried as Colin. An impressionable 
seven-year-old, I had listened to some of 
the servants discussing the impossibility 
of identification after so long a time in the 
water. Thereafter, each night for months, 
I had relived the struggling horror of that 
confrontation with Colin as my mind re
membered the vivid descriptions I had 
overheard. Each night, I had swarmed 
up to wakefulness, screaming the house 
down, to finally fall back asleep, sobbing, 
in Grandfather's arms. Once, I had be
lieved that my persistent bad dream was 
the reason Grandfather had sent me 
away to school, but it had been a long 
time now since I had thought that, for my 
nightmares had gradually subsided, 
even during the summers I spent at 
Saramount, whereas my exile at school 
continued. I had begged to be allowed to 
stay home, to attend school in nearby 
Charleston as Madeline had done, but 
Grandfather refused point blank, and I 
had never questioned his reasons. I had 
known he loved me and wanted me with 
him - children do, of course - there is a 
sixth sense that tells them when they are 
being put aside for expediency's sake. 
When he sent me away, it had been 
sorrowfully, but firmly, unconditionally, 
and in that spirit, I went. 

Abner Mountain was the only guar
dian I had ever known, but he was not, 
rightfully, my grandfather. He had been 
- was - Colin's. I had been the inter
loper, resented by everyone but Grand
father and Colin, sent to live at Sara
mount when my parents, who were 
cousins, died in a malaria epidemic in 
Charleston. Saramount had been filled 
with people that summer day when I 
arrived, and they had all gathered 
around the little waif held in her nurse's 
arms, a frightened, panting baby of one 
year. A sea of strange faces, and unerr
ingly, I had picked Colin. He had been 
ten years old then, and flattered and 
pleased to be chosen. And once made, 
my choice had never wavered. 

That was my introduction to Sara
mount, and I soon learned my place 
there. I was not the only stray kin be-
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friended by Grandfather. Madeline, also, 
had been sent to him from the Cumber
lands, years before, when her parents, 
also distant Mountain relatives, had died, 
and an itinerant Methodist circuit rider 
had learned of her connection with 
Saramount and its wealthy, prominent 
owner, Abner Mountain. 

We had been the outsiders although 
we were never treated as such by Grand
father. And that summer day, when I 
came to Saramount, they had all been 
there, together, and I was easily drawn 
into the family circle by reason of our 
common ancestors, the first Abner and 
Sarah Mountain, who had come from 
England in the eighteenth century and 
built Saramount on the curling, shifting 
banks of the tawny Wanda River. Rice 
was the money crop then: the ships left 
the ports in Charleston bound for En
gland with their holds filled, and returned 
with fine goods and credit. The rice was 
grown in the savannahs formed by the 
convergence of the two rivers, the 
Cooper and the Wanda, and on their 
banks, the beautiful homes sprang up 
and prospered. Of these, Saramount -
named for a woman whose beauty was 
still legendary after four generations -
was not only the first, but the finest. 

The War changed all of that, of course. 
The gracious living, the plantations, the 
slaves whose labor made it all possible. 
Many of the homes were destroyed or 
damaged beyond repair, left to fall into 
neglect and decay. The Sea Island 
homes fared the worst, for, with their 
backs to the sea, abandoned by their 
owners who fled to Charleston, they 
were left wide open to maurauding, rov
ing bands that looted and burned. 

Grandfather came home from that 
war a tired and bitter young man, to find 
his father and stepmother dead, but 
miraculously, Saramount saved for him. 
Taking advantage of a smallpox epidem
ic among the slaves, his Uncle Everard, a 
surgeon, had established Saramount as 
a hospital, for only by turning it into a 
charnal house, could he insure that the 
looting troops would avoid it, literally like 
a plague. 

And that year, working from dawn 
until dark every night, Grandfather made 
a cotton crop at Saramount. He did it 
almost singlehanded, with only a few 
doing the work that had formerly been 
done by a hundred, and by using his 
father's thoroughbred stallion, brought 
home riderless by his body servant, as a 
mule. That was the second time Sara
mount was saved, for the money from 

the cotton paid the excessive taxes levied 
on it. Grandfather was head of a family 
now, with the care of a younger half
brother and sister, the latter hardly out of 
the nursery herself, as well as his own 
wife and young son. I think he must have 
regretted the neglect he accorded them 
those first hard years, because after the 
deaths of his wife, then his son and 
daughter-in-law, he centered his love 
and ambition on the small grandson left 
him. Colin. By that time, his brother Mar
ion had become invaluable to him, hav
ing taken over the operation of the saw
mills and farmlands in order to leave 
Grandfather free to concentrate on what 
had become the pride of Saramount; the 
horses. Thoroughbred horses. The 
breeding and selling of them, and in 
some cases, the racing of them, had be
come Saramount' s second money
making crop. His father's stallion, which 
had descended in a direct line from the 
famous Lexington, had sired two win
ners, and was grandsire of a possible 
third. 

Windsong had distinguished herself 
by her performance at Churchill Downs 
and Saratoga but the real surprise had 
been Jackstraw. Tall, rangy, looking like 
nothing so much as an animated wind
mill, he had done very little to merit his 
training until he was about six years old. 
That year, he had run in a dozen hand
icaps and won all, galloping into the final 
stretches as effortlessly as though a 
hundred pounds of added weight was 
nothing. · 

Jackstraw was enjoying an honorable 
retirement in the pastures now, but his 
successor at Saramount had become 
Traveller, who looked as though he was 
going to be more famous than his noble 
namesake. Untried as yet, he was being 
nursed along carefully by Victor, Uncle 
Marion's son, upon whose shoulders the 
care of the horses and Saramount had 
fallen, as Grandfather passed into semi
retirement after Colin's disappearance. 
These days, Grandfather was to be 
found most often walking the dusty mile 
to the drowsy little country churchyard 
where most of the family was buried. 
Here lay the first Abner and Sarah Moun
tain, and here, more recently, had been 
placed the body of an unknown young 
man tentatively identified as Colin. 

That year when I came to Saramount, 
my first, had been a sad one for the 
family, for the winter before, Uncle Mar
ion and Grandfather had lost their sister, 
Louise. She had been a fragile, appeal
ingly lovely young widow, with a small 
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daughter, Rose, when she met and mar
ried the well-to-do, sophisticated Charles 
Manners of New York City, a man
about-town portrayed so faithfully a few 
years later by Charles Dana Gibson. 
There also had been an aura of money 
about her which could not have failed to 
attract someone like Uncle Charles al
though, to give him credit, this would not 
have weighed too heavily with him. He 
must have fallen in love, to trade so read
ily his much valued bachelorhood for the 
bonds of matrimony, however honeyed 
they might be. 

Had Uncle Charles enjoyed his rusti
cations in the country among his wife' s 
relations each year, I wondered? There 
had been no recorded protest on his 
part. And they had continued after his 
wife's death, for though Uncle Charles 
had become his stepdaughter's guar
dian, one did not argue with Abner 
Mountain at his most autocratic, when he 
insisted that his little niece continue to 
pay a yearly visit to her mother's home. 
A very self-possessed little girl she was, 
this Rose, as beautiful as her mother and 
oddly mature for her 11 years. She 
never mentioned her mother nor the 
tragedy of losing her beneath the wheels 
of a runaway carriage. It was as though, 
in her singularly self-centered life, her 
mother's passing had barely stirred a rip
ple of change. Her days continued as 
before, with dancing schools and a pro
cession of governesses and companions 
brought in for a carefully ordered after
noon of play. The seasonal trips to Paris 
or London did not change. An indulgent 
stepfather, who found it pleasurable to 
spoil her, was willingly exchanged for a 
frivolous mother whom she scarcely ever 
saw. It was only when she came home to 
Saramount, to be thrown into disordered 
conflict with her volatile Mountain 
cousins, that her cool composure be
came ruffled. 

They were all about of an age, these 
Mountain cousins: ten-year-old Colin, 
11-year-old Rose and Madeline, and the 
oldest, Victor, all of 12. I was the different 
one: townspeople, the family even, 
thought of me that way, as Sarah, the 
dark one. The baby with the tangled 
black hair and grave blue eyes. Among 
the others, I was distinctive, for they all 
possessed one characteristic in common: 
the red Mountain hair. Even Madeline, 
the distant cousin, had it. Bright auburn, 
crisply curling, and a direct throwback to 
our common ancestor, Sarah Mountain, 
whose portrait hung in the drawing 
room, and ·whose red hair billowed in 
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drifts to her waist. The red-haired Moun
tain children - their comings and goings 
were watched with passionate interest by 
the Talley natives and reported on far 
and wide. 

What did they say about us later, after 
Colin' s disappearance? I wondered 
many times. We had continued to pro
vide the gossips with material for specu
lation about Saramount and its inhabi
tants. Victor, to whom the fields and 
woods of Saramount were a religion, 
and who knew more about its living crop 
- the horses - than the heir, Colin, 
would have ever known, or wanted to. 
And Madeline, still an old maid at 29, 
committed to her love for Victor. The 
village understood all about gentle 
spinsters, decaying on the vine, faithful 
to a long-dead love for a "soldier boy" or 
a passing stranger. These things were not 
uncommon in the South. But the blazing 
passion that consumed Madeline, furth
ered by the dark hints of a shared bed
room and illicit meetings, swelled the 
whispers into open talk and gave the 
villagers cause to shoulder her aside. 
Even in Charleston, some of the more 
proper ladies inflicted snubs. 

Why did they never marry? I never 
knew. Both were cool, self-contained 
people, keeping their own counsel while 
presenting a bland countenance to a 
curious society with, seemingly, no wish 
to legalize their love. Both had been 
kind, in a rather absent-minded fashion, 
to a younger cousin whose presence was 
largely ignored. Victor, I knew, was cap
able of much more, a fact that he openly 
demonstrated with only one person, his 
father, Uncle Marion, who was an invalid 
and whom Victor tended with an 
agonized tenderness that was painful to 
watch. 

But my love, my mainstay, had always 
been Grandfather. We comforted one 
another in our grief over Colin's disap
pearance and long after all hope was 
abandoned, we encouraged in each 
other the belief that one day he would 
return. 

I do not know when I was told, gently, I 
am sure, that Colin had disappeared. 
Perhaps I was never really told. But I 
always knew. Even in the beginning, that 
first week or two, before the school 
notified Grandfather and the wheels 
were set into motion, I must have known. 
Because my grief was wild and unre
strained from the day I found him gone. 

He was to go to school in Savannah, 
that September of his 16th year, and he 
was excited and eager and a little scared. 

He had already received his school 
blazer, navy blue with bright silver but
tons and a scarlet patch on the shoulder, 
and it hung proudly in ):lis wardrobe for 
him to wear away, and I went into his 
room and glared at it a dozen times a 
day. He had bought his ticket on Satur
day afternoon, the day before he was to 
leave, and his trunk had been sent on 
ahead then. He had gone with Grand
father to attend to those things and I had 
been asked to go also, but I had stayed at 
home, sulking and kicking my heels 
against the veranda steps. 

He had known that I loved him and 
was showing my grief in many little con
trary ways and he forgave me for every 
one of them, and continued to try to coax 
me into being happy for him. This I could 
not be, until that last night, when we 
were all leaving for the gypsy fair and I 
saw for myself that I was destroying my 
last hours with him by mourning what I 
could not alter. 

At the fair, he was kind to me, much 
kinder that I had a right to expect. He 
held me in his arms to see above the 
heads of the crowd when we watched 
the horses, and he bought and shared 
with me his ginger beer and taffy. When I 
grew tired and sleepy, he said that he was 
tired also, and went to Grandfather to tell 
him that he was taking me home. The 
trip did not seem so long when he al
lowed me to pull off my shoes and walk 
barefoot beside him along the dusty road 
in the moonlight. 

He put me to bed, after dressing me in 
my nightgown and washing my feet and 
listening to my prayers and in the door
way, he paused to look at me and smiled 
as he said, "Good night, little sister." 

I fell asleep, intending to use every 
ruse my brain could devise to delay his 
leave-taking the next morning, but when 
I came downstairs to breakfast, he was 
gone, his valise was gone, and his bed 
had not been slept in. There was a cer
tain mild puzzlement at the manner of his 
leaving, but nothing to alarm Grand
father until a week later, when the school 
notified him although the trunk had ar
rived, his grandson, Colin Mountain, had 
not. 

The search had been exhaustive. 
Grandfather had not stopped with of
ficialdom; he had hired private detec
tives, who, with the best will in the world, 
had been unable to tum up any trace of a 
red-haired boy in a blue blazer, or in
deed, any kind of boy, who might re
motely answer the description of Colin. 
The last person to admit seeing him alive 
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was the conductor of the Midnight Lim
ited, the train which stopped briefly in 
Talley before proceeding on its south
westerly course to Savannah, by way of 
Charleston. He had punched Colin's 
ticket soon after pulling out of Talley, and 
he had recognized the Mountain chil
dren, by the red hair. In this case, he had 
also remembered the blue blazer which 
had been particularly Colin's. That one 
brief encounter was the last known sight 
of Colin. 

It was hard to see how he could con
tinue to be missing with all the news
paper coverage that had been given the 
case. There was another small flurry of 
publicity when a body was discovered a 
year later and it was generally assumed 
to be Colin's. For most people, that 
ended the case. Grandfather accepted it 
as such due to pressure from the sheriff, 
who had wanted to write finish to an 
unsolved disappearance, but he had 
never been satisfied and as for me, I 
simply refused to believe in the fact of 
Colin's death. 

But Colin, so gentle, so good, had, by 
his death - or disappearance -
changed the lives of us at Saramount as 
he never could have in life. The un
explained mystery: The crime, if it was 

such, had left Victor in a bitter, frustrated 
position that had not improved since that 
day. Because the first Abner Mountain 
was English, with English notions of in
heritance, he had provided in his will that 
Saramount pass from eldest son to eldest 
son, and not be carved into small proper
ties. The other portions of the estate, the 
town house, the mills, or any monies or 
lands acquired by the owner, might be 
divided among his heirs, but the rules 
regarding Saramount were rigidly ob
served within the family. And Saramount 
was what Victor wanted. Grandfather 
could have broken the impasse by legal 
means, but he could not bring himself to 
the finality of acknowledging Colin's 
death. So he vacillated, leaving Victor in 
an untenable position, not knowing if 
what he brooded over with such pas
sionate intensity was to be his, or if he 
was merely carefully husbanding it for 
the future of another owner who might 
appear anytime and demand his rights. 

Victor's life had perhaps been blighted 
even more than mine by those unac
countable events of that September 
12 years ago, for at some time during 
Grandfather's stay in Savannah, Uncle 
Marion had suffered a stroke, changing 
him from a vigorous, active man into a 

helpless invalid. 
As for Rose and her stepfather, Uncle 

Charles, who had been dawdling 
through the summer at Saramount -
they, too, felt the impact of the changed 
circumstances. Plans were already firm 
that they were to leave in a day or two for 
New York, and they were gone before 
the dreadful tidings from Savannah 
came to us. But - they had never been 
back: whose decision, Grandfather did 
not know, but he had not had the heart 
to insist that they change it. All was dif
ferent, all was unhappy: how could he do 
so? 

So, life went on, but not the same. 
Never the same. And though months, 
and then years, went by, when his name 
was hardly mentioned by anyone but 
Grandfather and me, and then only in 
the privacy of our moments together, 
Colin was uppermost in everyone's 
thoughts; he lived with us constantly, a 
young, diffident, sweet natured boy who 
could never be mourned in peace. 

From the book The Secret of Saramount 
by Lillian Cheatham. Copyright @1978 
by Lillian Cheatham. To be published by 
Doubleday and Co., Inc. 

Nestled above the sun-drenched shores of South Car· entitles you to a vacation each spring and fall (the prime 
olna's iocanparable Grcn:.I Strand, a special kind of dab golf season) for the ne>¢ 35 years. In addition, your annual 
has been fanned. rosts are less than $250, ~ are applied to mai1tenance 

A du> for those v.ho believe that elegance, beauty, and and upkeep of the Resort 
corriort are an expeiie11ce to be SCM:ll'ecl and er,jo,oecl. There's no doubt that Resort Club at Oak Shores is a 

A dJb for those v.ho ~ appreciate their leisure tiTle. e good deal In fact, we're so sure that you'U agree that if you 
A dab so bounliul in its benefits that it has deservedly come see us, we'U give you a dozen golf balls just for lode-

been ciJbbed the Ace of Cubs. tt ing us over. Welcome to Resort Club at Oak Shores. A 'M!ole new We want you to get }Q.I' own feeling for ~ing to a 
idee in resort varations: h.rxuJy ac:coomodations that are dub <M!llooking the blue Atlantic, adjacent to fine golf, 
reserved for your use each year for just the amount of time and tucked into an ecdJsiYe stretch of bt,achfront on the 
• t'Ml weeks or more · that you desire. When you join the Grcn:.I Strand. We want you to coosider the incredible 

Resort Club, you avoid the high cost of owning a oondo,Cfub financial benefits of freezing inclefinitelyyour accomnoda-
minium; and i1stead of paying rental fees or hole! bills, lions~ 'M!ileguaranteeing a kJicurysetlingfor}OOl'Self. 
your vacation dolar be.canes a capital i1Vestment in Think it through thorouglly. 
varations to come. s If you decide to join the Oub, we'U sweeten your start-

Each villa is a k.Da.iriously furnished resort residenj:e. ing time with a little gift: an entire set of new custom 
COIT4)lete with kitchen awfiances, color television, made golf dubs absolutely free. 
china, tinens, and even a washer-dyer unit. 

Located on an e,cclusive and <µet stretch of beach, 
Resort Club at Oak Shores is practically within walking 
distaice of some of the finest golf courses in the \\Olkl, 
including Arcadian Shores, rcn<ecl in Golf Digest' s tq:> 
100. As a member of Resort Oub at OakShores, you 
will have access to the facilities of both Arcadian 
Shores Golf Oub and the Myrtle Beach Temis and 
Swim CW,, a magnificent COl'1l)lex with twelve Har-Tru 
couts. 

Wrth the beach outside your front door, supert, fish. 
ing nearby, and aD the varied recreation and rela,catia, 
possi>ilities of the Grcn:.I Stnnl. you will have entered, 
througl your rnember.;hip in Resort Club, a v.hole new 
'MXld of leisure time expeiiet ice. 

For charter members v.ho join now, prior to the comple
tion of construction, initiation fees sta't at $4950. This 
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For more infor
mation, call collect 
at (803)449-5273 
or write: 
Resort Club at Oak Shores 
Bax 12A7 
Shore Drive 
Myrtle Beach, s.c. '29577 
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THE CROW, THE SEED AND MAN 

The crow learns first his voice, 
becomes the tongue of every branch and cloud, 
calls from the earth its bravest worms. 

Each seed gives way to root, stalk and tree, 
turns shyer greens into the fairest leaf, 
the blackest mulch, the deepest pit. 

Birth divides each man, 
seals him, cools him, 
shows him the neatness of graves. 

- Charles Ghigna 
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"A dion." Walt Disney Productions, 
on location at Longcreek in Sumter 
National Forest, filmedMillion Dol

lar Dixie Deliverance, a television movie 
aired February 5. The Disney Company 
plans four two-hour television scripts. A 
location man from Hollywood scouted 
the area for possible sites and chose this 
section because of the landscape, impos
sible to duplicate in Hollywood. After he 
made his selection, the producer, Je
rome Courtland, director Russ Mayber
ry, art director Jack Collis and the script
writer flew across country to give final 
approval. 

The Civil War film deals with five 
boarding school children who, though 
Northerners, remain in the South after 
the outbreak of war. A Confederate offi
cer, without his commander's knowl
edge, kidnaps the children and a teacher 
and holds them for ransom. 

While a courier carries a ransom note 
to the North, the children escape. A black 

Disney 
Studios 
On Location 
In Anderson 
County 
by Linda Mims 
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prisoner of war joins them as they travel 
toward safety. As the plot unfolds, they 
experience a number of problems before 
finally gaining their freedom. 

The glitter of movie making faded 
quickly as shooting started before dawn 
and continued late into the night For the 
100 crew members, the day began in 
shifts depending on the progress of the 
film. The camera crew brought equip
ment in first, then the main characters 
and extras arrived in time to play their 
assigned daily scenes. 

Longcreek Academy, abandoned in 
the 1950s, served as cavalry headquar
ters. The interior was not altered for 
scenes, because the peeling plaster and 
creaking floors charmed the art director, 
who said "Longcreek Academy is exact
ly what I need. " 

The landscape of this area could not 
have been reproduced, but the houses 
and other buildings were. Contrary to 
belief, it is as expensive to film on loca
tion as to build a set in Hollywood. To 
relocate a crew across country is a costly 
venture. The Million Dollar Dixie De
liverance budget was $1. 7 million with 
two months' filming time. In the movie 
industry this is a limited budget and a 
short film schedule. 

The name Walt Disney is all that's 
needed to acquire financial backing in 
Hollywood, but borrowing money at 
times is impossible and successful mov
ies are created through low budgets and 
terrible setbacks. To keep costs low, Walt 
Disney does not use well-known actors 
for television productions. The initial in
vestment will be returned at the pre
miere, if costs are kept to a minimum. 

For each hour spent in preparation, 
only a few minutes were spent filming. 
An enormous amount of time escaped as 
cameras were moved, actors positioned, 
or coffee drunk. If the weather changed 
drastically, the operation was halted. 
When too many problems occurred, the 
crew got behind schedule and expenses 
skyrocked. In most Hollywood movies, 
the sound effects are reproduced after 
editing, but Million Dollar Dixie Deliver
ance was an exception. All sound effects 
were recorded on location, a difficult un
dertaking because all sounds must be 
those of the 1800s. During the filming, 
the entire crew was forced to wait as a 
motorcyclist zoomed past. 

Unpaved roads, rocky terrain and high 
temperatures made it difficult - some
times impossible - to position the 
equipment, the actors and three cam
eras. Despite rustic conditions, the crew's 
hard work and determination forced 
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continued progress. 
Filming brings more jobs and more 

tourists. Longcreek took on the excite
ment of Hollywood as Disney fans 
flocked to the site for a glimpse of the 
production. Local businesses took an 
upward swing as citizens supplied 
horses, land, room, board and costumes 
for the company. The rented Civil War 
garb had a used look; the wool uniforms 

' were difficult to tolerate in a Carolina 
July. 

Nancy Collis, the art director's wife, 
said, "The local extras have really lived 
in the costumes." 

The company used an authentic Civil 
War cannon for close-ups, but plastic 
replicas were used for distance shots. 
Covered wagons, tents, horses and cal
drons dotted the set. A partly built house, 
located several yards from Longcreek 
Academy, was used for a roof scene. The 
structure insured good camera angles. 

Crews built railroad tracks leading to a 
tunnel. Although the tracks appeared 
real, they were laid with nails driven only 
in every other board. The director and 
stunt men worked for several days on a 
covered wagon accident scene near the 
tunnel. Their calculations were off and 
one of the men was injured. All the time 
the cameras rolled, adding authenticity 
to the scene. 

Because the action was often danger
ous, a paramedic was on hand at all 
times. Kim Prime, an expert Hollywood 
trainer, worked with stunt men using 
horses. During filming, stunt men did 
most of the difficult scenes, but the son of 
one of the professionals occassionally 
helped. 

Extensive equipment, other than 
props, was in place for the movie. Vans 
containing costumes, equipment and 
storage for the company lined the street. 

Guards blocked road entrances to the 
location site. While the camera rolled, 
the guards equipped with walkie talkies 
detoured incoming traffic. 

Many of the extras playing Confeder
ates are descendants of Civil War veter
ans. The Kennesaw Volunteers, made 
up of men descended from the 41st 
Georgia Regiment, appear in the movie. 
The 36th Georgia Regiment of Volun
teers also takes part. 

One extra said he enjoyed filming: 
"Durin' the day I try to be in front of the 
camera as much as possible and at night I 
try to drink as many beers as possible." 

"It took us a long time to find a place 
that looked like the 1800s, but five min
utes to find people who talked like they 
lived then," a photographer laughed. 
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The five child actors are from Hol
lywood, but enjoyed the excitement of 
being on location. When school was in 
session,.a teacher accompanied them on 
location. A social worker looked after 
their welfare and made sure child labor 
laws were enforced. Schedules were 
carefully planned, because the four-hour 
work day for children was strictly ob
served. 

People living nearby were eager for 
authenticity in the film. Consequently, 
they provided information to the film 
crew. This helped the staff greatly be-

cause the Walt Disney library is not 
adequate to provide this type of informa
tion, since few of their films are historic. 

"When a conflict arises between the 
story and history, the story takes prior
ity," a member of the crew says. 

The crew became a closely knit group 
as time on location passed - a working 
family that will remember the excitement 
for a long time, a family that moved and 
halted at the director's command. 

"Cut. Let's run through that again." 

Linda Mims is from Anderson. 
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How To Live 
1,ike a Student Prince 

by Evelyn McCollum L iving in the dorm is too confining, 
because you don't have enough 
room to express yourself," said Ed 

Zeigler, an architecture major at Clem
son University who shares an apartment 
at Wood Valley with three other Clem
son students. 

A quick tour of the four-room apart
ment told me they had spent so much 
time and effort expressing themselves 
that I wondered when they found time to 
study, date, cook, clean the apartment 
and engage in all the other Vcl,rious ac
tivities for which university students are 
noted. 

Don Beasley from Charleston, a 
senior in mechanical engineering, says 
that he and Ed are perfect examples of 
logic and abstract trying to live together. 
Their practicality and creativity are al
ways clashing, but good-naturedly. Don 
calls Ed their inferior decorator and is 
continually teasing him about his taste. 

Don and Ed constructed their single 
beds from fir and stained them with 
fruitwood finish. The beds are shaped 
like boxes with two-by-fours on the floor 
painted black to give a floating effect. 
They also constructed a night table 
which Don wired for a light inside. When 
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asked what the light did, Don replied, "It 
doesn't do anything; it's for effect" Ed 
considered Don's admission a major vic
tory in that Don finally realized every
thing in the world doesn't have to be 
useful, but can merely be interesting or 
beautiful. 

Don covered a chair with brown fabric 
to go with the desk he built from two-by
four and one-by-twelve pine. In his own 
words: "The desk was my design; it is 
held together by bolts and thus can be 
disassembled for ease of transport The 
desk began as an idea, then I drew the 
plans and finally built the desk. This 
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makes a complete design process as in 
mechanical engineering." 

Jay Robertson, a junior in accounting, 
shares a bedroom with Jeff Payne, who 
this semester is a senior in industrial 
management; both are from Charleston, 
but were not friends before coming to 
Clemson. Over their beds hangs a pic
ture of a tiger with the caption, "Every 
time I put my best foot forward, someone 
steps on it" 

The green-carpeted living room is 
decorated in shades of brown, beige and 
orange. Over the couch hangs a design 
made from carpet scraps and on another 
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Chatham Hall 
Chatham Hall, an Episcopal boarding 

school for giris, offers an educational and 
social environment In which each glr1 Is 
encouraged to grow to her full potential. 
Over ninety years ago the school was 
founded to provide outstanding 
educational opportunities for Virginia 
girls. Today the school enrolls students 
from more than half the fifty states and 
ten foreign countries. 
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participates In all aspects of the school's 
life. A relaxed and wann atmosphere 
offers each glr1 a chance to be herself and 
provides the support and 
encouragement for her to achieve her 
own highest ideals. 

The college preparatory curriculum 
begins with a unique and demanding 
freshman program oriented to classical 
literature and language designed to 
develop the skills and knowledge which 
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last three secondary years. A full college 
preparatory program Is required for all 
students and may be enriched by elective 
work In such fields as art, music, and 
drama. 

Numerous planned social activities, 
concerts, and special field trips are 
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riding and athletic programs, as well as 
outdoor educational opportunities round 
out the Chatham Hall educational 
experience. 

Your further Inquiry is cordially Invited. 
Please write or call: 

Mr. John S. Swift, Jr. 
Director of Admissions 
Chatham Hall 
Pruden Ave. 140 
Chatham, Virginia 2453 1 
804/432-2941 

wall is a piece of Kaiva fabric in orange 
and red tones stretched on a huge frame. 
Over the bookshelves is a painting of a 
tiger, and I say bookshelves lightly, be
cause they are made from boards the 
boys just picked up and are supported by 
bricks. Similar bookshelves are also 
found in the bedroom; the shelves are 
various lengths to accommodate the 
books, television and stereo. 

In front of the sofa is a square birch 
coffee table which Ed made in a friend's 
workshop in North Augusta. "Since ar
chitecture is not only houses and build
ings, but design in general, I wanted to 
make something tangible using the de
sign concepts I have learned. We needed 
a coffee table, so I made one,' ' Ed 
explained. 

An eye-catcher in the room is the mac
rame screen which divides the living and 
dining areas. Ed built this screen from 
scratch by using one- by two-inch boards 
with dowels across the framing at various 
locations. He started macrameing with 
natural jute using half knots, double 
half-hitch knots and square knots. He 
also cut up an old bamboo fishing pole 
and worked it into the macrame design. 

Both behind and in front of the screen 
sit huge pot plants which a neighbor, 
Andy Hall, grew in his greenhouse at his 
home in Anderson. As they were prepar
ing for supper one night, Jeff Payne 
asked, "Who wants to sit in the jungle?" 
which aptly describes the mass of plants. 
On the black wicker table sits an eucalyp
tus plant and on the floor is a very color
ful croton plant. Near the sliding glass 
doors which go to the deck are beauti..: 
ful pots of swedish ivy and airplane 
plants hanging from macrame ropes. 

The dining area is furnished with an 
oak table Ed's dad found on a trash pile. 
Around the table are bentwood ice 
cream parlor chairs that Ed put new bot
toms in. If the boys have their families or 
girlfriends over, they put the two leaves 
in the table and borrow chairs and ice 
from their neighbors. Often, when they 
grill steaks, the neighbors next door pro
vide the grill, and both groups use the 
same charcoal. They have one broom 
between the two apartments and aren't 
sure now just which apartment it really 
belongs in. 

The guys needed sofa pillows, so Ed 
raided his mother's closet for old pillows 
and borrowed the stuffing to put in his 
new 24- and 36-inch-square pillows. 
The boys went to the piece goods de
partment of a local store, picked out 
orange, green, brown and plaid material, 

decided how much to purchase, and 
made the pillows themselves. They are 
piled on the floor opposite the window as 
well as on the sofa. 

Ed, Don and Jeff decided to try the 
apartment life and invited Jay to join 
them since he was sharing a room tem
porarily with nine other guys. "I consid
ered the advantages, didn't really know 
what to expect, but now I would not 
trade our living arrangement for any
thing," Jay said. Jeff likes the advantage 
of being on the ground floor and being 
able to park in front of the apartment. 
Don gets a little upset with the guys be
cause they won't get ready in time for 
him to have a leisurely breakfast in the 
dining hall. 

After one year in the apartment, the 
guys agree that for them it is much better 
than the dorm because they can get 
away from each other, each in his own 
little nook, with privacy to study and 
think. They share equally the expenses 
of rent, utilities and telephone. They 
pool their money for groceries, buy until 
the money is gone, then each one adds a 
little more to the fund. 

They also share housekeeping chores, 
with each one doing what he had rather 
do, and the work evens itself out. When 
cooking a meal, each roommate pitches 
in and cooks one item. They are all on 
the five-day meal plan, so that means 
they cook only on weekends, and they 
all go home at least one weekend a 
month. The first one up who feels most 
energetic cooks breakfast on Saturday 
and Sunday. If no one feels energetic, 
there are always snack foods. For their 
other meals on weekends they use con
venience foods unless they want to im
press their girlfriends, then they bar
becue chicken with a special sauce, or 
cook on the grill. 

Actually, the fellows don' t spend 
much time together in the apartment be
cause of their busy schedules. That 
makes living together easier. Once Jeff 
broke his arm in a bicycle accident, and 
the first few days his arm was in a cast the 
other guys helped him by buttoning his 
shirtsleeves, tying his shoes, even cutting 
his steak. They admit they have differ
ences, but are willing to compromise and 
live in an attitude of give and take, be
cause they realize this is necessary if they 
are to live together in harmony while 
getting their educations. 

Evelyn McCo/lum is a free-lance writer 
from Easley. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA 

HE!IUTAGE Wade 1he Firs1 
S o much has been written about 

Wade Hampton - lawyer, planter, 
general, politician - that we tend to 

forget that he was the third Wade 
Hampton in the history books. During 
this country's early years, the first 
Hampton was no less illustrious than his 
grandson would be. 

Like many backcountrymen, Wade 
Hampton I was relatively slow to become 
involved in the Revolution though he 
sold supplies to patriot forces. Arrested 
- perhaps for this - by occupying 
British forces, he managed to tum the 
tables on his guards, freeing himself and 
then capturing them. By April 1781, 
Hampton had joined Gen. Thomas 
Sumter, leaving his property at the 
menty of the British and Tories whom, 
his brother reported, he "now fights ... 
hard." And fight them hard he did, cap
turing a Loyalist congregation at Goose 
Creek and driving a British detachment 
out of the fort at Dorchester, as he, along 
with Sumter and Light-Horse Harry Lee, 
struck deep into the Low Country during 
the summer of 1781. More importantly, 
he helped to save the day at the battle of 
Eutaw Springs when he rallied William 
Washington's shattered cavalry, joined 
them to his own troop of horses, and 
covered an orderly retreat from the field, 
just before the British themselves 
evacuated. First asked by Gov. John Rut
ledge to raise more troops and then au
thorized to do so by the legislature that 
met at Jacksonboro in February, 1782 
- of which, incidentally, he was a 
member - Hampton emerged from the 
war a colonel with an enviable reputation 
and such property as he had been able to 
save from the British forces. 

It did not take him long to add to both. 
Rapidly amassing lands and slaves, he 
established himself at Columbia, ex
perimented with growing upland cotton, 
acquired machinery from Georgia im
mediately after Eli Whitney invented the 
cotton gin, and soon erected the first 
water-powered gins in the state. By the 
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1790s he was also speculating in West
ern lands as a member of the Yazoo 
companies. But the taint of fraud hung 
about these companies and the project 
proved abortive, though some of the 
men involved later received compensa
tion for their claims under the Yazoo 
grants. How much, if anything, Hamp
ton gained from this project is not clear. 
What is clear is that he was able to realize 
his Western dreams a few years later 
when he acquired immense plantations 
along the Mississippi River, where hun
dreds of slaves produced thousands of 
barrels of sugar a year. Like Hampton's 
South Carolina plantations - on which 
men claimed to have seen a hundred 
plows abreast simultaneously furrowing 
the land - these sugar plantations were 
giant enterprises. And by the time of his 
death at the age of 83 in 1835 he was 
reputed to be what he may well have 
been - the richest man in America. 

Hampton considered public service a 
duty as well as an honor. A member of 
the convention that ratified the Constitu
tion, he was one of the first members of 
the General Assembly from Richland 
County. Elected high sheriff of the Cam
den district in the early 1 790s, he also 
twice served in the U. S. House of Rep
resentatives. Somehow he found time to 
help establish both Trinity Episcopal 
Church and South Carolina College. To 
the former he gave time and money; to 
the latter he added the even more valu
able legacy of academic freedom. When 
candidates were being considered for 
teaching posts, Hampton ignored their 
politics. That, on the part of a man who 
had been a Republican presidential elec
tor in Jefferson's hotly contested election 
of 1800, reveals something important 
about his character. 

So too does Hampton's reaction to 
British outrages on the high seas. Im
pressment of American seamen and the 
Cheseapeake-Leopard affair, in which a 
British frigate fired on an unprepared 
American warship, drove him to charac-

by Robert Weir 
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Col. Wade Hampton rallied William Washington's cavalry at the Battle of Eutaw Springs. Hampton 
had once been content to remain uncommitted to either side during the Revolution, but when he did 
join the American side his contributions more than made up for his inactivity. 

teristic action. Not only did he organize a 
meeting in Columbia that sent the Presi
dent an address demanding increases in 
the size of the Navy, Hampton himself 
also volunteered for military duty in the 
war that then seemed imminent. Cynics 
used to say that he, like other South 
Carolinians who shipped cotton abroad 
or dreamed of the rich lands of the old 
Southwest, had more in mind than the 
national honor when they demanded 
war with Great Britain. But more re
cently, historians have reassessed the 
motives of the War Hawks who, it now 
seems, meant exactly what they said: 
That the very survival of the nation 
seemed to hang in the balance, since a 
nation that could not defend its honor 
could not survive in a predatory world. 
No wonder John C. Calhoun believed 
the republic to be in peril. It was a period, 
he said in 1812, "of the greatest moment 
to our country. No period since the for
mation of .our constitution has been 
equally important." And thus it is not 
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particularly surprising to find that in vol
unteering for service Hampton actually 
lost money - so much so, in fact, that 
one of his agents estimated that the in
come from his plantations was reduced 
by more than $30,000 a year because of 
his absence. Moreover, Hampton, by 
then in his 50s, was no longer a young 
man, and he was being sent to one of the 
unhealthiest regions of the country, 
Louisiana. 

Only recently acquired, New Orleans 
appeared most vulnerable to attack in 
the event that war broke out. Accord
ingly, more than 2,000 men - some of 
them from South Carolina - were dis
patched to the defense of the city, where 
they fell under the command of Gen. 
James Wilkinson, one of the strangest 
characters to appear in the nation's early 
history. A "tarnished warrior," as his 
biographer calls him, Wilkinson served 
with sufficient distinction in the Revolu
tion to launch a career checkered by du
plicity, deceit and something very near 

treason. Involved in Burr's unau
thorized, if not treasonous, plot for mili
tary adventure in the southwest, Wilkin
son not only betrayed his associate but 
also, for years, it seems, received a re
tainer from Spanish authorities for secret 
services which he failed to deliver. Be 
that as it may, Wilkinson encamped his 
army on low-lying land a few miles below 
New Orleans. Rumor reported that he 
had a personal interest in the land and 
that he stood to profit from his troop's 
activity in clearing it. History records that 
the men died like flies and that Wilkinson 
delayed in obeying an order to move 
them to a healthier location up river. 

Wilkinson was therefore summoned 
to Washington to answer for his conduct, 
while Hampton began putting things in 
order. Arriving soon after the troops had 
been moved to a healthier encampment, 
Hampton refused to put up with ir
regularities. Residents of Baton Rouge, 
who occupied what he believed to be 
public land, were ousted from their 
houses; one colonel, whose lease of a 
campsite from Wilkinson and a partner 
looked suspicious, was court-martialed. 
Such vigor alienated some individuals, 
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though Hampton's actions were not as 
arbitrary as. those of Wilkinson before 
him or Andrew Jackson after him. More 
popular was Hampton's action in ad
vancing out of his own pocket a month's 
pay to the troops who had not been regu
larly paid under Wilkinson's command. 
Equally acclaimed and more important 
in the long run was the surpression of a 
well-organized rebellion on the part of 
more than two hundred slaves. "The 
prompt and judicious movement of Gen. 
Hampton contributed very much to the 
public safety" was the gist of the report 
sent by the territorial governor to the 
secretary of state after the affair. What is 
especially interesting, though, is that this 
vigorous - not to say impatient - gen
eral (who believed that Spanish in
stigators caused the insurrection) tried to 
maintain scrupulously correct dealings 
with Spanish authorities along the bor
ders. Nevertheless, he also made those 
borders easier to reach by building roads 
that would later prove useful to Andrew 
Jackson and others. 

Eventually, however, Wilkinson was 
returned to his command, and Hampton 
was put in charge of fortifying Norfolk, 
Va., where he did an able job. But unfor
tunately, his and Wilkinson's paths 
would cross again, for in 1813 they were 
both sent to the northern frontier where 
they were supposed to cooperate in a 
two-pronged attack on Montreal - Wil
kinson to come down the St. Lawrence 
River from the west, Hampton to strike 
northward from Lake Champlain. With 
reason, Hampton qeeply distrusted Wil
kinson, and the latter cordially disliked 
Hampton. Two men less likely to coop
erate well could scarcely have been cho
sen. And to add to the possibilities for 
confusion the secretary of war was him
self in the field, supposedly issuing orders 
directly to Hampton. Also bedeviled by 
neutralists who traded with both sides, 
Hampton ordered his officers to break 
the quasi-truce between the lines and 
"act the part of the mischievous urchin, 
who, to get two peacable tabbies at mak
ing the fur fly, held them up together by 
the tail." But the problem ran deeper 
than such measures could remedy. 
Supplies were short, water was scarce 
along the most direct route of attack, 
and, worst of all, Hampton's force was 
not only "less numerous" than he ex
pected, but also, as he phrased it, "per
fectly" raw. Nevertheless, he promised 
that the campaign would have "all the 
capacity I can give it." Only after it be
came apparent that his troops were 
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dangerously overextended and there 
was reason to believe that the whole ex
pedition was going to be abandoned did 
he turn back. And then, as he expected, 
Wilkinson tried to make him the scape
goat of the whole affair. Whatever the 
merits of the case - and historians as 
well as contemporaries have lined up on 
each side of the question - the whole 
campaign reminds one of the description 
once applied to another war in another 
borderland where it seemed that two 
overextended giants grappled with their 
fingertips. Under the circumstances, 
nothing decisive was possible in either 
situation. 

And thus Hampton comes down in 
history as a somewhat controversial fig
ure. Perhaps that should not be too sur
prising. As a modern magazine writer 
noted in offering guidance to young 
employees, one can expect to be well
liked by everybody on the job, only if he 
is an unusually attractive person at the 
very lowest rung of the corporate ladder 
- that is, where he has no power, in
spires no jealousies, and makes no deci
sions that affect the lives of others. Al
though personable - rather small, dig
nified in bearing, and not without a sense 
of humor - Hampton had a quick 
temper. More important, he had power, 
and he used it. And thus like any man in 
his position he inevitably alienated some 
individuals and attracted others. Given 
such realities, one of the best measures 
of a man of influence and power is the 
kind of friends and enemies he makes. 
And on this score Hampton measures up 
very well indeed. To have had Wilkinson 
among one's enemies was almost an 
honor in itself, and many lesser men 
would have been honored to number 
Hampton's friends among theirs. 
Nathaniel Macon, the congressman from 
North Carolina, was a personal friend, 
and no one bore a higher reputation for 
personal integrity and public rectitude. 
Winfield Scott, who later gained fame in 
the Mexican War, served under Hamp
ton in Louisiana, and remembered him 
fondly. "Toward the autobiographer, 
who enjoyed his inmost confidence," 
Scott later wrote, Hampton , "was uni
formly kind and considerate." If to others 
he was sometimes irritable or harsh, he 
was also generous, willing to admit error 
and to make amends. Most of all, 
though, Scott noted, he was "vigorous, 
prompt, intrepid, [and] sagacious." 

The description fits. Indeed, these 
words constitute the theme of 
Hampton's life. As his brother wrote 

back in 1781, he fought the British hard. 
Many years later a young man from 
Connecticut (who was incidentally a de
scendant of one of its Puritan founders) 
saw and recorded the same quality. 
Hampton's advice to young men, the 
diarist observed, was to "consider every
thing certain which is possible." In a 
sense, the words prefigure in prose 
Robert Browning's famous poetic lines, 
"A man's reach should exceed his grasp, 
or what's a heaven for.'' More important, 
Hampton wrote them in action. 

Hampton was above all a doer, much 
like another acquaintance, also a South 
Carolinian who figured prominently in 
the history of the old Southwest, Andrew 
Jackson. Both men rose from humble 
beginnings. Neither had much formal 
schooling. Both educated themselves; 
each was fiercely competitive in every
thing he did. Hampton, in fact, once 
promised to give Jackson "a lesson" in 
racing horses. And both men amassed 
fortunes. But at this point, chance dic
tated that the two men who were so 
much alike would follow slightly different 
paths. Jackson had no children of his 
own; Hampton founded a great family. 
Hampton, for reasons not quite clear, 
was ordered to the northern frontier, 
while Jackson, who temporarily filled the 
major general's slot that Hampton re
signed, was sent to New Orleans. There, 
as we all know, he gained the glory that 
would eventually make him President. 
Thus there is something strangely ironic 
in the fact that Jackson once offered to 
sell the Hermitage, his plantation at 
Nashville, to Hampton, and Hampton 
turned him down, apparently because of 
his commitment to military duties in 
Louisiana. Accordingly, there may be 
some poetic justice in the strange coinci
dence that made Wade Hampton's son, 
Wade II, the messenger who sped the 
news of Jackson's victory at New Or
leans north to Washington. For had it not 
been decreed otherwise, the victory 
might have belonged to another who, no 
less than Jackson, personified vision, 
energy and daring. 

Robert Weir is professor of history at the 
University of South Carolina. This article 
was originally a speech presented at a 
memorial service for Wade Hampton I at 
Trinity Cathedral Oct. 15, 1977. The 
commemoration was sponsored by the 
South Carolina chapter of the National 
Society, United States Daughters of 
1812. 
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THE VEGETABLE QUEEN 

Her breasts swinging 
like great golden squash 
she moves through the rows of time 
hoeing; hoeing. 

And I have sometimes moved 
on her bare feet myself, 
going step by step 
more naked from the house -
leaving teeshirt, panties, jeans 
like scales of some other skin 
discarded on the path. 

Wherever she gardens, 
phalluses shimmer and swim 
into seed: the slaughtered 
richen her furrows. 

Now, secret 
beneath their leaves, 
my firm cucumbers wait. 
Cantaloupe split and spill 
into halved and pulpy moons -
tomatoes fall, erupt, and drip 
convincingly as blood. 

Always, for her, hard work. 
Even her image, unearthed, 
has a sheen 
like perspiration. 

Whenever I stoop or bend, 
sweat blinds me. Phalluses 
shimmer and swim, seed spill. 
My hair wrung tight like a crown 
I harvest my way down the rows -
the chill 
merely her fear I dream 

growing old, growing cold; 
withering. 

- Bennie Lee Sinclair 



THE NATURAL SUPERIORITY OF 
SOUTHERN POLITICIANS: A Re
visionist History, by David Leon 
Chandler. Doubleday. 252 pp. $10. 

With the cynicism knob turned to 
"high" on the hearing aid, we can listen 
in: 

In New Orleans, David Leon Chan
dler, whose credits include a book on the 
Mafia called Brothers in Blood, is tele
phoning old buddy John Ware, an editor 
at Doubleday in New York. 

"John, good buddy," says David. 
"Have you ever heard of Jimmy Car
ter?" 

John, no dummy, has indeed heard. 
"And 1976 is a Democratic year," 

continues David. "He'll be the first 
Southern president since Woodrow Wil
son. Or is it Andrew Johnson? Or cer
tainly Andy Jackson - anyway, the first 
Southern president in a helluva long 
time, which is what this call is all about." 

''How about Lyndon Johnson?'' asks 
John. 

"Oh, sure, him," assures David. "But 
people like Carter, and everybody's 
going to be crazy to read about the South 
and Southern politicians now. Walter 
DeVries and Jack Bass are going great 
with The Transformation of Southern 
Politics, and I think we ought to get in on 
the act before it gets too crowded." 

''What have you got in mind?'' asks an 
unwary Ware. 

"Well, I was sitting here this morning 
and I developed this theory that South
erners are natural-born politicians, and 
Carter is just typical. I mean, who was it 
who impeached Nixon? Sam Ervin of 
North Carolina, right?" 

"Well," says Ware, "it was actually the 
House Judiciary Committee, headed by 
Pete Rodino of New Jersey, which voted 
articles of impeachment, but you can 
make a case for Senator Sam if you 
want." 

" Right. Great politician, Senator Sam. 
And Wilbur Mills. And now Jimmy Car
ter. It's a natural for the bestseller list. 
Send me an advance while I whip this 
thing into shape." 

Maybe the conversation didn't really 
go like that. Maybe, in fact, there was no 
such conversation. But something be
sides scholarly research had to get in 
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Doubleday's eyes. 
Chandler's thesis, which he at least 

has the decency to state at the outset to 
help guide his reader through this intel
lectual swampland, is not only that 
Southerners are naturally superior politi
cians, but that they have invented every
thing from the Declaration of Indepen
dence to the filibuster ("a truly great, an 
inspiring invention," writes Chandler), 
from the concept of judicial review to the 
seniority-committee system. As a matter 
of fact, he tells us, the only major political 
invention which did not originate in the 
South was the doctrine of secession, 
which came from Yale Law School, John 
C. Calhoun's Alma Mater. 

Take it with a grain of salt, but much of 
the Chandler thesis is supportable. The 
trouble is that Chandler doesn't support 
it. John Marshall, for example, who de
veloped and delineated the much
praised concept of judicial review, gets 
no more than a passing mention as one 
of Jefferson's fellow Virginians. Vast 
areas of print are given over to such 
well-forgotten men as William Blount of 
North Carolina and Tennessee, who was 
a Founding Father in 1787, but is better 
remembered for having been im
peached by the House on treason 
charges a decade later and expelled by 
the Senate on a 25-1 vote. (The im
peachment trial was never held because 
the Senate decided that, having expelled 
Blount, it lacked jurisdiction.) 

Nor does the book track. Unless one 
happens to be a student of American 
history, it is almost impossible to tell the 
time frame. Huey Long is generally lo
cated between World Wars I and II, but 
John Randolph wanders through the 
narrative like Marley's ghost. You have 
to know that the Civil War started in 
1861, and that Calhoun, Webster and 
Clay preceded it. Interposition, protege
ism and populism are dropped in like 
stones to trip the traveler. 

It is, further, one thing to be a South
erner and another to be a blind 
chauvinist. It was not natural superiority 
but the one-party South which bubbled 
Southerners to the top of the congres
sional seniority pot. Franklin D. Roose
velt deserves at least as much cred
it for the New Deal as Huey Long. And 
Ervin, a brand-new freshman in 1954, 

did not singiehandedly cast a 6 7-22 vote 
in the Senate to censure Joe McCarthy; 
in more conventional histories, Ralph 
Flanders of Vermont is credited with stir
ring the conscience of his colleagues. 

The list seems endless; historical warps 
are only part. Typographical errors, 
dropped lines and unparsable sentences 
add to the confusion. Chandler must 
have written the words, but one doubts if 
editor Ware really read them. 

Would you believe, for example, that 
William Lloyd Garrison, the great 
abolitionist of the mid-nineteenth cen
tury, was black? Chandler says so, 
though the revelation would be a sur
prise to Garrison. 

Would you believe that in all 50 states, 
not a single legislature, municipal or 
county government uses the seniority 
system? Not even South Carolina? 

And would you believe that from 
March 4, 1931, to April 4, 1932, was less 
than three months? A confusing time, 
certainly, but nonetheless more than a 
full year. 

No wonder Chandler subtitles his 
book "A Revisionist History." He has so 
revised history as to make it all but un
recognizable. 

Mark Ethridge, Jr. is a professor at the 
University of South Carolina College of 
Journalism. He is former editor of the 
Akron Beacon-Journal and the Detroit 
Free Press. 

WINTER BIRDS OF THE CAROLI
NAS AND NEARBY STATES, by 
Michael A. Godfrey. John F. Blair, 
1977, 136 pages, $24. 95. 

In his foreword to Winter Birds of the 
Carolinas, Godfrey writes that he intends 
this bountifully illustrated volume to be 
used primarily by naturalists. His deci
sion is unfortunate; the book will almost 
certainly find its widest appeal among 
general readers who have a casual in
terest in birds. Indeed, the organization 
of the volume indicates that the author 
hasn't decided for which group he is writ
ing. The introduction is a passable dis-

(Please tum to page 70) 
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Matted and framed on request. 
130 E. DeKalb St. 

Camden,S.C.29020 

100,000 
Our 100,000 readers buy things 
... don't you have something to 
sell? For Sandlapper Shopper ad
vertising information contact Bar
bara Hiller, Sandlapper Maga
zine, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, 
S. C. 29202 (803) 779-8824 

music 

:·. -lfi.HL:d:3, '-H · - ; .;.I l.) 1, , '.;. ·t: 
Series: Victor Borfu'.J. 1J ·.1Llar:: \: .. n , :. 
pal A,udi!orium. 8 p.rn . 

March 9 
COLUMBIA - Piano Portrait: Igor 

Stravinsky, "Stravinsky, Paris and the 
Twenties." Featuring University of 
South Carolina planist, John Kenneth 
Adams. Columbia Museum of Art. 

March 12 
COLUMBIA - Concert: T. Daniel, 

Mime. Columbia Museum of Art, 
Trustees Gallery, 3 p.m. 

March 17 
CHARLESTON - Concert by the Soci

ety for the Preservation of Spirituals. 
Footlight Players Workshop, 20 
Queen St., 8:30 p.m. Tickets can be 
obtained the day of the concert at the 
box office from 10 a.m. until curtain 
time. 

March 21, 23, 25 
GREENVILLE - Opera: Fidelio pre

sented by The Opera Association. 
Beethoven's operatic masterpiece 
with guest artists from the Metropoli
tan and other leading opera com
panies. Rodeheaver Auditorium, Bob 
Jones University. Admission: $5 and 
$7. 

March 30 
GREENVILLE - Beethoven's Triple 

Concerto presented by The Green
ville Symphony with guest piano trio 
from the University of South Caroli
na. The orchestra will be conducted 
by Peter Rickett. McAlister Auditori
um at Furman University, 8:15 p.m. 

March 31 
CHARLESTON - Concert by the Soci

ety for the Preservation of Spirituals. 
Footlight Players Workshop, 20 
Queen Street, 8:30 p.m. Tickets can 
be obtained the day of the concert at 
the box office from 10 a.m. until cur
tain time. 
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theatre 
March 7-11 

FLORENCE - Arsenic and Old Lace 
presented by Florence Little Theatre. 
The story of two charming innocent 
ladies, who take in "acceptable" 
roomers, and their brother who thinks 
he is Teddy Roosevelt. 

March 16-18; 23·25, 30 
and April 1; 6·8 

GREENVILLE - The Warehouse 
Theatre will present Dames At Sea, 
directed by Bill Wheless. 8 p.m. 

March 31 (Opening) 
COLUMBIA - Mary Poppins, directed 

by Ann Dreher Brailsford. Workshop 
Theatre. 

tours 

March 11 
CHARLESTON - Garden Club House 

Tour of Old Homes. Sponsored by 
the Garden Club of Charleston. 

March 15 
CHARLESTON - Annual Candlelight 

Tour of Historic Homes. Hosted by 
the Interns and Residents Auxiliary of 
the Medical University of South 
Carolina. Five gracious private 
houses and/ or gardens will be on 
tour. Sherry and Charleston tidbits 
will be served in a garden of one of the 
homes. Tickets may be purchased the 
night of the tour or by contacting Mrs. 
Rufus Bratton, 613 Williamson Drive, 
Mt Pleasant29464. (803)884-7430. 

March 16-18 
BEAUFORT - 22nd Annual Tour of 

Homes and Plantations. House and 
garden walking tour, March 16th at 2 
p.m.; candlelight walking tour March 
17th at 7 p.m. Tickets $6 for each 
tour. An Island Tour of Homes will be 
held March 18th at 10 a.m. Tickets 
$7. The house and garden tour will 
Include antebellum homes on the fa
mous "point" overlooking the Beau
fort River. The candlelight tour will 
highlight more homes In the historic 
district. The all-day island tour will in
clude Coffin Point Plantation and 
several new homes. For further in
formation, contact Historic Beaufort 
Foundation. 
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qmporters o(fine 
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Jiandmade rugs. 

1703 McFadden Street 
Columbia 

803-254-7564 

.. . 
Tonight, 

dine at the 
PLANTERS 

TAVERN 
Charleston's newest res

taurant is also its most his- ~ 
toric ... recapturing a mood 
of centuries past. A time 
when fine dining was an art 
. . . and service meant real 
service. Enjoy plantation-
era sr.ecialties like roast duck, 
quai , and Rainbow Trout 
Almondine , tonight ... at the 

36 Market Street 
Lighted parking in the rear 

(803) 577-9764 

Enjoy a fun-filled summer of 
WEIGHT LOSS, RECREATION, 

HEAL TH and BEAUTY at 

"· LEWIS COLLEGE [lf~J' 
Durango, Colorado [~~~I 

UNIV.OF N.CAROLINA "'-;r,;"' 
Wilmington, N.C. .. _c~'~ _ 

Other camps N.Y., Pa., Mich., Call!. 

SPRINGDALE SCHOOL 
Residential and Day School for Children 

With Specific Learning Disabilities. 

Springdale School offers a 
teacher/student ratio of 1 to 7 
and a recreation oriented 
program with a full evening and 
weekend activity schedule. 

For Further Information Phone or Write: 
Richard W. Mears, Ph.D. 
Route 1, Box 356 
Camden, S.' C. 29020 
Telephone (803) 432-4754 

A BINDER REMINDER 

If you are worried about your is

sues of Sandlapper magazine be

coming dogeared, torn or lost, you 

may want to consider purchasing 

a binder. Sturdy, dark blue with 

the name Sandlapper, volume 

number and year stamped in gold, 

these handsome binders are avail-

able at $7.00 each (the price 

includes postage and handling). 

Make checks payable to: 

SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 

P. 0. Box 1668 
COLUMBIA, s. C. 29202 

March 16 - April 10 
CHARLESTON - Festival of Houses. 

March 19 
CHARLESTON - Walking Garden 

Tour. 

March 26 
CHARLESTON - 49th Annual 

Charleston Easter Sunrise Service. 

NOTE: For further information on 
Charleston events, contact Vis
itor Information Center, 85 
Calhoun St., Charleston 
29401. (803) 722-8338. 

miscellaneous 

March 15 
SPARTANBURG - The Ballet Guild of 

Spartanburg sponsors a performance 
of the Pittsburgh Ballet's full-length 
Swan Lake. Memorial Auditorium. 

continuing e\'ents 

GEORGETOWN - The Rice Museum. 
Town Clock Building on Front Street. 
Open Monday through Friday from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m; Saturday 10 a.m.-4 
p.m.; Sunday 2-4:30 p.m. 

CHARLESTON - The Gibbes Art Gal
lery exhibits Carolina portraits by 
prominent American artists and a na
tionally significant group of miniature 
portraits. Other collections include 
Japanese woodblock prints, Black
mon Oriental art collection and con
temporary art from the Living Artist 
Fund. Open Tuesday through Satur
day from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday 
2-5 p.m. Gift shop. Admission is free . 

COLUMBIA - Robert Mills Historic 
House and Garden. A restoration 
project by the city, county and His
toric Columbia Foundation, this 
showplace of national architectural 
significance was designed by the fa
mous Washington Monument ar
chitect, Robert Mills. The mansion 
was built in 1823 for the merchant 
prince Ainsley Hall. Open Tuesday 
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.; Sunday 2-5 p.m. Located at 
1616 Blanding St. 
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filmclip 
Anticipating Oscar 

There were three major trends in last 
year's film releases, and I was pleased by 
all of them: better family entertainment, 
more comedies, and challenging roles 
for actresses. The fact that "G" and 
"PG" films were not so simple-minded 
as in some years past was impressed on 
me during the Christmas holidays when 
seven of us, ages ranging from 75 to 
eight, had a choice of good movies to 
attend. We went, and all enjoyed the 
film, each on his own level of interpreta
tion. The past year not only brought the 
family the two very different science-fic
tion movies Star Wars and Close En
counters of the Third Kind but Walt Dis
ney Studios, for the first time in a long 
time, produced a film that adults could 
enjoy with the youngsters: The Rescuers 
was the best animated film In several 
years. This fast-paced film's excellence 
made the recent Disney release Pete's 
Dragon all the more disappointing. 

The comedies of 1977 were not nec
essarily of the old-fashioned variety. 
There was poignancy mixed with the 
comedy in both Woody Allen's Annie 
Hall (his best film yet) and Robert 
Altman' s sometimes incoherent Three 
Women. Altman's influence was appar
ent in his disciple Robert Benton's mad
deningly funny yet touching tribute to an 
aging private detective The Late Show. 
Writer-director Benton's film recalled all 
the pleasures of the detective films of the 
1940s and yet was quite modem at the 
same time. The straightforward Smokey 
and the Bandit had a comic-strip simplic
ity that made it one of the year's top 
moneymakers. Director Hal Needham, a 
former stuntman, provided plenty of 
laughs as patrolman Jackie Gleason, at 
his choleric best, chased trucker Burt 
Reynolds, at his charming best, across 
the South. Star Wars, too, owed much of 
its popularity (the all-time box office 
champion) to its mood of a comic strip 
having come to life. Furthermore, the 
film's robot stars, C3PO and R2D2, were 
not unlike a mechanical Laurel and 
Hardy team. Writer Neil Simon came 
through for moviegoers at year's end 
with The Goodbye Girl, a witty romantic 
comedy about an aspiring actor who 
breaks down the heroine's fear of loving. 
Mel Brooks also added to the laughter 

(Please tum to page 68) 
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antiques and 
collectibles 

Oriental Rugs 
As more and more Americans are dis

carding their wall-to-wall carpeting in 
favor of Oriental rugs, the major pro
ducer of the hand-made item is steadily 
cutting production. 

Traditionally, the finest hand-knotted 
carpets were, and still are, produced in 
Iran (formerly Persia). Since World War 
II, however, Iran has undergone an in
dustrial revolution which has reduced 
exports of hand-made carpets to about 
forty percent. 

Supply to the U. S. has not been seri
ously hampered because India and 
Pakistan have increased their exports. 
Carpets from Romania, a new entry in 
the rug-making industry, account for 
about 20 percent of the new rugs 
brought into this country. Also, with 
trade relations between the United 
States and China more relaxed, many 
fine Chinese carpets are finding their way 
back into American homes. 

To the general consumer, though, the 
country of origin is not as important a 
factor to consider when buying a hand
made rug as is its quality of fineness, the 
factor most directly related to price. 

The fineness of a hand-knotted carpet 
is primarily determined by the number of 
knots found per square inch of fabric. 
Persian and Oriental rugs, except for the 
Kelim, are not woven but knotted using 
the Ghiordes or Senneh knot Each knot 
is tied around two warp threads, the 
threads running lengthwise in the foun
dation. The ends of these knots form the 
pile which is trimmed to a uniform length 
when the knotting is completed. 

Though we may have come to con
sider thick pile as synonymous with 
price, as is in the case of domestic carpet
ing, the converse is true in regard to Per
sian carpets. Here, the more knots found 
per square inch, the finer and more 
costly the piece. In fact, the finer a Per
sian piece is, the shorter the pile will be 
clipped so that the beautifully detailed 
designs can be more clearly seen. 

In keeping with the per-square-inch 
factor, new Persian rugs are priced by the 
square foot. Coarsest grades average be
tween $3 and $8 per square foot, 
medium grades between $10 and $20, 
fine grades $20 and up. With a medium 
grade carpet averaging about 150 knots 

(Please tum to page 68) 

leaves from the 
family tree 

The Tap Heard 'Round the World 
This was the tap of Martin Luther's 

hammer as he nailed his 95 theses to the 
church door at Wittenburg, Germany in 
1517. It sounded the birth of Protestant
ism and the proliferation of religious de
nominations throughout the Western 
world. A by-product of all this was a stag
gering mass of church records - one of 
the very finest sources available for the 
genealogist. I should cover church his
tory in detail here - along with religious 
wars and the political and social upheav
als of the Reformation - to give proper 
background and understanding of this 
subject, but it is a near Impossibility in this 
limited space. 

We'll probably need two or three col
umns to do it some justice. In addition to 
Catholic records, I hope to make some 
mention of record sources in the follow
ing Protestant groups: Church of En
gland (Anglican, and, after 1752, Protes
tant Episcopal); Congregational (incor
porating Puritan and Separatist); The 
Lutheran Church, and its splinters (Dun
kards, Tunkers, Dunkers, Unity of the 
Brethren or Moravians, Huguenots and 
more); Anabaptists, including Baptists, 
"Quakers" (Friends), Amish Mennonites 
(Pennsylvania "Dutch"), and Hutterites, 
of Canada; Methodists (Methodist Epis
copal, Methodist Protestant and 
Methodist Episcopal South); Presbyte
rians (Calvinists, often including 
Huguenots); "Mormons" (Church of 
Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints); 
Orthodox Eastern; Reformed and Chris
tian Reformed; Evangelical Reformed; 
Free Magyar Reformed Church of Hun
gary; finally, the "African" Church. We'll 
handle Jewish genealogy next month. 

Good sources to draw upon are 
Wright and Pratt. Genealogical Research 
Essentials, Bookcraft, Inc. Salt Lake City. 
1967, pp. 240-242; Wright.Supplement 
for T. I. 265x. Salt Lake City. Appendix 
L: pp. 113-132; Greenwood. The Re
searchers Guide To American Geneal
ogy. The Genealogical Publishing Co. 
Baltimore. c. 1973, pp. 358-399. 

The Congregationalists were in New 
England, with both Puritan and Separat
ists adherents, early in the Colonial 
period. In fact, this was New England's 
state religion as late as 1833. Records 
consist of baptisms, showing relation-

(Please tum to page 69) 
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Filmdip (Continued from page 67) 

with High Anxiety, a comic tribute to 
Alfred Hitchcock starring Cloris Leach
man, Harvey Korman, Madelaine Kahn 
and Mel himself. 

Sadly enough, in the past several 
years the Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences has nominated some 
mediocre actress performances to fill out 
their lists, yet this year there will be many 
fine performances not nominated be
cause of the abundance of good female 
roles superbly performed by eager ac
tresses. Jane Fonda's portrayal of Lillian 
Hellman in Julia was sharp and insight
ful. Shirley MacLaine and Anne Ban
croft, both too-long absent from de
manding roles, remind us in The Turning 
Point how long it has been since two 
mature actresses excited and interested 
us in the characters they portrayed. In 
The Turning Point Leslie Browne was 
sweetly innocent without being cloying 
as the ingenue. Two other young ac
tresses, Sissy Spacek and Shelly Duvall, 
made Three Women worth watching; 
Spacek' s Pinkie Rose took over the iden
tity, habits, and life of Duvall' s eccentric 
Millie, and the two actresses made it fas
cinating. It's possible Miss Spacek might 
be nominated in both actress categories 
this year; her supporting role in Welcome 
to L. A. deserves attention as does 
Geraldine Chaplin's lonely middle-class 
wife in the same film. Another special 
perfonnance - showing what makes a 
star a star - was Sophia Loren's in A 
Special Day. Lily Tomlin's pot-smoking 
would-be designer-actress in The Late 
Show was a wildly comic but disciplined 
perfonnance. Diane Keaton deserves far 
more praise for Annie Hall than for Look
ing for Mr. Good bar, the role that put her 
on the cover of Newsweek. Perhaps 
Keaton's acclaim for Good bar is due to 
the role's being different from her earlier 
characters; certainly she earns a merit 
badge for surviving the soap-opera 
script. However, it was Diane Keaton's 
exuberant Annie Hall that showed her 
scope as an actress. 

The scope of actor Richard Dreyfuss 
can be seen in The Goodbye Girl even 
more than in Close Encounters of the 
Third Kind. Surely his winning perfor
mance in The Goodbye Girl, in which 
audiences fall in love with him before the 
S;Cript lets the girl do so, will win him the 
Oscar nomination he has long deserved. 
Paul Newman's scheming hockey coach 
in Slap Shot is the sort of enjoyable per
fonnance that is often overlooked be-
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cause the skilled actor makes it look so 
easy. Art Camey was also outstanding as 
the ailing hero of The Late Show. 
Richard Burton received much attention 
for Equus, and certainly there's a great 
deal of sentiment for the oft-nominated 
Burton who has yet to receive an Oscar. 
Even though the ill-directed screenplay 
does not give Burton his best chance at a 
complex role, Burton's fame will proba
bly get him another nomination while the 
far more deserving Bruce Davison is 
overlooked. Davison's portrayal of the 
panicky child-molester in Short Eyes is 
brilliant, and his performance has 
brought him enough attention that he 
will have a starring role in a new produc
tion of Streamers to be presented on 
Broadway in 1978. (Davison has come a 
long way since the rats gnawed on him in 
Willard.) Also unforgettable was Sir John 
Gielgud as the dying novelist in Provi
dence; Gielgud gave a masterful perfor
mance in a less than brilliant film. 

In the supporting actor category Peter 
Firth of Equus has been acclaimed; but 
the best of the year were Maximilian 
Schell as Johann, the message carrier, in 
Julia, and Edward Fox as Gen. Horricks, 
a British officer one really believes in, in 
A Bridge Too Far. Also good were Bill 
Macy in The Late Show and David 
Hemmings in Islands in the Stream. 

The best directors of 1977 were 
George Lucas, whose Star Wars made 
the American Film Institute's "ten great
est American films" list; Woody Allen, 
whose Annie Hall was both wacky and 
wise; Steven Spielburg, whose sus
penseful Close Encounters of the Third 
Kind was no ordinary sci-fl fantasy; and 
Herbert Ross, whose knowledge of 
dance aided The Turning Point and 
whose feel for New York City helped The 
Goodbye Girl. Last year the Oscar folk 
overlooked young Spielburg who de
served a directing nomination for Jaws 1 

- perhaps even more so than for the 
more ambitious but less fully realized 
Close Encounters. Ross, too, and his film 
The Seven Per-Cent Solution were ne
glected by the Academy last year. Fortu
nately the two directors didn't let last 
year's omissions discourage them. 

In spite of disappointments in The 
Other Side of Midnight, Valentino, and 
Bobby Deerfield, the movies gave us 
viewers enough first-rate entertainment 
in 1977 to make us ready to give praise 
where it is due and to look forward to 
1978. 

-John Akins, Jr. 

Antiques (Continued from page 67) 

per square inch, a reasonable price to 
pay for a nine-foot by 12-foot piece 
would be around $1,620 - and that's 
today's price. Since many hand-knotted 
rugs (the finer ones) appreciate in value, 
this average price will increase every 
year. 

This is a breakdown of the major rug 
exporting countries, with the types an!i 
qualities of rugs you would expect from 
these areas: 

Iran: The most important center of rug 
production is also responsible for the 
bulk of hand-knotted patterns. Tabriz, 
Isfahan and Kashan are among the finer 
weaves imported today and, as such, av
erage around $30 per square foot. Mod
ern Saruk and Kinnan carpets, tradition
ally the finest made anywhere, are of less 
quality than they once were, but still av
erage about $20 a square foot. Medium 
quality carpets include Heriz and Bokara 
(though there are some fine ones made), 
as well as an occasional Beluchistan and 
Afghan. 

China: Lush pile of up to an inch thick 
and hand-carving of the pile decidedly 
distinguish Chinese rugs from all others. 
Though the thickenss of the pile prohibits 
an extremely fine weave, these carpets 
are dense and very durable in finer qual
ities. Chinese designs which include 
lavish florals and simple linear patterns 
are a good investment at $18 to $25 a 
square foot. 

Romania: Although they are novices 
at rug-making, Romanian weavers have 
acquired great ability and skill at the art in 
the past ten years. Many fine but inex
pensive carpets are produced here using 
an array of Persian designs and Imported 
Persian wool. One-of-a-kind pieces, sub
tle coloring and medium, but durable 
quality are typical of Romanian rugs. Ex
pect to pay around $15 a square foot. 

India: The most common hand-made 
rugs available In America today are 
made in India. They come In all qualities 
from very coarse to fine, the lower grades 
often the stock of variety and department 
stores. Indian weavers copy, sometimes 
quite effectively, all Persian designs as 
well as Chinese and French floral pat
terns. Here the rugs are mass-produced 
and this is reflected in low prices to the 
consumer. Quality often suffers, though, 
and India-made carpets do not ap
preciate in value as do the other carpets 
we have mentioned. The finest grades of 
India carpets average about $15 a 
square foot. 
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Pakistan: Since World War II, Pakis
tan, too, has increased her production of 
hand-made rugs. Though the rugs from 
this area were formerly quite coarse, 
quality has improved greatly as of late 
and many fine reproductions of Persian 
and Caucasian designs are available at 
about $12.50 a square foot. Larger sizes 
(eight by ten and above) are harder to 
find. There is, however, a large selection 
of smaller sizes, particularly in the Bokara 
and Meshkin designs, available today. 

From an investment point of view, 
rugs produced in Iran and China are 
more likely to appreciate in value than 
are those produced elsewhere. The 
combination of superior quality, original 
designs and one-of-a-kind pieces insure 
continued increases in value. 

Although there is no great shortage of 
good quality hand-made carpets today, 
buyers should shop carefully to make 
sure that quality and price are equal. Un
less you are very familiar with Orientals 
and what they should cost, avoid auc
tions and traveling shows; more than 
likely you will pay more than the rug is 
worth. In addition, there is no service 
following the sale, and, if for any reason 
you might wish to return a carpet bought 
from such a show, you will have a dif
ficult time doing so. 

Though it is easier to return merchan
dise bought from a department store, 
there is never service following the sale. 
Also, Oriental rugs are sold alongside 
Oriental "design" rugs and other domes
tic carpeting and rarely is there a sales
person knowledgeable enough to pro
vide you with any information other than 
price. 

Buying from an established and 
knowledgeable merchant is always pref
erable. Get to know your local Oriental 
rug dealer and he will repay you with 
quality merchandise, reasonable prices 
and services following the sale. 

Ed and Becky Bistany are proprietors of 
Bistany's Oriental Rug Dealers, Inc., 
which was established in Columbia by 
Ed's father in 1947. Ed is a third
generation carpet merchant. 

Leaves (Continued from page 67) 

ships; lists of communicants (those who 
have taken the Eucharist); dismissions 
(letters of transfer to and from churches); 
and notes Oournals of church activities). 
Burials and marriages may be included. 
New England has a certain uniformity of 
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record-keeping that other sections of the 
country do not have, due mainly to the 
geographical smallness and homogene
ity of that area, and the use of the "town" 
administrative unit as opposed to the 
usual "county" administrative unit. It 
should be pointed out, though, that 
"town" sometimes referred to an area 
much larger than our modern concept. 
We'll get to this in a later column. 

The Anglican church, the well-nur
tured child of Henry VIII, predominated 
in Virginia and South Carolina; it was the 
official church at times in Georgia and 
Maryland. Records kept include vestry 
minutes (records of the poor, orphans, 
illegitimate children, flow of money, set
ting off private estates by metes and 
bounds, and various other matters). Reg
isters of baptism, communicants, mar
riages, confirmations, deaths and funer
als may be found. All these are kept at 
the church office, seat of diocese, cathe
dral parish house, or bishop's residence. 
Episcopal records become more detailed 
as time progresses. 

The South Carolina Historical Society 
in Charleston, the state archives, and the 
South Caroliniana Library - the latter 
two in Columbia - have extensive Epis
copal records. One of the many printed 
secondary sources which may prove 
helpful to you is Misenhelter' s St. 
Stephens Episcopal Church, St. 
Stephen, S. C., Including Church of the 
Epiphany, Upper St. Johns Berkeley and 
Chapel of Ease, Pineville, S. C., avail
able from the State Printing Co., Colum
bia, S. C. Published 1977. 

The Middle Colonies were a mixture 
of many denominations: Reformed 
Church (Dutch, Lutheran and German); 
Presbyterian (Scottish); Pietist (Menno
nite, Dunkard, Quaker, Moravian, 
Huguenot and others). 

The German Reformed Church was in 
Pennsylvania by l 725. Each church 
keeps its own records. They may be in 
the hands of sextons, elders, descen
dants of ministers, or an historical soci
ety. Record types include baptisms, 
burial (not to be confused with date of 
death, for the date found is usually that of 
the burial); lists of catechumens (persons 
who have studied a religion's doctrines 
and are prepared to partake of the 
Eucharist, but not communicants, who 
have already partaken). Settlements of 
church finances and historical sketches 
and sometimes, a detailed history of the 
congregation are to be found. This last 
group is exceptionally rewarding. 

The Historical Society of the Re-

formed Church, Lancaster, Penn., the 
State Library in Harrisburg, and the 
Genealogical Society of Pennsylvania, in 
Philadelphia, have collections of Ger
man Reformed records. The Hinke Col
lection at the Frankenthal Library of 
Franklin and Marshall College in Lancas
ter, Penn., is indispensible. 

Baptist records are probably the least 
useful of all. The Baptist religion, an 
offshoot of the Anabaptist sect (meaning 
"to baptise twice"), did not practice in
fant baptism; therefore, one must be old 
enough to profess the faith and come 
forward to be baptised. Few births and 
no christenings will be found in their rec
ords. Letters of admission (transfer -
remember dismission in the Congrega
tional Church), marriage, death and 
membership lists exist. The "minutes" 
are likely most helpful, and contain fi
nancial accounts, lists of converts, nota
tions of letters of admission, annual 
membership lists, accounts of church 
business meetings, deaths (not detailed), 
committees and interviews with disor
derly members. 

A collection of North American Baptist 
records is at Colgate University in Hamil
ton, N. Y., and Smith Reynolds Library, 
Winston-Salem, N. C. The South 
Carolina Baptist Historical Society, Fur
man University Library, Greenville, is a 
major source of information. 

Baptists were early in Germany, Swit
zerland, The Netherlands (1608), En
gland (1611), and America by 1639 or 
so. 

The Dutch Reformed Church was the 
official church in New Netherland, and its 
records include births, christenings and 
more. 

Catholics were early settlers in Mary
land and Florida, and were in South 
Carolina by 1 790. Records include 
births, christenings, marriages, deaths. 
Sponsors and godparents appear in the 
recorps, showing key relationships. In 
Catholic records, the christening took 
place two days after the birth. In other 
denominations, this time period can 
range from the same two days to several 
years. The Official Catholic Directory 
1822--1943 (New York, 1943), must be 
consulted. There is no central repository. 
Much help will be gained from O'Con
nell's Catholicity in the Carolinas and 
Georgia. Leaves of Its History. Originally 
published in New York, in 1879, this 
book has now been reprinted by The 
Reprint Co., P. 0. Box 5401, Spartan
burg. 

- George Franklin Stout 
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(Continued from page 63) 

cussion in technical language of such top
ics as the families, topography and 
nomenclature of birds, topics of interest 
to naturalists. The organization of the 
species accounts into chapters based on 
ease of observation, such as "At the 
Feeder," and "Farther Afield," is far 
more appropriate for general readers. 
General readers will find the introduction 
too technical, while naturalists, already 
experienced with field guides, will relate 
more easily to the usual taxonomic 
sequence of species accounts. 

This fluctuation is the single most de
bilitating feature of a potentially very ap
pealing work. It leads the author to pre
sent a discussion of evolution that is 
more misleading than enlightening. This 
and other errors, such as labeling the 
wrist "shoulder" on the diagram of the 
pine warbler on p. xviii, obscure the 
value of the book as an introduction to 
88 bird species that winter in interior re
gions of the Southern and Central states. 
(Waterfowl and birds of the seacoast are 
excluded.) Several times he suggests that 
naturalists share their observations of 
certain species, yet he fails to point out 
that the primary source for such sharing 
is the Carolina Bird Club, headquartered 
in Tryon, N. C. 

The chapters "At the Feeder," 
"Farther Afield," "Birds of Prey" and 
"Rare and Uncommon Birds," are or
ganized around the theme of standard
ized species accounts arranged in ac
cepted taxonomic sequence within chap
ters. Each account features several 
specific categories of information, a nar
rative discussion and a photograph. The 
specific categories are unnecessary; 
space-consuming inclusions for what is 
very often the same information are in
cluded in better perspective in the text. 

Godfrey's abilities as a writer and 
photographer show up in the species ac
counts and the photographs, the two 
high points of Winter Birds of the 
Carolinas. With few exceptions the ac
counts are accurate, informative and in
teresting. He recounts the bitter lesson 
learned from the introduction of the alien 
starling. His tip that grasshopper spar
rows drop vertically after a flight is an 
excellent identification aid. The accounts 
of the yellowthroat playing peek-a-boo 
in the briar patch, and of the Carolina 
wren are particularly enticing. Under 
"House Finch" he notes that the status 
of this species is changing so fast that 
statements. about the species in the 
Carolinas will soon be out of date. Since 
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his writing a possible nesting record has 
been made in South Carolina in 1976 
and host of winter observations have 
been made in 197fr77. 

Godfrey's eloquence reaches a peak 
in the chapter on birds of prey. Who can 
disagree with the "cretinous vandal" de
scription of a person who shoots an 
eagle? Like many another student of 
birds Godfrey seems especially attached 
to birds of prey as he carefully describes 
their hunting and feeding behaviors. His 
experience as a pilot is very apparent as 
he patiently explains the phenomenal 
soaring ability of the turkey vulture. 

Best of all, however, are the photo
graphs. In attempting to choose photo
graphs which show field marks to good 
advantage, Godfrey has assembled a 
group of action poses which capture per
sonality as well as field marks. The por
traits of yellow-rumped warbler, red
shouldered hawk, blue jay and killdeer 
are most exciting in this regard. Only the 
shot of the winter wren is poor. The book 
includes a final section of notes on 
equipment used for an exposure of the 
photographs for those interested in 
photography. A surprise awaits those 
who read about the ruffed grouse por
trait. 

Winter Birds of the Carolinas and 
Nearby States is a decent coffee-table 
birdbook, but its high price will limit its 
circulation to far fewer than would 
otherwise enjoy it. 

Paul B. Hamel is a teaching assistant with 
the Clemson University Department of 
Zoology. 

THE HYDRA PIT, by Jay Barbree. 
Ashley Books, Inc. 1977. 316 
pages, $8. 95. 

The dust jacket bills The Hydra Pit as 
"a major novel set in Jimmy Carter's 
Georgia." It also says author Jay Bar
bree, a veteran NBC newsman, " ... like 
President Carter, shares a Georgia 
peanut farm background." 

I suppose the book's promoters are 
attempting to capitalize on the Carter 
mystique by claiming to reveal the 
characters, motivating forces and quality 
of life in the rural South to the nation 
which elected a president without under
standing why it did or where he came 
from or exactly what he stood for. I hope 
the publicity ploy fails. The picture 
painted by The Hydra Pit, which pur-

ports to be set in some post-Watergate 
era, is, at best, dated but more often, 
contrived and artificial. 

Shades of the Richard B. Russell Dam 
and Lake Project at Trotters Shoals, the 
reader may think as the plot becomes 
apparent. But that's a rather complex 
issue in which environmental concerns 
must be weighed against energy short
ages and unemployment - small 
potatoes compared to the blood-and
guts battle over the Vinson Dam and 
Power Authority. Its opponents are just 
plain folk and poor blacks literally 
bulldozed off their land without due pro
cess. Barbree should know the federal 
government couldn't operate that fast 
even if it wanted to. The Vinson Dam's 
proponents - few though they are - all 
wear black hats except for a willowy, 
red-haired P. R. lady who takes a tumble 
with the novel's hero (protagonist would 
hardly apply), Kolomoki CountyJoumal 
editor and publisher Clay Horland. Who 
said they threw away the mold when 
they made Clint Eastwood? 

The story opens on a riot scene that 
wouldn't have lasted more than a few 
hours if played out in reality, yet it spans 
the first five chapters, 85 pages - almost 
a quarter of the book. And that, even 
more than flat characters and forced 
dialogue and sentences like: "He knew 
something had gone terribly wrong 
when he heard the screams and shots," 
(page 81) is what's wrong with the novel. 
It's written in slow motion. 

The Hydra Pit is a dramatic story with 
a lot of fast, action-packed scenes, 
scenes that Barbree walks his readers 
through. He has a style that is painstak
ing, repetitious and deadly to suspense. 
Incredibly enough, he manages to make 
laborious reading of a novel which con
tains - I include flashbacks - two mob 
demonstrations; nine - no, 14- mur
ders; a kidnaping; three fires (four addi
tional casualties there); two drownings, 
two gang rapes; one human castration 
(ultimately fatal); nurnerous animal gut
tings (cats and a mule); a resurrected Ku 
Kluxer; obligatory sex; and a top-secret 
military scheme. And a happy ending, 
forgive the pun. 

Now if he can only sell the movie 
rights .... 

Leslie Brooks is a free-lance writer from 
Greenwood. This is her first appearance 
in Sandlapper. 
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interesting, 

unusual ite1ns and services 

)c:)( )c:)()c:)()c:)(>< BOOKS ><)c:)()c:)( )c:)()c:)( 

BOOKS BOUGHT. LARGE LIBRARIES or small 
attic accumulations. South Caroliniana especially 
needed. The Attic, Hodges, S. C. 29653. 

HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books. prints. 
posters, maps." Rt. 1, Box 76, Newberry, S. C. 
29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. No. of 
S. C. 34) 

)c:)(>< COMMERCIAL PROPERTY ::><)c:)( 

METAL INDUSTRIAL BUILDING NEAR 
GEORGETOWN, S .C. 20,000 square feet plus 
2,800 square feet office space; 3 loading docks, 
20,000 pound travelling hoist, 50 paved parking 
spaces. M. P. Ferris Agency, 705 Front Street, 
P. 0. Box 537, Georgetown, S. C. 29440, Tele
phone (803) 546-5015. 

)c:)(>=< OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT •O<)c:)( 

RIVER RUNNERS GUIDE TO THE CHAT
TOOGA- Topo Map and Rapid Ratings $4.25. 
River Runners, Box 64, Liberty, S. C. 29657. 

)c:)()c:)( )c:)( HORSE & RI DER )c:)()c:)( >=' 

SHOP IN THE HORSE CAPITAL OF THE 
CAROLINAS. Everything for stable, horse and 
rider. Saddle seat, fox hunting, showing, racing. 
Shetland sweaters and goose down jackets. The 
Tack Room, Highway 1, Camden, S. C. (803) 
432-2264. 

)c:)()c:)()c:)(>< NEEDLEWORK ><)c:)()c:)()c:)( 

FOLLINE'S KNIT AND NEEDLEPOINT 
STUDIO offers the most complete selection of 
needlework supplies in the Southeast. We provide 
the needle artist with all the materials necessary for 
needlepoint, crewel, cross stitch, knitting, and 
crocheting. Items of every description can be 
found in our Needlepoint Gallery - including 
Trame and handpainted, custom desi!J!ed orders 
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of your house, pet, college emblem, professional 
seal, church kneelers, and coat of arms: (Please 
allow two weeks for delivery on special orders). 
Graphs, 292 colors of DMC thread, Aida and 
Hardanger Cloth in all sizes and colors are avail
able for cross stitch. Old fashioned netting and 
yarn for placemats is available for those with a 

· nostalgic flair. For a nominal fee, we provide our 
customers with a finishing service by European 
trained women for pillows, bell pulls, etc. We also 
offer free instructions with purchase of materials. 
Folline's Knit and Needlepoint Studio, 2926 De
vine Street, Columbia, S. C. 29205, Phone 779-
2482. Hours 10-6, 6-days a week. 

><)c:)(>< RESORT PROPERTY )c:)()c:)(K 

FOR SALE: VILLA ON FRIPP ISLAND. 
Two Bedroom flat, completely furnished. 
50 ft. from ocean. Write A. R. Mims, P. 0. 
Box 8, Lydia, S. C. 29079. 

PAWLEYS ISLAND, LITCHFIELD BEACHES, 
MURRELLS INLET, AND GARDEN CITY. Large 
selection of oceanfront and water oriented houses· 
and lots. Also plantations and acreage, sales or 
rentals. Dunes Realty, Inc., P. 0. Drawer 157, 
Pawleys Island, S. C. 29585, phone 803-237-
4473: or, Dunes Realty, Inc., Adantic Avenue, 
Garden City, S. C. 29576, phone803-236-2116. 

)c:)()c:)()c:)()c:)(~ WANTED >()c:)()c:)()c:)()c:)( 

ARTISTS AND ILLUSTRATORS interested in 
doing freelance illustration work for Sand/apper 
magazine. Contact Harry Hope or Bob Rowland. 
779-8824. 

WANTED: COLOR SLIDES of South Carolina 
birds to use in conjunction with a bird watching 
article which will appear in late winter/ early spring 
issue of Sand/apper. Contact Bob Rowland, 
Sand/apper Magazine, (803) 779-8824. 

WANTED: Photographs, sketches, prints or 
drawings of S. C. covered bridges for an upcom
ing article in Sand/apper. Send photos to Bob 
Rowland, Sandlapper Magazine, P. 0. Box 
1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202 or call him at 
779-8824. 

SELL SUBSCRIPTIONS to Sand/apper Maga
zine by phone. Make extra money working at 
home. We furnish all materials and pay a gener
ous commission for each subscription sold. If in
terested, contact Bob W. Rowland, Sand/apper 
Magazine. Call on our toll free number 1-
800-922-2708, ext. 204. 

)c:)( )c:)( >= MISCELLANEOUS =><)c:)( )c:)( 

EFFECTIVE WITH THE JANUARY 1978 ISSUE, 
Sand/apper will begin a HOMES DOWN SOUTH 
real estate advertising section featuring homes 
and property in South Carolina and the South. If 
you have a property for sale or want further infor
mation about ad sizes and rates, write or call 
Charles Alexander, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, 
S. C. 29202. (803) 779-8824. 

INTERESTING, UNUSUAL ITEMS AND SER
VICES ADVERTISING RATES. A single inser
tion: 70tt a word; three consecutive insertions: 
60tt a word; six consecutive insertions: 55¢ a 
word. Minimum insertion 10 words. Copy must 
be received in our office by the first Friday of the 
month preceding the month in which the adver
tisement is to appear. P. 0. Box number and tele
phone numbers count as two words each. Ab
breviations and zip codes count as one word each. 
A check or money order made payable to 
Sand/apper magazine must accompany ad copy. 

SANDLAPPER BINDERS for your copies of 
Sandlapper magazine. Cost delivered $7 each, 
includes sales tax. Send your orders to Sand/ap
per, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202. 

SANDLAPPER IS PLANNING a Folkroots piece 
on Reedy Creek Springs, the popular vacation spa 
and resort hotel. If you have photographs, draw
ings or any visual material on Reedy Creek 
Springs, please contact Bob W. Rowland at (803) 
779-8824. 
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endpiece 

Each month as surely as bills, a trickle 
- fortunately not a flood - of com
plaints arrives in our office concerning 
the arrival and/or non arrival of the cur
rent issue of Sand/apper. 

We try to resolve their problem or 
satisfy their complaint and in most cases 
send them a personal letter of explana
tion and apology. To help eliminate 
some of this communication and the ex
pense and time it entails we offer the 
following: 

Complaint No. 1: "My Sand/apper 
didn't arrive this (or last) month." 

Response: All of our labels are printed 
by computer and occasionally (for rea
sons far beyond my comprehension) a 
label doesn't get printed. The vast major
ity of our labels are indeed printed, 
applied to an issue and that issue is 
mailed. From that point on its delivery is 
in the hands of the Almighty and the 
Postal Service. A lot of different things 
can happen between the time it leaves 
our hands but doesn't reach yours. 

Here are some of them. 
(a) Destroyed in handling by the 

Postal Service. 
(b) Sent to the wrong address and 

confiscated by the person to 
whom it is mistakenly delivered. 

(c) Received by one member of the 
household and/ or office who 
neglects to mention it to anyone 
else. (Odd, I admit but fairly 
common, we find.) 

(d) Received and read and lent to a 
neighbor and forgotten about 
until they call, receive a substi
tute issue and then realize they 
have seen it already. 

But whether it is our fault or not, you 
are entitled.to the full 12 issues for which 
you have paid, so let us know. And we 
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will send a replacement issue. But a po
lite inquiry is appreciated rather than fury 
and outrage. 

Complaint No. 2 : " My Sand/apper 
always arrives late." 

Response: Now be fair. Sometimes, 
we admit, Sandlapper is mailed later in 
the month of issue than we would like. 
Not because we don't try to get it out 
early in the month but because of press 
breakdowns, bindery breakdowns, print
ing scheduling problems, labeling ma
chine breakdowns, sickness, or other de
laying problems our schedule may slip a 
bit. We try to get it mailed as early in the 
month as we can, and we can't do more 
than try just as hard as we can. 

Please remember that magazines, in
cluding Sand/apper, are mailed by sec
ond class mail. Most in-state second class 
mail arrives within 48 to 72 hours after 
mailing, although we know of cases 
where it can travel across the state in 24 
hours while it takes 72 hours to make it 
across the city within which it is mailed. 
(We keep tabs on this - several people 
around the state call to let us know when 
their issues arrive.) And if the magazine 
goes out of state you can expect it to take 
even longer in getting to you. Second 
class mail is exactly what it says it is: 
second class. That means it has second 
priority to first class mail, and is pro
cessed after all first class mail is pro
cessed. So any processing problems at 
any Postal Service point - a heavy flow 
of first class mail, holidays, manpower 
shortages, epidemic illnesses - can 
cause pretty substantial delays. 

Complaint No. 3: " I subscribed to 
Sand/apper (or received notice of a gift 
subscription) but have never received an 
issue." 

Response: The most surprising aspect 
of this complaint is that often the new 
subscriber will wait for months, growing 
more and more annoyed at how we have 
treated him and lets months go by before 
writing or calling us to let us know about 
the problem with his subscription. Often 
the letter (or voice) is an angry one. 
Please don't do that. If you have sub
scribed or received a gift subscription we 
certainly want you to receive your 
magazine. If you haven't received one 
within 30 days of subscribing, drop us a 
note or call us on our in-state toll-free 
number: 1-800-922-2708, Ext. 204. Let 
us know your problem and we will re
solve it. The problem may be': 

(a) We made a mistake when we 

sent your address data to the 
computer. 

(b) The key punch operator made a 
mistake. 

(c) The computer malfunctioned. 
People aren' t perfect and neither are 

their computers. As soon as it appear,; 
something is wrong with your subscrip
tion let us know and we will resolve it: 

Complaint No. 4: "You sent me a rec 
newal notice that my subscription to 
Sandlapper was expiring. I sent it back 
along with a check. Then I received 
another renewal notice. What's the prob, 
lem? Didn't you get my check?" 

Response: We send three renewa.l 
notices - the first two months prior to 
expiration, the second the month of ex
piration and the third the month after 
your subscription has expired. At a given 
point in each month we have a computer 
cut-off deadline. During the two weeks 
following this date renewal notices for all 
expiring subscriptions are run off, put in 
envelopes, and mailed. The number of 
renewal notices sent out each month var
ies from 2,000 to 5,000, so there is a 
two-week period during which it is im;.. 
possible to send notice to the computer 
that we have received your renewal an<;! 
that the computer should not print yov 
another renewal notice. Although we try 
to catch the renewal notices received 
during this two-week period some do slip 
through with the result that it confuses a 
renewing subscriber who has sent in his 
check and still receives another renewal 
notice. So he contacts us since it appears 
that we have either not received his re
newal and check or are ignoring it. 

May we suggest that you hold off con
tacting us if you receive a renewal notice 
after renewing and sending in your 
check? If you receive more than one re
newal notice after renewing and sending 
in your check, then contact us and we 
will resolve your problem. 

We hope these suggestions will help 
you understand some of the problems 
we have in getting your Sand/apper to 
you each month. After all, we have a 
thorough, conscientious circulation de
partment whose principal duty is to serve 
our subscribers. You can infer that their 
job is seldom an easy one. 

~\I,)~ ... ~ 
Bob W. Rowland 
Editor 
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Introducing A Print 
~~by ERICA HOYT 

Signed and numbered limited edition of 400 ............................................... $30 
Unsigned ....................•........•..................•........•........•.......... $20 

(add 2.00 for shipping and handling. S. C. residents add additional 4% for S. C. sales tax.) 
This is a special offering and only 100 prints remain at this low price. The original has hung in numerous 
exhibits and competitions and has won many awards. 

"Outside Rock Hill, S. C. this scene attracted my attention and brought back many memories. I wondered how 
much longer we will be able to see this vanishing part of America. Painting this wagon gave me a warm feeling 
which is why I call this print MY WAGON." 

Erica Hoyt, well known South Carolina watercolorist studied art at the 
Washington Irving Art School in New York City and at the University of 
South Carolina. The recipient of numerous awards, Mrs. Hoyt is an 
Associate Member of the American Watercolor Society, U. S. Watercolor 
Society, and Southern Watercolor Society. She is also a member of the 
S. C. Guild of Artists, the Columbia Art Guild, and the Dutch Fork Art 
Asso. for whom she has been teaching watercolor for 8 years. Transpar
ent watercolor is Mrs. Hoyt's first love. Her subject matter is the world 
around her. -- -------- --------------

SANDLAPPER MAGAZINE 
P. 0. Box 1668 
Columbia, S. C. 29202 
Name 

Address --------------------
City/State ____________ Zip ______ _ 

D Enclosed is my check for $ 

D Enclosed is my money order for$ ------------






